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Abstract

Two assumptions shape modern Pauline studies. They are that the Apostle

Paul wrote letters, and that his theology can be reconstructed from these

letters. The problem is that one cannot decide which of the letters is authentic

unless one fIrst knows something about Pauline theology. Much of the

modem picture of Paul is biased by the same theology it claims to discover.

One way of bypassing this problem is to tum to sources not written by Paul.

In Christian literature of the fIrst and second centuries, Paul features

prominently as the champion of various Pauline Schools. Scholars have

preYiously ignored this literature for reconstructing historical traditions about

Paul. Yet it contains valuable historical information that provides an objective

basis upon which one can evaluate the modem approach to Paul's letters and

theology.
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Chapter 1

THE ELUSIVE PAUL

For not even the question who Paul really was has yet been
adequately explained ".. the real Paul ... remains confmed in
seven letters and for the most part unintelligible to posterity
. . . However, when he is rediscovered-which happens
almost exclusively io times of crisis-there issues from him
explosive power which destroys as much as it opens up

th" 1some mgnew.

I have followed the footnote style of Turabian.2 For abbreviations to ancient

works, I have used the SBL Handbook.' Translations from the Bible are from

the Holy Bible: New Revised Standard Version (1989). I have employed

American spelliog throughout the thesis.

My Daunting Task

Let us assume fora moment that the Pauline Corpus did not e..xistand that we

were not in possession ofany of the letters now attributed to Paul io the New

Testament. Let us assume further that despite not having any of these letters

we wished to establish something about Paul's life and theology. \'\lhere would

we tum for our ioformation? The frrst place would be to those writings within

the New Testament that reveal somethiog about Paul, namely Acts, 2 Peter

and (possibly) James. However, what if none of these te..xts had survived?

Vihere would we then turn to know somethiog about Paul?

In this hypothetical situation, the scholar of Paul is not destitute for a single

reason: Paul the Apostle features promioently io noncanonicalliterature. Paul

exerted great influence after his death and ,vas taken up as a champion by a

1 .E. Kasemann, "Paul and Early Catholicism," io New TeJlament Questions of
Todr:!Y (philadelphia: Fortress, 1969), 252.
2 Kate. L. Turabian, A AIantla!for Writerr ofTem! Papers, Theses, and DiJ-sertations
(Chicago: University of Chicago 1993).
3 Patrick H. Alexander and Society of Biblical Literature, The SBL Handbook of
Style: ftr Ancient Near Eastern, Biblical, and Ear!Y Christian Sttldies (peabody,
"-lass.: Hendrickson Publishers, 1999).
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number of different groups. These groups revered and championed Paul and

their writings reveal important information about Paul. In this thesis, I am

concerned with these writings. From them I intend to reconstruct a picture of

the historical Paul. By "historical Paul," I mean the Paul that is recoverable

through historical analysis. (See the section that follows later in this chapter,

"The Historic versus the Historical Paul.")

The aim of this thesis is straightforward although the task is daunting. I intend

to reconstruct a portrait of the historical Paul based on (mostly) noncanonical

Pauline sources. For three good reasons no one has previously undertaken

such a task:

First, there exists an abundance of primary material on the life of Paul, which

renders secondary material supert1uous. Why unearth the historical Paul in the

Acts ofPaul and Thecla, when one has the Epistle to the Romans?

Second, these noncanonical sources developed and ""panded Paul along

theological lines and therefure the historical elements have for the most part

receded into the background. A simple reading of the sources reveals that

they are not primarily interested in the historical Paul (allusions to the

historical Paul are sparse) but use the figure of Paul as a way of establishing

the authority of the group.

Third, much of the material that we have on Paul in these sources is late and

for critical reasons cannot always be trusted. The Acts of Paul, for "xample, is

full of fantastic legends, which belong more to the realm of science fiction

than to the realm of history.

For these three reasons, no one has analyzed historical traditions about Paul

in non-Pauline sources Jt1th a t;eJt' to 1I1constm<ting Pallt's lift and thot/ght. \\'by then

should I do so now?

In my view, despite these important reservations, the task of analyzing

10



historical traditions in noncanonical sources must proceed since such a study

can yield major dividends in fue study of Paul. Using critical mefuods (fuese

will be outlined shortly) one can identifY and extrapolate genuine historical

Pauline traditions wifuin fuese sources. That is precisely what I intend to do in

this work. I intend to identifj historical Pauline traditions in (mostly)

noncanonical sources, analy'(! the traditions based on set criteria, rollate fue

traditions, and finally compare the portrait of Paul from these traditions wifu

fuat of modem critical Pauline studies. This is fue fourfold nature of my

mefuod.

It is a test to see whefuer fue modem approach can SUrvlVe an external

critique, which is based on an entirely different mefuodology. It is a test to see

whether fue Critical Paul (paul as interpreted through letters deemed

authentic by the majority of modem critical scholars: Romans, Galatians,

Philippians, First and Second Corinthians, First Thessalonians, and Philemon)

looks anything like the Ancient Paul (paul as interpreted wifuin noncanonical

Pauline literature.) If fuere is a resemblance, where does it lie? If there is

dissimilarity, what are fue reasons for it? If the historical Paul as seen by his

early champions is vastly different from Paul reconstructed by his modem

champions, then the early Church was eifuer mistaken, or modem critics have

missed the man from Tarsus.

Some Pauline groups or "Schools" (e.g., the group reflected in fue Pseudo~

Clementines) reveal a picture of Paul that is more consistent wifu the Critical

Paul than ofuers do. By analyzing fuese sources, I hope to shed some light on

fue way one might continue today in Pauline studies. For e.xample, fuere are

several points at which J'vfarcion's picture of Paul corresponds to that offered

by modem critics. They also diverge at several points. An analysis of the two

approaches yields interesting points of discussion for the future of Pauline

studies.

I propose a regressive method apropos of the historical Paul in this study. By

11



regrmh" I do not mean a return to early fonns, but a way ofgoing backwards.

The traditional approach to Paul has been ingressive. Beginning with the

Pauline Corpus, it has utilized tried methods of Historical, T ~~'tual, Source,

and Redaction Criticism, et al., to unearth Paul through his letters

correctly--if we assume that the questions surrounding the authenticity of

Paul's letters are resolved. But what if that presupposition were erroneous?

Critical scholars cannot agree on what constitutes the Pauline Corpus. The

consensus today is that there are seven genuine letters but that keeps

changing. Baur regarded only four letters to have been written by Paul. He

wrote as follows:

There is a very essential difference between the four main
letters of the Apostle (Rom., 1-2 Cor., Gal.) and the shorter
ones in the collection of his letters ... the authenticity of
several of the latter, if not all, can be seriously doubted."

I can state the problem another way. Modem critical Pauline studies are

predicated on two interrelated assumptions. First, that Paul left a written

legacy that is recoverable through critical analysis of the genuine Pauline

letters. Second, that the historical Paul was a devout Jew with strong ties to

Second Ternple Judaism. (See chapter 8.)

Although this second assumption is relatively recent, it now dominates

Pauline studies, and although it is meant to result from the fIrst assumption, it

serves as its logical prim· because in order to determine which of Paul's letters

is authentic, one must entertain certain presuppositions about the nature of

Pauline thought. In other words, before one can decide which letters are

Paul's, one must assume one knows hmv Paul's letters read.

However, what if scholars held no prior assumptions about Paul's theology?

Wbat if they did not think Paul had to be preoccupied with certain matters,

notably Jewish, such as the Law and Circumcision? In that case, they would

4 Werner Georg Kiimmel, The Neu! Testament the History ofthe Inmtigation ofits
ProblemJ; 1stBritish ed. (London: se,!, 1973), 128.
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have no conclusive ,vay of determining which letter is Paul's and ,vhich is the

product of a Pauline School operating in Paul's name. Pauline scholarship has

shown that the canonical legacy of Paul in the New Testament presents us

with Types of Pauline Theology and has forced the conclusion that Paul can

be reconstructed from one but not from all these Types.

At present, there are four Types: the Critical Paul (defmed above), the

Deuterocanonical Paul' (the Paul of Ephesians and Colossians), the Paul of

the Pastoral Letters, and the Lukan Paul (the Paul of canonical Acts). Critical

scholars have settled on the first Type as historical but that is not self-evident

Baur established this position: "For the history of the apostolic age the

Pauline epistles take precedence over all the other New Testament writings, as

an authentic source."6

The problem, as I have noted, is determining ",llich of the letters is authentic.

The Church Fathers provide no consensus on the Pauline Corpus, making the

external evidence inconclusive. Modern arguments from style are also

inconclusive since there are conflicting styles and where a common style

exists, one could e..xplain it as a product ofa Pauline SchooL

By SchoolI do not mean an organized seat of institutional learning but a group

who regarded Paul as an Apostle and as an authority and who fashioned and

taught a Type ofPaul consistent with their religious perspective. The literature

of the late fust and second centuries attests to several competing claims for

Paul: the l\farcionite Paul, the Gnostic Paul, the Orthodox Paul, the

Apocryphal Paul, and the Apostolic PauL' Sometimes these groups are not

that easily distinguishable. Cyril ofJerusalem, for example, found it necessary

to warn catechumens against slipping into a Marcionite meeting by mistake

5 Some scholars group the Pastorals with the Deuterocanonical PauL I have
not done so to avoid any confusion.
6 Kiimmel, 135.
7 The one School that I do not address in this thesis is the Paul of the
Apologists and Heresiologists. This would have expanded my task beyond
reasonable bounds.
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(Cat. 18.26).

Let me provide an example of how prior assumptions about Paul's theology

affect the way in which the interpreter reads the Pauline te.xt. A common

argument put forward about the Pastorals is that they cannot be Pauline

because they differ in style from the other letters of Paul. Ki.imrnel's view is

classic: nIt cannot be denied that the language and style speak. decisively

against the Pauline origin of the Pastorals.ns However, what are we to make of

the following similarities in style?

Let a woman learn in silence ",-ith full submission. I permit no
woman to teach or to have authority over a man; she is to
keep silent. For Adam was formed first, then Eve; and Adam
was not deceived, but the woman ,vas deceived and became a
transgressor. Yet she will be saved through childbearing,
provided they continue in faith and love and holiness, with
modesty. (1 Tim. 2.11-15)

Women should be silent in the churches. For they are not
permitted to speak, but should be subordinate, as the law also
says. If there is anything they desire to know, let them ask
their husbands at home. For it is shameful for a woman to
speak. in church. (1 Cor. 14.34-35)

Observing these two passages together should lead the impartial reader to

conclude that the same author wrote them and that the author was Paul. Is

that the conclusion drawn by the vast majority of critical scholars? Hardly, for

to concede that the two passages were written by the same pen would be to

concede the unthinkable, that the Apostle Paul was a misogynist, and since

that cannot be correct, scholars are forced to conclude, illogically, that now

becatlse of the similarities in style neither passage could have originated with

Paul. Ehrman makes this very argument

Paul does, however, seem to say something similar in his
undisputed letters, in the harsh words of First Corinthians
14.34-35. Indeed this passage is so similar to that of 1

8 Wemer Georg Ki.imrnel and Paul Feine, Introdtlction to the New Testament,
Rev. ed. (Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon 1975), 373.
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Timothy 2.11-15, and so unlike what Paul says elsewhere that
many scholars are convinced that these ... are words that Paul
himself never "Tote; rather, they were inserted into the letter
of First Corinthians by a scribe who wanted to make Paul's
views conform to those of the Pastoral Epistles.'

Ehrman plays the game with devious skill. First, he argues Paul could not

have written Timothy because of the differences in style and then he argues Paul

could not have written Timothy because of the silJJilaritieJ in style. 'What

emerges as all-important is that one safeguards Paul's attitude to women.

Everything else becomes secondary. The belief that Paul ought to read in a

certain way has ensured that an important method for determining

authenticity is not only ignored, but cleverly inverted.

1bis is the problem in essence: the precipice that supports the current

paradigm of Pauline scholarship hinges on a form of shrewd circuitous

reasoning. Scholars confidently reconstruct Paul through those letters that

conform in advance to a certain Pauline Type, and regard both canonical and

noncanomcal te-xts that do not conform to their Type to be ofless historical

value. This method is unsatisfactory since it cannot provide an objective basis

for determining which Pauline Type most closely approximates to the

historical Paul.

11!y lJJethod therefOre proceeds ~ithollt the Pallline Corpus. I only turn briefly to Paul's

letters at the end of the study to see how they correspond with my

conclusions, that is, after I have collated and assessed historical Pauline

traditions according to the proposed methodology.

Some may feel that the evidence for Paul in noncanonical sources is scant and

9 Bart D. Ehrrnan, The New TeJtalJJent: A Historical Introduaion to the Earfy
Christian U7ntings, 2d ed. (New York: Oxford University 2000), 370.
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unreliable and that such a procedure is therefore fruitless. BaurlO was the first

to shut the door on these works, but in recent times, the likes of Koester has

reopened it:

These writings (noncanonical writings) have all received much
less attention than the New Testament itself and therefore
much of the wealth of often very valuable and very early
traditional materials in these writings remains largely
un~xplored.l1

The historical Paul is not identical ",i.th the Paul of the respective Schools that

developed in his name, but one must pursue the possibility that these sources

preserve in some degree the memory and theology of Pau!.12 In terms of

ancient historiography, the testimony for Paul is voluminous. There is more

evidence for Paul in the second century than for world figures like Augustus

in the first century.

Skepticism is not warranted for another reason. It assumes the untenable

position that the early theologians had no concern for historical ~xactness

since their pressing theological ~xigencies compelled them to reinvent or

reinterpret traditions that they had received. Wbile this is true of some of this

literature, it is not true ofall of it.

10 "The epistles of the Apostle are then the only authentic documents for the
history of his apostolic labors, and of the whole relation in which he stood to
his age ... so do they present the truest and the most faithful mirror of the
time." Cited in KUmmel, The New TeJtament: the History of the Inmtigation ofits
Prob!emJ~ 135.
11 H. Koester, Introdtt<1ion to the Nell' Testament: History and LiteratJlm ofEarfy
ChriJ"tianiry, 2d ed., vo!. 2 (New York: \,'alter De Gruyter, 2000), 68.
12 I noted with interest while reading a solid new introduction to the l'iew

Testament put out by the University ofSouth Africa that the entire status of
noncanoniCli writings has radically changed in the past twenty years or so.
These works, whicn scholars might have mentioned in footnotes a mere
fifteen years ago, are now given a great deal more attention. I hesitate to use
the word "revolution"--but that IS an accurate ,vay of describing what is
happening in the area of New Testament Studies. The one instihi"tion that
appears completely insulated from these strides in the world of scholarship,
at least in tli.is counttv, is the Church. See Gerhard van den Heever and
Eben Scheft1er, From }ems Christ to ChriJ1ianiry: Earfy Christian LiteratJlm in
Conte.xt, 1st ed. (pretoria: University ofSouth Africa, 2001), 3, 311.
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Criteria for the Evaluation of Historical Sources

A.s a starting poin~ I turn to methods used by those engaged in the quest for

authentic traditions of the historical Jesus. By employing methods used in this

ques~ I am not suggesting that Paul and Jesus are analogous figures. Paul does

have several traits in common ,vith Jesus, not least of which is that he is a

religious Jew living in the first century. Nonetheless, Paul is a disciple ofJesus,

and Paul's life, important as it is for understanding early Christianity has no

soteriological significance. Paul is not the object of faith and therefore the

results of PauIine research can never hold the same importance as the results

of research into the historical Jesus.

What do I hope to achieve by approaching Paul vis-a-vis these methods? Let

me set the boundaries. I have no interest here in the quest for the historical

Jesus. My focus is on some of the methods used by scholars in the quest for the

historical Jesus. The reason I turn to these methods is that they have been

tested over time and are useful for discovering historical traditions encrusted

in secondary sources. Since scholars have tried to find Jesus in sources not

"riftetl i?Y jest/s, they have honed critical skills in this area; and since I intend to

reconstruct Paul from secondary sources tlot J>riften i?Y Pat/I, I draw on a wealth

of e."perience daring back to the first critical life ofJesus written by Reimarus

in the eighteenth century. Those familiar with the history of the quest for the

historical Jesus will also appreciate the degree to which the study of Paul and

the study ofJesus intersect at crucial junctures.

In this thesis, one will perceive the influence of the methodology of

Crossan.13 I turn to Crossan for several reasons. First, his method treats all

sources, canonical and noncanonical equally. Second, his results do not

depend on independent judgments rendered on an ad hoc basis, but are made

from a highly objective organization ofancient texts. Third, Crossan's method

is thoroughly modem (some may see this as a disadvantage.) Fourth, Crossan

13 John Dominic Crossan, The Historicaljest/s: The Lift ifa MeditermJ1ean jellish
Peasatlt (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1993).
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draws on the vast experience of research in this field over the past several

hundred years. Finally, Crossan's conclusions regarding the historical Jesus are

so disappointing theologically, that they almost guarantee the objectivity of his

method.

Crossan defines his method as a "triple triadic process." First, there is the

reciprocal interplay of social anthropology, Hellenistic and Greco-Roman

history, and literature. Crossan asks how analysis of comparative data can

shed light on the quest Second, there is the tectual problem. Three steps are

involved here:

A. Crossan draws up an inwlItM] of canonical and noncanonical te.xts.

B. Stratification: Crossan positions these texts in chronological sequence.

C. Attestation: Crossan identifies the number of independent attestations for

each "comple."" of the Jesus tradition.'·

Finally, Crossan "manipulates" the inventory. This has three parts' to it. A The

sequence of the strata is established. The earlier the te>:ts the more probable

are their reliability. B. "Hierarchy of Attestation," which means fmding those

comple."es ",-ith the highest number of independent attestations. C. The

14 For example, the complex "Jesus and the Children" is attested in the
follmvmg te.'{ts: Gospel of Thomas 22.1.2; ,Mark 10.13 16; Matthew 19.13 15;
L1ke 18.15-17; "-latthew 18.3; John 3.1-10. That makes a total of 6 units.
However, there are only four sources since Matthew 19 and L1ke 18 are
dependent on "-lark 10.
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bracketing of singularity: avoidance of any comple-x" ""th only one

attestation. Here the possibility of invention is high.

The above method is a sophisticated way of finding units of tradition that are

earfy and well attested. My method differs from Crossan's since my subject and

its sources are different from his. The nature of ancient texts detennines the

methods that one employs. The aim however is the same: to discover units of

tradition that are eady, well attested and reliable.

I will employ the follo"mg criteria in evaluating units of tradition:

Ear!y Text Criterioll

The earlier the text:, the more probable is its reliability. I employ this criterion

in a modified form. For example, with ;\farcion, the witness ofJustin though

more reliable than Clement, is not more reliable than Tertullian, even though

he antedates him, since Tertullian works with a copy of l\1arcion's AlItithem

on his desk and claims to be in possession of one of ;\farcion's letters (Cam.

Chr. 2.14; l\1arc. 1.1.6, 4.4.3).

Hierarchy ofAttest4tioll

This criterion suggests that traditions that are supported in a number of

independent attestations are more likely to be historical than those with a

single attestation. Scholars engaged in the quest for the historical Jesus

regularly employ this criterion.

15 Here is an example of a comple-x: 22.+ PROPHET'S OWN
COUNTRY (1\4). 22: indicates where the complex is to be found in the
stratum i.e., number 22. +: indicates that the comple-x goes back to Jesus (a
indicates the opposite, and a + indicates that the comple-x is of mythological
character as to render the question of its historicity irrelevant). 1: indicates the
number of the stratum. In this case, it is the first. 4: indicates the number of
independent attestations. The methodological rule that Crossan follows is that
the lower the number on the left of the stroke and the higher the number on
the right, the greater the probability that the comple-x goes back to Jesus
himself. Crossan, 436.
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Bracketing ufSingularity

The bracketing of singularity avoids traditions ".vith only one attestation since

here the possibility of invention is high.

Bracketing ufBeliembility

The bracketing of believability avoids comple.xes that are fanciful or

exaggerated and prefers complexes in writers and groups who display greater

respect for historical e.uctitude.

Bracketing ufPaulillism

This criterion avoids traditions that do not specifically name Paul as the

person represented in the story, even though Paul is implied. For e.umple, the

Pseudo-Clernentines contain several passages of anti-Pauline polemic and as

such are of great value. Unfortunately, these writings identify Paul as Simon,

compounding the problem ofhistorical enquiry (chapter 4).

Ideological Criticism

By "Ideological Criticisrn," I mean the need to penetrate beyond the

ideological agenda of each Type of Paul. This is a modified principle of

dissimilarity that prefers comple.xes that transcend the ideological agenda of

the group or person claiming Paul as their champion. :Many Pauline Types are

accessible only through the writings of detractors from whom one gains a

jaundiced portrait. However, a strong ideological agenda does not necessarily

preclude a 'writer from presenting a reliable complex. Tertullian for e.xample,

whose treatise Adt'eTYlIS i'vfcmiollem is an apologetic against Mareion, is often

historically accurate since he demonstrates care not to misrepresent his

opponent's position (chapter 2). Each comple.x must be e.xamined and

evaluated 'within its context in order to determine its reliability.

Sillplicity

The criterion of simplicity IS that "all things being equal, the simplest
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explanation that covers the largest amount of data is to be preferred."" This

rule of interpretation goes back to John Calvin. The following is typical, taken

from his commentary on Psalm 139: "It seems enough to hold by the plain

sense of the words."

Non liquet ('It is not dear one way or another")

This criterionl" acts as a counterweight to the temptation to make judgments

because things seem reasonable or plausible. It is an important scholarly

discipline not to go beyond the evidence.

Sequitur (,ItjOttOlI'/')

I employ this criterion in cases where a narrative contains several historical

traditions (e.g., canonical Acts). By following the logical course of the

narrative, one can determine whether a tradition is true or false by asking

whether or not "it follows." For e.umple, if it is apparent that tradition A is

true, then it is likely that a dependent tradition, Al is also true. This criterion

is useful when there is no other evidence to support a tradition that appears

true. A tradition that "follows" is one that it ll'Olild not make sense to im'ent.

Features ofLegend

This criterion rejects legendary features of a tradition. Dibelius' defmition of

legend will serve as my own, namely, a story in which there is emphasis on the

miraculous element and the pious character of the people involved." With

legend., these elements dominate the narrative in a way that renders historical

inquiry impossible. Included under this criterion will be those traditions

characterized by teratological elements, that is, where a "wonder world" is

presented with characters such as cannibals and talking animals (e.g., the story

16 John P. Meier, A l'vlarginat Jell' Rethinking the HiJToricat Jesus, 1st ed., The
Anchor Bible Reference Library (t'iew York: Doubleday, 1991), 67.
17 Ibid~ 113.
18 J'vIartin Dibelius, Studies in theA'Ts oftheApost!es (London: SCM, 1956), 106.
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of the lion in the Acts ofPaul and Thecla).!9

Comparison uith the Genlline Letters ofPall1

This criterion is one of the most commonly used ill the study of PauL

Scholars compare traclitions in secondary sources (e.g., Acts) "rith traclitions in

the so-called genuine letters to establish authenticity. I \vill use this criterion as

sparingly as possible, since I am trying to avoid the Pauline Corpus. In

adclition, a secondary source is sometimes nearer to the historical truth than a

primary source. One finds this in canonical Acts (chapter 7). Baur first used

the criterion consistently and critically."

It is possible that investigation into noncanonical sources will not produce

much fruit; but I take solace in the words ofHarvey as quoted by Sanders:

We shall find that those bare biographical statements, which
are established with a high degree of historical certainty, but
which seem at Erst to convev little information that is of
interest to the theologian, take ;n considerable signiEcance."!

Final Caveat

\Xlhat do I mean by the historical Paul? Brown puts the matter into

perspective \vith salient words on the quest for the historical Jesus:

It's a major mistake to think that the "historical (or
reconstructed) Jesus," a totally modem portrayal, is the same
as the total Jesus; Le., Jesus as he actually "'<15 in his lifetime.ll

Brown makes a familiar clistinction between the historical Jesus, the Jesus

recoverable through historical analysis and the total Jesus or real Jesus. That

19 Wilhelm Schneemelcher, New Testament ApoC1)pha: U7fitings Relating to the
Apostles;Apocafypses and Related SlIbjects, trails. R.l\fcL Wilson, Rev. ed., 2 vols.,
voL 2 (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 1992),78.
20 Ferclinand Christian Baur, "Die Christuspartei in der korinthischen
Gemeinde, der Gegensa1z des petrinischen und paulinischen Christenthumus
in deralten Kirche, der Apostel in Rom," Ttibinger ZeitschrififlirTheologie (1831):
103.
21 E. P. Sanders,]es!ls and]udaiJm (philadelphia: Fortress, 1985),8.
22 Rayrnond Ed\vard Brown, An Introd!k1ion to the Neu' Testament (Kew York:
Doubleday, 1997), 828.
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distinction applies by analogy to Paul because Paul, like Jesus, is a historical

figure only recoverable through historical analysis. Meier places a similar

constraint

(Ibe) 'historical Jesus' v.rill always remain a scientific construct,
a theoretical abstraction that does not and cannot coincide
",~th the full reality ofJesus of Nazareth as he actually lived"
... Jesus ofhistory is a modem abstraction and construct.

Robinson meaningfully outlined these distinctions in a seminal essay. In it he

wrote as tolluws:

The term 'historical Jesus' is not simply identical with Jesus'
or 'Jesus of Nazareth', as if the adjective 'historical' were a
meaningless addition. Rather the adjective is used in a
technical sense, and makes a specific contribution to the total
meanirlg of the e'..pression. 'Historical' is used in the sense of
'things in the past which have been established by objective
scholarship ... such usage is nearest the original, etymological
meaning of the term 'history'.24

These insights underscore the limitations of modem historiography. Accurate

facts about historical figures do not necessarily lead to a better understanding

of those figures. Noncanonical writers were not disinterested in the facts of

Paul's life, but they also realized that facts alone could not capture who Paul

was, and so they resorted to the ancient art of storytelling to convey the

power of Paul's person. One of the dominant impressions of the various

portraits of Paul in noncanonical sources is the lack of interest in

historiography in the modem sense. Ancients were more interested in persons

than bare facts.

For the champions of Paul, as I will show in the following chapters, Paul was

not merely a historical figure but also a father, a saint, a theologian, an

Aposrle-Jarger than life. With Paul, mythology has married itself to history

in a way analogous to the way the Christ of faith is married to the Jesus of

23 Meier, 1.
24 James l\IcConkey Robinson, A New Quest '!f the HiJlorical JeS1ls (London:
SCM, 1959),26-27.
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history, which is why the champions of Paul see no problem writing in the

name of their beloved Paul and continuing his legacy.

Perhaps the value of this study will be its resultant skepticism. The

surefootedness now associated with Pauline studies may end if scholars

applied similar criteria to Paul as their colleagues have applied to Jesus. A new

approach may convince us that we are as near to the historical Paul as we are

to the historical Jesus. Perhaps the results will show that all we O\vn with

certainty is the Paul of fuith, the Paul that the Church saw fit to domesticate,

embellish, and remold according to its own apostolic values and traditions.

Would that conclusion leave us in a state of anxiety? First Jesus, now Paul?

The answers to these questions will depend on how much value the Church

continues to accord with the Protestant principle SolaScripttlraand how much

it is prepared to trust the Fathers in their critical decisions of faith.

Mapping the Terrain

In the following six chapters, I present an analysis of noncanonical Pauline

sources. I identifY, analyze, collate, and compare the traditions. I resist the

temptation to make arguments based on traditions that I regard to be

historically probable until I have presented all the traditions. This is to ensure

the objectivity of the process. I therefore ask the reader to be patient as I

evaluate and present the traditions. At the end of each chapter, the reader

discovers a list of historical traditions that I deem to be historically probable.

The first Pauline Type that I analyze is Mareion's Paul (chapter 2). I begin

,"vith .Maroon because Mareion is the furthest away from the historical Paul

at least in terms of chronology and in terms of the boundaries set by this

thesis. Since ;\Iarcion's Vll::itings are no longer e."tant, an analysis of Marcion's

Pauline traditions is not possible. W'hat I hope to achieve is to look at the

implications that the study of Marc:ion poses for the historical Paul 1\farcion

holds the key to the most important questions surrounding Paul, such as what

constitutes the Pauline Corpus and what was Paul's relationship to Second
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Temple Judaism? As I proceed through the various Pauline Types, I move

doser to the historical Paul.

The second Pauline Type I investigate is the Apocryphal Paul (chapter 3). The

presentation of the material for the Apocryphal Paul differs from the

presentation of material for ~farcion's Paul since \,,~th the Apocryphal Paul I

am dealing with extant t~"ts, unlike Nfarcion who left no written legacy. I

anaIyze these t~m and present the traditions at the end of the chapter.

Because the traditions are scant, I do not focus on only one aspect of Pau~

such as his life or his theology, but make use of whatever historical

information the sources yield. This process of analyzing and presenting

traditions continues through to chapter 6.

In chapter 7, I depart from the scope of this thesis \vith an analysis of the

Lukan Paul. I have done this for two reasons. First, Luke belongs to a

tradition of Pauline literature that has no contact at all with the Pauline

Corpus, making him invaluable for my purposes. Second, the distinction

between canonical and noncanonical is an artificial construct, at least in terms

of scholarship.

In chapter 8, I offer a critical evaluation of the "New Paul" through a dialogue

with several of its key e':ponents.

In chapter 9, a pivotal chapter, I present all the traditions and catalogue them

around themes in the life ofPaul.

In the last chapter, I offer proposals for Pauline scholarship in view of the

results of chapter 9.
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Chapter 2

J\LARCION'S PAUL

\\'hen Marcion ... met the holy Polycarp on one occasion,
and said 'Recognize us, Polycarp,' he said in reply to J'vIarcion,
'Yes indeed, I recognize the Erstbom of Satan.' (?vIart. Pol.
222)

My Aims in this Chapter

I begin with Maroon since Marcion is the chief Paulinist of the second

century. Unlike other Schools who saw Paul as a champion, J'v'farcion saw onb

Paul. His theological vision is dominated, as was Luther's, by the Pauline

Gospel.

No one regards J'vfarcion as a taithful Paulinist. Instead, they see him as

someone who largely distorted Paul's Gospel for his own ends. Such a

perspective is so common among scholars that it is generally asserted and

hardly ever argued. It is, after all, easy to dismiss a heretic who cannot speak

for himself and who stands on the side of the vanquished in the annals of

Church history.

This chapter rectiEes that false perception of J'vfarcion, but not out of

misguided loyalty to the heretic. No resuscitation will take place here. My

interest in J\farcion is strictly J\'farcionitic. Marcion interests me only as far as

he can reveal Paul. The bulk of this chapter therefore corrects erronecus

belieiS that have served to disconnect J'vfaroon from Paul. For ifI can Prol~ that

Marcion u'as a faithfttl Pal/anist, Marcion mllst hal~ something to teach me abollt the

historical PaJlL

Three erroneous belieiS have severed the vital nerve between J'vfarcion and

Paul. These are that ]\farcion was a Gnostic, that J\Iarcion corrupted the

original Pauline Canon, and that J\farcion was anti-Jewish. I intend to show
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that none of these beliefS is plausible.25

Was Marcion a Heretic?

Marcion, that shrewd Paulinist, grossly misunderstood Paul, corrupted the

Pauline text, divorced Paul from Second Temple Judaism, and married Paul

to an obscure form of Gnostic philosophy. At least, that is the position of the

Heresiologists. 1\1arcion's position, revealed in a critical reading of the chief

source, Tertullian's brilliant Adwrsus Marcionem (1v1arc.), brings us face to face

'with another possibility, namely, that Marcion (contra Tertullian) stood in close

relation to Paul and closely represented his thinking, that his Corpus Pat/lilltlnl

was the authentic one, that Paul originally had meager ties to Judaism, and

that ifanything was alien to Paul's thinking, it was Judaism, not Gnosticism.

Mareion posed a significant challenge to orthodoxy for centuries. Harnaek

was a little too flattering when he described him as "the most important figure

in the history of the Church between Paul and Augustine,"'" but no less an

opponent than Jerorne gave Marcion the epithet "the 1\!aster" (Cron.).

1\'!arcion was the first critical Paulinist to have emerged in the history of the

Church. J\'!arcion was also the first to use Paul alone as the basis for his

theological paradigm. The Gnostics, the Apostolic fathers, and the

Apocryphal writers all championed Paul, but alongside other figures like Peter

and John and Thomas. Mareion saw one Apostle.

.1\!arcion was a heretic but one should not ignore even heretics. J\'!arcion

tarced the Orthodox to reconsider their interpretation of Paul. In addition,

1\!areion holds the keys to two daunting questions facing Pauline scholars:

What constitutes the Corpt/J Pat/linu1Jl? Has this Corpus undergone 1:e-xtual

redaction and corruption? The early Christian Apologists and Heresiologists

25 In this chapter I e},..pand the research that I began in my 1\'!aster's thesis,
PCR Cornninos, "Was Paul Saul?: The Problem of Paul's Relationship to
Second Temple Judaisrn" (University of the Witwatersrand, 1997).
26 Adolf von Harnack, Alarcion: Gospel of the Alien God (Durham: Labyrinth,
1989), LX.
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erertullian in particular) accused !vfarcion of corrupting the genuine letters of

Paul by removing from them whatever failed to conform to Marcion's

theology. Marcion alleged that the opposite was true, that the Heresiologists

altered the true message of Paul by making Paul appear more Je\vish than he

really was.

Sources for the Study ofMarcion

No work of Marcion has survived. He is accessible only through the writings

ofhis detractors. Hoffinann \"'amS us:

We should not mistake the accusations of Marcion's
opponents for the substance of his opinions. The early
characterizations are not based on a ftrst-hand acquaintance
of the teacher or his work but are without e-xception
construed as attacks on his followers. It was Semler who first
recognized the bearing of such animadversions on the nature
of the patristic reports, sensible as he was that the purpose of
the fathers was not to be fair but to be victorious in battle
v.,;th the heretics.27

Studies on !vfarcion are plagued by uncritical use of ancient sources.

Anti-Marcionite literature spans at least five centuries. One must avoid

indiscriminately cutting and pasting references to !vfarcion and reconstructing

him based on this amalgam.

Afajor Sot/reef

The most valuable sources for reconstructing the life and thought of "'!an:ion

are these: Tertullian: Admms iUarrionem (",!an:.), De carne Christi (Cam. Chris.);

Justin 1\!artyr: Apoiogiai (Apol.); Dialoglls mm T!Jphone (Dial.); Diognetlls (Diog.);

Irenaeus: AdttrJlIs Haerms (Haer.); Clement of Ale-xandria: Stromata (Strom.);

and Adamantius (Adam.).

Secondt11J· Sotlras

The follmving are sources of secondary importance: Ignatius Epistlliae (Ign.);

27 R J. Hoffi:nan, "How then Know This Troublous Teacher? Further
Reflections on 1\farcion and His Church," Second Centllry 6, no. 3 (1987/1988):
179-181.
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Hippolytus: &ftltatio Omnium Haeresium (Haer.); Origen: Contra Ce!sum (Cels.);

Commentanus in Elk11lgeli1lm joannis (Comm. Jo.); Cyprian: Epistofa S. Cyriani Ad

j1lbaianum; Contra Epistofam Stephani De Haereticis Baptizandis; Consilia

Canhaginensia; Epist1lfa LXX; Eusebius: Historia Ece!esiastica (Hist. Eec!.); Cyril

of Jerusalem: Catechesis; Epiphanius: Panarion (pan.); Pseudo-Tertullian: De

Praescriptione Haereticorum (praescr.); Jerome: passim. Jerome is not an

independent v,,-itness, and found his information in one of two sources:

Tertullian's Ad,mus !lfarcionem and Origen's commentary on Galatians (now

lost).

ExcludedSourees

The essay of Dahl has in the mind of many, proved that the e..'i:istence of the

so-called "Marcionite Prologues" in the Latin Catholic Bible is best e..':plained

without reference to .Marcion. The most obvious argument for a l\'farcionite

origin is derived from the order of Paul's letters presupposed by the

Prologues, which is identical to Marcion's Apostolikon. Dahl feels that this can

be e.."Plained if we assume "an edition of Paul's letters similar to that of

J\farcion circulated even outside J\farrionite circles.""

I have also e..'i:cluded the follovv-ing sources: The Speech of the Elder used by

Irenaeus (Haer. 427-32), which is best understood apropos of Valentinian

Gnosis, not J\farcionism; the anonymous heretical treatise opposed by

Augustine in Contra Adtman1l111 Legis et ProphetartlllT, Polycarp; the follovv-ing

books of the New Testament in which some have seen reference to J\farcion:

The Pastorals, Ephesians, Colossians, The Epistles ofJohn, Second Peter; the

following apocryphal writings: The apocryphal letter to the Laodiceans

(Hamack was the ftrst to propose that the letter was a J\farcionite forgery);

Third Corinthians (3 Cor.); The Epistle to the "'\postles (Ep. Apos.); The

Didascaliaand the Acts ofPau!'

28 N. A. Dah!, "The Origin of the Earliest Prologues to the Pauline Letters,"
Semeia 12, no. 233-277 (1978): 263.
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The following sources must be regarded as untrustworthy, either through the

late age of the document or the ineptness of its author: Ephraern Syrus (ciTra

306-73); Eznik of Kolb (fifth century). Efforts to reconstruct Marcion from

Syrian and Armeruan writers have failed.2
' Apart from the very late dating of

these witnesses, they attribute to i\!arcion undocumented mythological

speculations, which would not have escaped the attention of Tertullian had

they been part of Marcion's worldview. On Eznik, I refer the reader to

Williams39 and on Marcionism in Syria, I refer the reader to Gunther.31

I also reject the Syntagma sources: pseudo-Tertullian (Haer.), Epiphanius (pan.

42), and Filastrius. These sources display traits of legendary style. For

example, J\!arcion's apparent e-xcommunication by his father, and his

"seduction by a virgin."'2 Epiphanius' testimony cannot be trusted unless

verified by other "'~tnesses.He is the third witness to Marcion's Canon (after

Tertullian and Adarnantius) and the most unreliable. Despite his claim to the

contrary, he does not have a copy of the Apostolikon at his disposal (pan. 42).

Was Marcion a Gnostic?

To what degree did the Gnostic teachers Cerdo and Satuminus influence

1\!arcion? The tradition that 1\!arcion associated ",~th Cerdo is supported by

Irenaeus (Haer. 127.1), Tertullian (1\!arc. 12) and by the SJ"!tagma Tradition.

Harnaek" would have none of it, preferring to interpret Marcion as a biblical

theologian.

Rudolph claims that i\!arcion's distinctiveness does not remove him entirely

from the Gnostic orbit"(1\!arcion) cannot be understood ",~thout it and thus

29 H. J. W. Drijvers, "1\!arcionism in Syria: Principles, Problems, Polemics,,"
The Seamd Cent!!!] 6, no. 6 (1987): 153-172.
30 C. S. C. ~"J1liams, "Eznik's Resume of Marcionite Doctrine.," Journal of
TheologicalStudies 45 (19-1-4): 65-73.
31 J. J. Gunther, "Syrian Christian Dualism.," Vigiliae Christianae 25, no. 2
(1971): 81-93.
32 G.1\!ay, "~,!arcion in Contemporary Views: Results and Open Questions,"
Second Cen/lII)' 6, no. 3 (1987, 1988): 129-152.
33 Harnack, 131, 132.
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belongs to its history."" Gunther holds a similar position: "i\larcion's

admiration for Paul does not necessarily make him less of a Gnostic than

Cerdo was."35 The same position is adopted by Blackman" and Balas" and

~fay,38 who rejects Maroon as a biblical theclogian because of the alleged·

adulterations in ~farcion's te-xt. Aland39 says there are three characteristics of

Marcion's thought that show a relation to Gnosticism: the sharp distinction

between the Creator and the "alien" God, the idea of salvation from the

world, and the use and evaluation of the Old Testament. The first two points

are worth noting, but the third is plainly "'Tong, as I will presently

demonstrate.

Gager40 asserts that the either-or, Gnostic-biblical approach is too simplistic.

Although he does not admit the importance of Cerdo or other Gnostics,

Gager feels ~farcion possessed some degree of philosophical sophistication

and was int1uenced by Epicurean Philosophy in particular. This accusation is

first leveled by Tertullian in the Adu:rsus lHarciollen1 and is supported by

~farcion's rejection of allegory and by l\farcion's use of the Epicurean

argument from evil: God can be either good or omnipotent.

Gager thinks that J\farcion's theology is not typically Gnostic because it lacks

mythological and cosmological speculation. J\farcion's god is absolutely

unrelated to the creator god (there is not even a genealogical tie), he has no

idea of any kind of kinship between man's inner self and the highest good,

34 Kurt Rudolph and R. McL Wilson, Gnosi,:· the Natu17l and History ofAll
Ancient Religion (Edinburgh: T&T Clad:, 1983), 313.
35 Gunther: 90.
36 E. C. Blackman, Marcion alldHis b~fltlellce (London: SPCK, 194-+),69.
37 DL Balas, "J\farcion Revisited: A Post-Harnack Perspective," in Texts alld
Te;-taJ71ellf: Critical Essq)'S 011 the Bible alld EarlY Chtm:h Fathers, ed. W. E J\farch
(San Antonio: Trinlty University 1980), 98.
38 J\fay: 146-147.
39 BarlJara _Aland, "J\farcion: Versuch einer neuen Interpretation," Zeitschrijt
flir Theologie tmd Kirrhe 70 (1973): 420-427.
40 John G. Gager, "J\farOon and Philosophy," Vigiliae Christianae 26, no. 1
(1972): 53-59.
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and he does not believe that salvation comes through GnosisH

I concur "vith Gager. To view Marcion as either a biblical "rGnostic thinker is

outdated, and presupposes a false distinction between Paulinism and

Gnosticism in the second century. The Gnostic "Titings reveal an intricate

Pauline theology and the letters of Paul exhibit, if not overt, then latent

Gnostic motifs. The judgment of Streeter as fur back as 1925 still holds true:

"Marcion was the most Christian of the Gnostics."'"

Gnostic motifs in Marcion's theology were taken a step further by his

followers, especially Apelles: "A.pelles was tlrst a disciple of Marcion and

afterwards an apostate" (fert. Cam. Chr. 1, l\!arc. 3.112). One must also bear

in mind that those who have cut Paul off from the Gnostics have done so

because they have not been able to accept that there are Gnostic features in

Paul's theology and yet "many aspects of Pauline Theology (not to speak of

Paul's opponents in First Corinthians) cannot be e..xplained, unless we

recognize that a considerable formation of Gnostic thought had already taken

place before Paul."4}

Marcion and the Bible

Did Marcion have a formative role in the creation of the Christian Bible?

Hamack44 sees Marcion as tighting against a four Gospel Canon, and

although not the creator of the Canon, the one who gave it its initial impetus.

Knox thinks l\!an:ion's Canon provided the structural principle and became

the organizing idea of the Catholic New Testament.45

41 Ibid.: 59.
42 Bumett Hillman Streeter, The Four C"spek A Stut!J ofOrigins, Treating ofthe
Manuscript Tmdition, Sourees, Authorrhip, and Dates (New York: i\!acmillan,
1925),156.
43 Helmut Koester, "Paul and Hellenism," in The Bible in Modern Scholarrhip,
ed. J.P. Hyatt (London: Carey Kingsgate, 1965), 191.
4-1- Hamack, 131, 132.
45 John Knox, ilIanion and the Ne,., Testament: An Em!)i in the Earfy History ofthe
Canon (Chicago: The University of Cbicago, 1942), 31.
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Campenhausen rejects Harnack's view and believes Marcion to have been the

creator of the "idea and reality of the Christian Bible."" Carnpenhausen

observes that the Canonical arrangement of Marcion's Canon, a Gospel

followed by the ApOJtolikon, is nowhere else attested or attempted before

Marcion. !v!arcion chose his Gospel because Paul probably used it. Koester

'writes similarly, "The employment of the term CatIOn as a technical

designation for a written document by Marcion appears a revolutionary

novelty."n What is certain is that the order of Marcion's Canon is attested

nowhere else, which weakens Marcion's claim that he was preserving the

original." Hoffinann dates J\farcion some three decades earlier than Hamack:,

sees him as the first collector of the New Testament, and the writer of the

Epistle to the Laodiceans, which underlies the catholicized canonical

Ephesians." Finally, I note that even as conservative a scholar as \Vestcott

defended Marcion's claim to be the founder of the idea of a New Testament

Canon.5O

Overall, those who interpret Marcion as a biblical, as opposed to a Gnostic or

philosophical theologian are more inclined to accord to him a critical function

in the formation of the Canon. This not necessary a plausible inference, since

the mere fact that !vfarcion used several letters of Paul, and that his is the

earliest evidence for this procedure, does not exclude the possibility that

J\farcion used a pre-existing te.''t that has not survived.

Although there is no evidence for the formation of a ten-letter Corpus

46 Hans Campenhausen, The Formation of the Christian Bible (philadelphia:
Fortress, 1972), 149, 53,72-73.
47 Helmut Koester, "From the Kerygma-Gospel to the Written Gospels,"
New TeJtament Studies 35, no. 3 (1989): 381, ns. Williams, "Reconsidering
Marcion's Gospel," JEL 108, no. 3 (1989): 477-96.
48 Helmut Koester, Introduction to the Neu' Testament (philadelphia: Fortress,
1982),334.
49 R. J. Hoffinan, Marcion and the Restitution of Christianity (Chico, California:
Scholars, 1984), chapter 8.
50 B.F. Westcott, General Sunry of the History of the New Te,tament Canon
(London: 1855, 1896),318.
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Pallli,ltlm before i\farcion, the remark by Balas is difficult to ignore, "Since

Marcion claimed to have restored the original1:e-xt, he himself could not have

initiated the notion of the Canon."S!

Marcion's Canon

For his New Testament Canon Marcion proposed a single Gospel that in

most respects resembled an edited version of the Gospel of Luke, although

Marcion denied that his Gospel was Lukan. In his view, Luke distorted the

Gospel:

(Marcion believed Luke was) interpolated by the defenders of
Judaism, for the purpose of such a conglomeration ",-ith it of
the Law and the prophets as should enable them out of it to
fashion their Christ (Marc. 4.5, 4.4).

In addition to a single Gospel, we must add Marcion's Apostolikon, consisting

of ten letters of Paul in the following order: Galatians, First Corinthians,

Second Corinthians, Romans, First Thessalonians, Second Thessalonians,

Ephesians (under the name "To the Laodicaeans"), Colossians, Philippians,

and Philemon. The Pastorals and Hebrews are missing. Instead, there is a

wod<: composed by Marcion himself, now lost to us, AlI/itbesis, or book of

contradictions, which served as an introduction to Marcion's New Testament

It did not, however, form part of c\farcion's Canon.52 Finally, .t\farcion never

used or even mentioned any apocryphal writings.53

That Marcion spurned Acts is significant Frend in a helpful article writes,

"Wby he (.t\farcion) should want to exclude Acts is obscure."" The

insinuation is clear: Marcion would have snatched at the opportunity to

incorporate into his Canon the wod<: of one so Pauline and anti-Jewish.

Besides, if .t\farcion had edited Luke, then he could have done the same with

Acts. Either c\farcion did not know of the existence of Acts, or the

51 Balas, 103.
52 Campenbausen, 161-162.
53 Koester, Introduction to tbe New Testament, 334.
54 W. H. C Frend, "c\farcion," E-..:pository Times 80, no. 11 (1969): 330.
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discrepancy between Luke's Paul and Paul himself led J'vlarcion to reject the

work. Alternatively, Acts had not yet been written. It is possible that Marcion

rejected Acts because he believed Acts had been written with the express

purpose of forging Paul's ties to Judaism. There is more support for this view

in the testimony of Irenaeus where J'vlarcion is placed among the poorly

esteemed group of Encratites, Montanists, and Valentinians (Haer. 3.13.3).

Irenaeus here inadvertently points to J\larcion's critical skill as a biblical

scholar by indicating that Marcion rejected Acts because it contlicted ,vith the

testimony of Galatians. Irenaeus then refutes Marcion by harmonizing the

differences, ",ithout making clear what they are, or how he resolves them.

Knox55 argues for the ecistence of Primitive Luke, a work that lies behind

both the canonical Gospel of Luke and Marcion's Luke. The presence of

J'vlarkanisms in J'v!arcion's Luke rules out the possibility that J\larcion's Luke is

identical to Primitive Luke. However, Knox will not accept either the view

that Marcion's Luke is a mere abridgement of canonical Luke. Rather, he

thinks the latter is an anti-Marcionite tract Paul-Louis Couchaud" and West

support this view.57 West sees the existence of Primitive Luke as a source of

canonical Luke, J\!arcion's Luke, and the Gospel of J'vlatthew."

On Marcion's alleged e.xcisions of the Pauline text, consider the words of our

chief hostile wimess, Tertullian, "But what serious gaps J\larcion has made in

this epistle especially, by "'ithdrawing whole passages at his will, will be clear

from the unmutilated t"xt of our own copy-no,1'; i!IJ1mmenti" (Marc. 5.13). He

also says, "J\larcion e.'''pressly and openly used the knife since he made such

55]. Knox, "Acts and the Pauline Letter Corpus," in Studies in Lt/ke-Ads, ed.
Leander E. Keck and]. Louis Martyn (Nashville: Abingdon., 1966),279-287.
56 Cited in Blackmail, 40.
57 H. P. \Vest, "A Primitive Version of Luke in the Composition of
J'vlatthew," New TestMJelit SIt/dies 14, no. 1 (1967): 75-95.
58 For a contrary view see \VJ.1shire who tries to show the inconsistencies in
Knox's method, L. E. WJ.1shire, "Was Canonical Luke Written in the Second
Century? - A Continuing Discussion," Neu/ Testament Stt/dies 20, no. 3 (1974):
246-253.
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an e.xcision of the Scriptures as suited his own subject matter" (praescr. 38).

The apologetic argument made by Tertullian still prevails today almost

without question: J'vlarcion e.xcised from the text 'whatever failed to support

his theological position. Even the sympathetic Hamack believed Marcion

guilty of texmal corruption.

(1\farcion who) "'<IS not capable of translating himself into the
consciousness of a Jew, and had not yet learned the method
of special interpretation, had only the altemative, if he was
convinced of the Truth of the Gospel of Christ as Paul
proclaimed it, of either giving up his Gospel against the
dictates of conscience, or striking out of the Epistles whatever
seemed Jewish.59

I prefer to scrap Tertullian's canards for the follmving reasons:

First, Tertullian (1\farc. 4.2; 3.4) has not satisfactorily explained why J\Iarcion

allegedly excised his te.xt A modern e.xample is Grant who denies that

1vIarcion was a te.xtual or historical critic: "He took the Gospel of Luke and

ruthlessly edited it to suit his own doctrines."60 If Grant is correct, hmv do we

explain the following "Jewish" elements, retained by Marcion?6' Marcion

retains the quotation from J\1alachi 3.1 in Luke 7.25, the reference to Moses

and the Prophets (Luke 16.29), the identification ofJesus as the Son of David

(Luke 18.38), the statement ofJesus that he wants to celebrate Passover (Luke

22.15), and the reference to the two sons of Abraham in Galatians 4.22. In

addition, the extremely Jewish character of Romans 2.12-16 poses no

problem for Marcion (111arc. 5.13) nor does Romans 10-11, which outlines

Paul's plans for the Jews. We can be relatively sure that the following passages

were not in J\farcion's text of Romans: the rrpwTov of 1.16; 1.19 21; 3.31

4.25; 9; 15 16---but think how much that leaves of the Epistle intact1ls!

59 Adolfvon Harnack, The Hirtory ofDogma, voL 1 (Boston: 1897), 282.
60 Robert McQueen Grant, The Letter and the Spirit (London: SPCK, 1957),
119.
61 Williams, "Reconsidering J\larcion's Gospe~" 482.
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According to Blackman, at least one hundred Marcionite readings of the New

Testament are dogmatically neutral." He retains many verses from the Old

Testament.63 If Maroon ",-ished to edit his Canon for theological ends, "\vhy so

many gaping inconsistencies?

Second, Tertullian's allusions to, and citations of Maroon's ApoJ,tolikon cannot

be treated uncritically, ClabealLx has provided many negative characteristics of

Tertullian's method, with respect to J\farcion's text and to his general use of

Scripture." For e.xample, when Tertullian wants to win an argument, he freely

alters Marcion's text. He cites Marcion's text more faithfully when dealing

with the more important Pauline letters such as Romans, Corinthians and

Galatians, and he often transposes scriptural citations. For e.xample, his word

order is often at a variance ",-ith the older Latin versions: "Tertullian is

notorious for the variation of vocabulary in his scriptural citations.""

Tertullian also deletes sections of the text for economic or apologetic reasons.

Third, Tertullian charges ivIarcion with deleting material from Luke that is not

in canonical LIke, but is to be found in Matthew or l\!ark.66 This implies

either that Tertullian confused certain passages ofScripture or that his edition

of LIke contained harmonization \,,-ith the other Gospels or that Tertullian's

charge that Marcion used only Luke is talse.

Fourth, Campenhausen makes the point that Maroon's rigorous dogmatic

revision is not peculiar to .\Iarcion.67 For example, Matthew and Luke bod1

revised and corrected l\!ark. The author of the Fourth Gospel also

manipulates his sources. Koester writes, "J\Iarcion's editorial work in the

62 Blackman, 51.
63 See Hamack, Alardo!l: Gospel ofthe Alien God, 112f. for a full list
64 J. J. Clabeaux, "A Lost Edition of the Letters of Paul: A Reassessment of
the Te.xt of the Pauline Corpus Attested by Marcion," Catholic BiblicalQllarterfy
Alollograph Series 21 (1989): 40, 46, 52.
65 Ibid.: 52.
66 For example, the saying of Jesus in Matthew 5.17 about the Law and the
Prophets. Williarns, "Reconsidering J\farcion's Gospe~" 477-96.
67 Campenhausen, 160-161.
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production of his new scriptural Canon did not differ fundamentally from the

way in which these writings were handled by his contemporaries."" The

distinctive feature of ~farcion's recension is that he nowhere e-xpands his

sources but on every occasion abbreviates them.

Fifth, Maroon's Canon underwent several amendments at the hands of his

followers. Tertullian chatges that Marcion's disciples are "every day reshaping

this Gospel of theirs" (Marc. 4.5.7 and Adam. 2.18). When Tertullian's

l'vfarcionite text ofLuke is compared with that proffered by Epiphanius, there

is considerable discrepancy. Passages thought to be retained by Tertullian are

said by Epiphanius to have been excised, and passages thought by Epiphanius

to have been retained have been excised according to Tertullian.

Sixth, l\farcion refused to recognize any corruptions or interpolations in the

Old Testament and regarded it as reliable."

In the light of these considerations, it seems likely that the Fathers

exaggerated l\'farcion's te-xtual infidelity in order to discredit his claim to be a

faithful interpreter of Paul. Tertullian himself fights this view in many

instructive passages: "He simply amended what he thought was corrupt;

though, indeed, not even this justly, because it was not really corrupt (Marc.

4.4) ... I say that my Gospel is the true one; Marcion that his is. I afttrm that

Marcion's Gospel is adulterated; l\farcion that mine is" ~farc. 4.5, 5.14).

Marcion's Alleged Anti-Semitism

l'vfany regard l\farcion as the "Jew hater" of the early Church. A vigorous

modem e-xample is sfartyn:

l\farcion's ontological antitheses, unlike Paul's apocalyptic antinomies,
became anti-Judaic, Vl:ith disastrous results, e-xtending into the anti
Judaism that is yet present in some segments of the Church. l\farcion
misunderstands Paul, and his misunderstanding, being a matter

68 Koester, Introduction /;() the Nen' Testament, 9.
69 Hamack, ;'[arrion: Gospelofthe Alien God, 67, 86.
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ultimately of horrible consequence, must not be repeated."

l\!artyn makes the seasoned blunder of identifying anti-Judaism ,,'ith anti

Semitism, and yet the fonner is not necessarily the logical implication of the

latter. Baeck was as cynical when he remarked that Marcion was the best

Paulinist and thus the worst theologian before Luther." Schoeps, also a

Je\V'ish scholar of no mean stature, perhaps the finest Pauline scholar of the

past 100 years, described .!\1areion as "ein schwerer Sexualneurotiker und

VerdrangertJp·"72

l\!areion's negative attitude to Judaism cuts to the heart of this discussion

since l\!areion argued that his rejection of the Old Testament had its rationale

in Paul's rejection. Since scholars are reluctant to concede that l\!arcion

understood Paul correctly, they are compelled to suggest that Marcion

rejected the Old Testament because he was an anti-Semite.

Few studies have paid sufficient attention to Marcion's attitude to the Jews.

The reason is that "l\!arcion's anti-Judaism is considered to be so obvious and

e.x-UCeme that it scarcely warrants analysis."73 Wuson redresses the imbalance

and observes a curious tension in l\!arcion's view of Judaism. On the one

hand, l\!arcion denigrates Judaism and the symbols precious to its life and

faith. On the other hand, "there is little to suggest l\!arcion was anti-Je\v'ish.""

What led l\!arcion to this position?

\Vtlson summarizes the major views: :\!arcion's view of the Old Testament

speaks from his disquiet of the problem of Theodicy (Blackman); :\!arcion

rejected the God of the Old Testament, not the Je\VTIh people (Goppelt);

l\!arcion's dispute was not with Jews but ,,~th Gentile Judaizers (Rengstorf);

70 JL :\!artyn, "Paul and His Jewish-Christian Interpreters," Union Seminar;'
QuarterlY &tieD' 42 (1988): 8.
71 Cited in IbicL
72 Gager: 54.
73 S. G. Wtlson, "j\!arcion and the Jews," in Anti-]udaiJnJ in Earfy ChriJtianity:
Separation and Polemic (Waterloo, Ontario: Wilfud Laurier University 1986),45.
74 Ibid.
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l\larcion was initially a Jew (Hamack):' r.larcion was driven primarily by a

need to reassess the relationship of Christianity and Judaism tollo"'mg the Bar

Cochba revolt76 Wilson's view is that r.!arcion's attitude to the Jews was

stimulated by Je\vish Christian debate. Aware that the interpretation of the .

Old Testament among Orthodox Christians was forced and e..xaggerated,

LVlarcion felt that it undermined the faith and felt himself siding with the

intellectual position of the Jews. He therefore takes it on himself to correct

the situation."

Wilson falls short of conceding that Marcion's anti-Judaism is derived logically

from J\farcion's Paulinism. Since Paul is not anti-Judaic to Wilson's mind,

Marcion could not have derived his view from Paul. How then does Wilson

e.."P1ain LVfarcion's chim that Pall! is the reason for l\farcion's rejection of the

Old Testament? Wilson's insists that Marcion's Paul is a distortion since it is

based on the e.xaggerated Paulinism of Galatians and on a Gnostic version of

Paul current in Asia Minor. This does not follow.

Ironically, Tertullian's anti-Semitism sheds the most light on Marcion and his

relationship to theJews.

Tertullian's Anti-Semitism

Tertullian often insinuates that a position or opponent is "'Tong simply on the

mere fact that it is Jewish. Efroymson, in a superb article writes, "The device

75 Because of Tertullian's anti Semitism, I am compelled to reject as
untenable the tempting view that Marcion was Jew, Adolf von Hamack, Nette
Stlldien '{fl Marrion (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1923), passim. The view is also held
by Hofftnan, "Hoffinan How," 88, 182 Hamaek suggested that l\larcion's
juxtaposition of law and faith is based on his resentful departure from his
Jewish past. The fact that there was a large Jewish community in Pontus in
the second century, and that Jewish scholarship was well established in that
province proves nothing. 1\!arcion's belief in two gods is un-Jewish, and
presupposes a polytheistic background. Furthermore, had 1\larcion been
Jewish his enemies would have used it to e."'press their incredulity at his
rejection of the Old Testament as canonical.
76 Balas, 99.
77 \,rllson, 57-58.
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appears m roughly two-thirds of his writings, throughout his career, and

against every major opponent."" Below I cite three e.xarnples of Tertullian's

anti-Semitism (translations mine):

Finally, it would the kind of thing a Jew would do (,"tenllll,
JlIdaicae fidei iJta res), to believe in God and refuse to consider
the Son too. For what other difference would there be
between us and that bunch, except this disagreement? Wbat
need would we have of the Gospel? (p"""",,.31.1-2)

Efroymson makes the following remark, "Tertullian thus argues that

Monarchianism is Jewish; he does not argue that to be Jewish is \vrong: this is

assumed."

Though Israel may wash its body parts daily, it is never really
clean. Its hands, especially, are always stained red with the
blood of the prophets and our Lord himself. Mindful,
therefore of this inherited stain of their fathers, they do not
dare raise their hands to the Lord, in case Isaiah cry out or
Christ abominate them. \Ve, however, not only raise our
hands, but spread them out, and imitating the death of our
Lord, we confess Christ when we pray. (Or. 2.30)

Report has introduced a new calumny about our God. Not
that long back, a desperate and corrupt man in that city of
yours, a man who had even deserted his own religion, a Jew
carried about in public a caricature of us with this label:
Onocoetes. This fJgUre had the ears of an ass, and was
dressed in a toga, with a book. And the crowd believed the
Jew (et credidit m{glls JlIdaeO)! But then, what other people could
be the source ofour bad name? (Nat. 1.14.1-2)

J\!arcion, on the other hand, forged an impressive intellectual alliance ,,~th

contemporary Jews who supported his vision of the severance of Christianity

and Judaism. Ironically, in this ostensible "Jew Hater" the Jews found a

theological ally. In Tertullian, 1'.!arcionite heresy and Jewish error are lumped

together and the hatred of both is disturbingly intense:

78 D. P. Efroymson, "Tertullian's Anti-Je,,~sh Rhetoric: Guilt by
Association," Union SeminmyQlIarterfy &tiell) 36, no. 1 (1980): 26.
79 Ibid.
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It is now possible for the heretic to learn, and the Jew as wel~
what he ought to know already, the reasons for the Jew's
errors; for from the Jew the heretic has accepted guidance in
this discussion (a quo ducattl1J1 mutuatUJ in hac argumelltatione) the
blind borrowing from the blind, and has fallen into the same
ditch. (Marc. 3.7)

The Jews are partakers of your (Marcionite) heresy (aim
partiariiJ erroris tui IudadJ). (Marc. 3.16)

Now, since you join the Je\vs in denfng that their Christ has
come. (Marc. 3.23)

Let the heretic now give up borrmving poison from the Jew
the asp, as they say, from the viper: let him from now on
belch forth the slime from his m,vn particular devices, as he
maintains that Christ was a phantasm: e.""{cept that this opinion
too will have had other inventors, those so to speak
premature and abortive Marcionites whom the Apostle John
pronounced Antichrists. (Marc. 3.8)

This last passage is damning. Tertullian defmes the Jews as the precursors of

J\larcion. In his treatise de &Jumaione lv[o1tuomm he makes the same point

with added gusto, but reverses the roles by accusing the J\larcionites of being

latter day Sadducees (Res. 2.1-2). Commenting on Jesus' answer to the

Sadducees about marriage after the resurrection, he writes the following:

"Here you have the Lord affIrming against the J""'-ish heretics precisely what

is now being denied by these Christian Sadducees: the resurrection of the

whole man" (t-larc. 36.7).

Tertullian crudely associates Jews and ]\larcionites, proving that a kinship

e.xisted between the two groups. The relationship was based on mutual

self-interest and a common hostility to the claim thatJesus was the Messiah of

God the Creator. Marcion believed the following according to Tertullian:

So then, since heretical madness was claiming that Christ had
come w-ho had ne,er been pre,iously mentioned, it followed
that it had to contend that that Christ was not yet come who
had from all time been foretold: and so it "'as compelled to
fonn an alliance ~vith ]e\vish error (ita coa:.ta ej1 Ct/IJJ Iudaito enure
Jocian), and from it to build up an argument for itself (et ab eo
argumentationem Jibi Jtmere) on the pretext that the Jews, assured
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that he who has come was an alien, not only rejected him as a
stranger but even put him to death as an opponent, although
they would beyond doubt have recognized him and treated
him with all religious devotion if he had been their own. It
can have been no Rhodian law, but a Pontic one, which
assured this shipmaster that the Jews were incapable of
making a mistake respecting their Christ; although, even if
nothing of this sort were found to have been spoken in
prophecies against them, human nature alone, and by itself,
,"vide open to deception, might have persuaded him that the
Jews could have made a mistake, being men, and that it would
be wrong to use as a precedent the judgment of persons who
had likely enough been mistaken. (Marc. 3.6)

In this passage, Tertullian sets out to dispute the view of Maroon that the

Christ who was revealed came from a previous unknown God, and not the

God of the Jews, the Creator. Tertullian repeats Maroon's argument, which is

a simple yet poignant one: if Christ were the j\[essiah, then the Jews would

have recognized him. Since, the Jews rejected him; he must have come from a

god other than the God of the Jews. Rather than burden the Jews with the

responsibility for murdering the Messiah, Maroon exonerates them by

professing that they were incapable of such a mistake. Tertullian claimed that

Marcion not only learned this argument from the Jews, but also had formed

an alliance with them in the matter. Tertullian's response is threefold: Jewish

disobedience was foretold in the Scriptures, all humans are capable of error,

and Jews especially are the sort of people who commit an error of this

magnitude (quos mdibi!e fterat errorse). "Jewish blindness and sinfulness U1

rejectingJesus is on Tertullian's side of the argument, not on l\!arcion's."80

Maroon's reading of the Old Testament led him to the belief that the Jewish

Messiah was still to come and establish his earthly kingdom (J\!arc. 3.21.1;

3.23.6; 4.6.3; 3.4.4; 4.63). It is therefore false to argue that j\!arcion rejected

the Old Testament Wnat ]\!arcion did was deny that the Old Testament had

significance fir Christians, and that the latter had no claim to it by means of

bizarre allegorical, t}l'0logica~ or esoteric interpretations. In accord with

80 Ibid.: 29.
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modern biblical scholars, MarOon saw that nowhere in the Old Testament is

it prophesied that the Messiah would suffer and die on a cross (Marc.

3.18.11). We do not know how J\larcion reconciled his two Christologies (a

Jewish Christ and a Gentile Christ), although it is likely that his need to accord·

a place to Israel is based on Paul's own views in Romans 10. It is peculiar that

Romans 9 with its anti-Je\vish sentiments is absent from Marcion's te.xt, and

that Romans 10 with its belated hope for the salvation of the people of Israel

is retained (Marc. 5.14.6).

In addition, perple.xing Jewish elements in Marcion's theology are inconsistent

,vith the view that Marcion's chief aversion was Judaism. The strict dietary

and purificatory laws of the Marcionites are well attested and not easily

distinguishable from the Jeu~sh practices that Paul rejected. (It seems that

J\Iarcion was no doting Paulinist.) Irenaeus makes Marcion the spiritual father

of the Encratites, thereby establishing a Jewish provenance for their

asceticism (Haer. 128.1). He also esteemed the Law and cited many Old

Testament prophecies. The oldest extant dated inscription from a place of

Christian worship is ofa J\Iarcionite Church, and it reveals a link with Judaism

with its identification of the community as "synagogue."" Finally, it is also no

mere coincidence that there is no record of persecution of Jews by

IVlarcionites. Hoffrnann's words provide a fitting conclusion:

There is no compelling evidence to support the judgment that
j\larcion's theology is anti-Jewish in design, and the familiar
view that his "rejection" of the Old Testament made him the
arcb-anti-Semite of the ancient Church is uninformed."

Some Preliminary Conclusions

J\larcion was a committed Paulinist, and yet few are "'~g to concede that

his rejection ofJudaism as rmlationfOr Christian,- is the logical implication ofhis

Paulinism. Harnack wrote, "The Pauline method of thought was absolutely

81 W. Dittenburger, Orientis Graeale Inmiptione,- Se!ectae (Leipzig: 1903),608.
82 Hoffrnan, Marcion and the &,-titJlt!on ifChri,-tianity, 231.



closed to him."" Ironically, modern critics and not ancient critics have been

disinclined to find the roots for 1\farcion's e.xpurgation of the Gospel in Paul

himself. Tertullian understood the antecedents for J\farcion's theology

Qegitimately or otherwise) in Paul's separation ofLaw and Gospel:

Marcion says Christ who was by a previously unknmvn god,
revealed for the salvation of all nations, is a different being
from him who "''as ordained by God the Creator for the
restoration of the Jewish state, and who is yet to come.
Between these he interposes the separation of a great and
absolute difference as great as lies between what is just and
what is good; as great as lies between the Law and the Gospel;
as great, (in short) as is the difference between Judaism and
Christianity. (Adv.1\farc. 4.6; 1.19)

The knife of historical interpretation has severed the vital nerve connecting

Marcion to Paul. Yet why J\farcion chose as his patron someone who

apparently espoused a theology entirely different from his own remains an

enigma that Marcion's critics are unwilling to solve. Simply put, Il'f[y Il'oltld

Alarcion hat~ chosen Pall! as the principal SllPPOttJOr his rejection of the Old Testament

andJlldaism, i/Pall!spositiollll'erepreciselY the opposite? It will not do to attribute to

Marcion a lack of theological sophistication that ,"vould excuse his deviant

reading ofPaul. Critics love to carve the heretic up as they carve their "my out

of the dilemma: make Marcion out to be a simpleton and the problem goes

away.84

J\farcion's Paul and the modern Critical Paul converge at the following points.

ivfarcion rejected the book of Hebrews as Pauline. He is the only Paulinist of

the second century to have done this. In this, every modern critic supports

him. J\farcion rejected the Pastorals as Pauline as do most scholars. J\farcion

rejected Acts as a source for the life of Paul. Modem scholars are now very

aware of the discrepancy between Luke's Paul and the Paul of the letters.

83 Adolf von Harnack, Mamon. Das Etmtgelillm mm fremdell Gatt, 2d ed.
(Leipzig: le. Hinrichs VerIag, 1924),201 note.
84 So for example, Clabeau..x: "the success of J\farOon's movement "''as not
due to the depth or consistency ofhis theology." J. l Clabeau..x, "J\farcion," in
The AnchorBible Dictionary (New York: Doubleday, 1992), 516.
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J\farcion rejected spurious secret Pauline traditions, which were the e.xclusive

property of the Gnostics. J\Jarcion made no claim to special gifts of the spirit,

to prophecies, or to revelations.85 Marcion never mentions the apocryphal

,vritings. The words of Paul in the letters are his sole source of authority.S6 .

Finally, lYfarcion felt a special obligation to safeguard the integrity of Second

Temple Judaism as a religion.

I have given good reasons for believing that lYfarcion understood Paul well,

and that his un-Jewish Paul was based on a faithful reading of the historical

Paul. This is not to say that the historical Paul is identical with Marcion's Paul.

Marcion, like all disciples, took the theology of Paul a step further, sometimes

for the worse. He may have e.xcised certain portions from the authentic Corpus

Paulinul'lJ, but he had little reason to do so as he could have made his case with

the CO/pus Paulinum used by his opponents. It is more likely that J\larcion

excised portions added by Catholic devotees, who in line with the tradition

initiated by Luke, sought to tame Paul by bringing him in line with apostolic

Christianity.

If one assumes that J\.larcion's connection with Paul's letters is not an arbitrary

one, then one is led to the conclusion that J\larcion and Paul have something

in common, namely, a rejection ofJudaism as retdation for Christialls. The fact

that Paul's theology lent itself to the kind of canonization evidenced in

J\'!arcion's Corpus Paulinum suggests that Pauline theology had an exclusive ring

to it and that Paul l'/II/st share some blamefor the multant appropriation ofhis thillking

f:yMarcioll.

I am still some way from the historical Paul, but the journey has begun. In the

next c11apter, I move closer to Paul as I examine the extant Pauline traditions

in the Apocryphal writings. The analysis of the te.xts proper can now begin.

85 Blackman, 42.
86 J\larcion did not include his own Antithesis in his Canon.



Chapter 3

THE APOCRYPHAL PAUL

And he saw Paul coming, a man small in size, bald headed.
Bandy legged, of noble mien, with eyebmws meeting, rather
hooked nose, full of grace. Sometimes he seemed like a man,
and sometimes he had the face ofan angel. (Acts ofPaul 3.3)

I have taken my translations of the Apocrypha in this chapter from Elliott87

and Schneemelcher." Where necessary I have consulted the Ada Apostolomm

ApoC1)pha.89

I do not use the term apoC1)phal in the same way as James;o in its common or

popular sense of connoting "false or spurious." I use the term to denote a

group of writings so designated from antiquity-",~thout consideration for

their heretical status.

This chapter differs in format from the previous chapter because I am here

dealing with historical Pauline traditions proper. With r.farcion, I had no extant

writings from which to work. With the apocryphal writings, I have collated

traditions and present them here. Each section begins with a date and place of

writing. I have based these for the most part on scholarly consensus. Then

there follows the Pauline tradition and a brief comment At the end of the

chapter 3, I present a list of Pauline traditions that I deem historically

probable. Only JOur Apocryphal sources are considered in this section: the

~ost) Gospel according to the Hebrevis (cited by Jerome), the Acts of Pau~

87 J. K. Elliott and M. R James, The Apo(1)phal New TeJ1amellt: A Colle<1ioll of
Apocryphal Christiall Literature ill all Ellglish Trallslatioll (Oxford: Clarendon
1993), passim.
88 Schneemelcher, passim.
89 Constantin von Tischendorf, Ricardus Adelbertus Lipsius, and
Ma.ximilianus Bonnet, Ada Apostolomm ApoC1)pha (Hildemheim: Ohns, 1959),
paSSlffi.

90 M. R James, The Apocryphal Neu) Testamellt Beillg the ApoC1)phal Gospe6~ Ads,
Epistles and Apocaljpses: 3ith Other Narratim and Fragments (Oxford: Clarendon
1969), xiv.
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the Acts ofPeter, and the Apocalypse ofPaul. I have selected these works for

their content apropos Paul.

The aim of this chapter is to present and comment on relevant Pauline

traditions in apocryphal sources. I intend to show that although the

apocryphal Acts offer only sparse historical traditions, the few that are yielded

are significant

1. The Gospel according to the Hebrews

The Gospel according to the Hebrews, which is cited by]erome, was written

in the second century, probably in Egypt. The Gospel contains two Pauline

traditions relevant for our purposes. The first reads as follows:

The Gospel also entitled 'according to the Hebrews' which I
lately translated into Greek and Latin, and which Origin often
quotes, contains the following narrative after the resurrection:
'Now the Lord, when he had given the cloth to the servant of
the priest, went to lames and appeared to him.' For lames had
taken an oath that he would not eat bread from that hour on
which he had drunk the cup of the Lord until he saw him
risen from the dead. Again, a little later, the Lord said, 'Bring a
table and bread,' and forthwith it is added: 'He took bread and
blessed and broke it and gave to lames the Just and said to
him, "My brother, eat your bread, for the Son of Man is risen
from those who sleep.''' Gerome, Vir. Ill. 2)

Here ]erome records that in the Gospel according to the Hebrews, now lost,

the Lord went to lames and appeared to him. Paul confmns this tradition in

First Corinthians 15.7. Also mentioned by]erome is a Eucharist celebration

of the resurrected Lord with lames, the wording of which is remarkably

similar to the words of the institution as they are found in First Corinthians

11.25-26.

These two traditions recorded by ]erome seem to go back to a phase in the

earliest Christian tradition since Paul himself admits that he depends on

tradition in these two instances: "I received from the Lord" (1 Cor. 11.23) and

"I delivered to you as offirst importance" (1 Cor. 153).



The second relevant tradition cited byJerome reads as follows:

But in the Gospel which is written in Hebrew and which the
Nazarenes read, 'the whole fountain of the Holy Spirit shall
descend upon him. And the Lord is spirit, and where the
Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty.' (Jerome, Comm. Isa.
11.2)

The value of this tradition is unclear since I cannot determine whetherJerome

intends to conclude his quotation from the Gospel before or after the Pauline

sentence begins. If the quotation from the Gospel that Jerome identifies

included the Pauline sentence "And the lord is Spirit ... n one can conclude that

Paul inherited it from an earlier tradition. IfJerome, as an e:l:planation of the

Gospel quotation added the sentence himself, then he would simply be

quoting Second Corinthians 3.17 directly. The Gospel of Thomas 17 pushes

the evidence in favor of the ;trrt possibility since it too contains an almost

identical saying (see chapter 5). The conclusion I draw is that the Gospel of

Hebrews contained the citation and that Paul inherited it from earlier

tradition.

I conclude from these traditions using the criterion of comparison ",-ith the

genuine letter of Paul (chapter 1), that Paul was linked to the earliest shared

traditions of the Church, traditions \vhich are also linked to the key figure of

James, and which concern the resurrection and the Eucharist. Paul's claim in

First Corinthians to have transmitted these traditions is accurate.

2. The Acts of Pant"

The next body of literature I consider is the Act,- ofPauL TI,e Ad,- ofPall1 as a

complete work, although referred to in ancient sources, was not kno\Vn until

recent times. ~'hat was known were three comple.xes of te."ts: The Acts of

Paul and Thecla, the Correspondence between Paul and the Corinthians

(Third Corinthians) and the Martyrdom of Paul. We now know that these

91 The most important treatment of the Paul of the Aet:s of Paul is that of
Dennis Ronald MacDonald, The Legend and the Apostle: The Battle for Paul
in Story and Canon, 1st ed (philadelphia: Westminister, 1983).
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three works formed part of a greater work, the Aas ofPaul, although they may

have had an independent existence prior to their inclusion in the Aas ofPauL

This is particularly the case ",'ith Third Corinthians which was included in the

Syriac collection ofPaul's letters and which was once regarded as authentic. In

fact, the only source in which the correspondence is an integral part of the

Aas of Paul is the Coptic Papyrus. This has lead Testuz (the editor of the

Papyrus Boclmer) as well as Klijn and Romorf, to argue that the two letters

were written independencly of the AaJ" of Pm/t92 I will not include Third

Corinthians in this study since the author is obviously dependent upon the

Pauline Corpus undennining the work as an independent testimony to Paul."

Of the five extant anonymous apocryphal Acts (Andrew, John, Paul, Peter,

Thomas) only the Aas ofPatll' has real value for the study of Paul. This is

because it contains historical material about Paul that is lacking in the other

Acts. Even here, the traditions are doubtful. The problem is twofold. First,

much of the narrative is fanciful. Second, one finds the e.xistence of

independent Pauline traditions that have no corroboration elsewhere.

According to the criterion set out in chapter 1, the bracketing of singularity, a

tradition is of less value to the historian when it is found only once. With

regard to the jrrtproblem, Meier writes as follows:

(In the Apocryphal Acts) we are faced \v~th a field of rubble,
largely produced by the pious or 'Wild imaginations of certain
second century Christians ... much of the apocryphal material
stems from "pop" rather than learned Christian circles and
reflects neither early reliable traditions nor elevated theology,

92 Cited in G. Luttikhuizen, "The Apocryphal Correspondence ,,~th the
Corinthians and the lkts of Pau~" in The ApoC1)pbalActs ofPall! and Tbecla, ed.
J.N. Bremmer (Kampen: Kok Pharos, 1996),75-91.
93 See Vahan Hovhanessian, Third Corinthians: &claiming Palll fir Christian
Orthodoxy, Studies in Biblical Literature, vol. 18 (New York: P. Lang, 2000).
Hovhanessian places the composition of Third Corinthians in the late second
century period, associating it with other e.xamples (such as Irenaeus and
Tertullian) of a rehabilitation of Paul among the Orthodox. In this, he is
probably correct
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but instead cunOSlty, fascination with the bizarre and
miraculous (not to say magical), and sheer desire for religious
entertainment.95

Rordorf concurs and by way of e..xample notes one of the many historical

anomalies in the ActJ ifPatl~

It is striking to see that Pau~ who bears the responsibility for
the conversion of a large number of women at lconium, is
merely cast out of the city, while Thecla, one of his innocent
victims, is condemned to an ordeal by frre.%

Schneemelcher too admits the limitations: "The traditions which are worked

up in it do not read back to the period ofprimitive Christianity.""

However, the fact that the material is fanciful does not obviate the need to

pursue the possibility that historical traditions e..'<ist in it. Through Form and

Redaction criticism the e..xtraneous layers can be peeled away to reveal a

historical core.

Two facts speak in favor of the work as containing genuine historical nuclei.

First, it was highly regarded by at least some notable figures in antiquity.

Although Tertullian is known to have rejected it as spurious," Hippolytus

uses the work without hesitation (Comm. Dan. 3). He mentions the fable of

Paul and the baptized Lion and accepts the story as orthodox. Origen (Fr.

Prin. 12.3) is the first to mention the work by name. Jerome re;ects it (Vir. 1lJ.

7). Eusebius claims it does not belong to the undisputed books, but

distinguishes it from other Acts of Andrew and John and the Acts of the

95 Meier, 115.
96 W. Rordorf, "Tradition and Composition in the Acts of Thecla: The State
of the Question," Semeia 38, no. 38 (1986): 48-49. See also W. Rordorf, "Die
neronische Christenverfolgung irn Spiegel del' apocryphen PaulusakJen," Nel>'
TeJtament SttldieJ 28 (1981).
97 Schneemelcher, 232.
98 In his de BaptiJrtlO 17 (200 AD) Tertullian asserts Ihata certain Presbyter in
Asia Minor "out of his love for Paul" ,vrote the work and "''as later removed
from office for his efforts.
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other Apostles."

The second fact that speaks in £avor of the work containing genuine historical

nuclei is that, as Ramsay argued, the episodes show knowledge of first century

roads, customs, and historical figures, such as Queen Tyrphaena.'oo Hamack,

who felt it was impossible to determine which parts of the Act,. rf Pall! are

based on fact and which are fictitious, accepted as historical the following:

Thecla lived at Iconium, Paul converted her, she met Tyrphaena, she suffered

for her faith, and she was baptized and evangelized.1O
!

More recently, Boughton denied that the Acts rf Paul "supplements the

canonical New Testament ,vith historically accurate sources of

information.",o2 In her estimation the parts of the Acts rfPcnll and Thecla that

describe events not found in canonical texts do not transmit oral or written

sources from the Apostolic age that supplement or redefme the Canon.

Instead, such narrative tales constitute a hagiographer's attempt to make the

obscure debates and austere saints of the tirst century relevant to second

century aucliences.

Howe adds a clissenting voice in perhaps one of the most penetrating essays

on the Acts rfPaul in recent times, and shows some pointed contrasts between

the canonical Paul and the Paul of the Acts rf Pal/L There are three chief

99 Acts rf Peter is denounced as apocryphal in the Decretum Gelasianum, the
Stichometry of Nicophorus, and in the Catalogue of the 60 Canonical Books.
Schneemelcher, 216.
100 William Mitchell Ramsay, The Chllrrh in the Roman Empire Before AD 170,
2d ed. ([S.l.: 5.n.], 1893),375-.+28.
101 Cited in E.M. Howe, "The Acts of Paul and Thecla," in Pal/line Stl/dies:
Em!y,- Presented to ProfiHOT EE Bntce on His 70th Birthtlt!f, ed. DA Hagner
(E,,,eter. Paternoster, 1980), 47.
102 LC Boughton, "From Pious Legend to Feminist fantasy: Distinguishing
Hagiographical License from Apostolic Practice in the Acts of Paul/Acts of
Theca," ]OU17la! rfRe!igion 71, no. 3 (1991): 363. Boughton's paper challenges
directly the interpretation of the A,1J- ofPal" by feminist scholars like Eleanor
McLaughlin and Rosemary Radford Ruether, Womell rfSpirit: FeJi/a!e uadenhip
in the]eJl.ish and Christian Traditions (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1979).
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differences: the attitude to celibacy and virginity, the attitude to marriage, and

the role of the woman in leadership.m Howe stumbles upon something that a

great many scholars seem to overlook, namely, the presence of historical data

on Paul in the Aas of Pall! that is confirmed by several parallels to New

Testament (see the traditions that follow). The assumption is that where these

parallels e.xist, the ,'Inter of Acts ofPall! must be dependent upon the data of

the New Testament. In many cases however, literary dependence on the New

Testament cannot be established, making the Acts of Pall! an important

independent witness to several Pauline traditions. Obviously, the converse is

true. If Acts ofPall! is dependent on the canonical Acts then that undermines

the work's role as an independent,vitness to traditions contained in it.

According to Herczeg, there e.xist 55 clear parallels to the New Testament,

distributed among the canonical te.xts as follows:

Matthew 8 parallels, Mark 6 parallels, Luke 2 parallels, Acts 16
parallels, 1 Corinthians 4 parallels, 2 Corinthians 2 parallels,
Galatians 2 parallels, 1 Timothy 3 parallels, 2 Timothy 5
parallels. There is a single allusion to Romans, Philemon,
Ephesians, 1 and 2 Thessalonians, 2 Peter, and Revelation.
Luke and John are hardly quoted or alluded to. The two
letters that have a Hellenistic theological basis, Ephesians and
Galatians, are hardly mentioned.'"'

I have e.umined the parallels adduced by Herczeg but am not convinced that

they can only be accounted for on the basis of dependence. Ancient tradition

was Huid and one should be =ful of always seeking to postulate literary

borrowing of some kind.!" As I 'will presentiy show, one can account for

similarities ",~thout necessarily postulating dependence.

103 Howe, 46.
104 This is not a direct quote; P. He=eg, "New Testament Parallels to the
Acta Pauli Documents," in The ApotT)pha! Acts of PaH! alld Theda, ed. J.N.
Bremmer (Kampen: Kok Pharos, 1996), 143.
105 Samuel Sandmel, in a well-known article, "Parallelomania," has warned
against the conv~ction that a similarity is enough to prove a debt. S. Sandmel,
"Parallelomania," ]olima!ofBibli,-af Literatllre 81 (1962): 1-13.
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As to the question of direct or indirect dependence upon canonical Acts:

Schneemelcher is a name associated with the view that AaJ 0( Patli

supplements the C311on."16 Schneeme1cher thinks that the writer ofAas o(Patd

knew canonical _Acts but was not dependent upon it. 1\1y view is that the

writer of AdJ ofPaul never knew the c3110nical Acts. The reason for this is

that the core narratives found in canonical Acts are entirely lacking in Ads 0(

PauL The missionary itinerary is also completely different.

Histotical Traditiot/s it/ the ActJ· o(Patll

What follows is a list of units of tradition in the Ads 0( Paul that I have

collated. I have left out all legends like Paul baptizing the lion (as these

contain features of legend). Units that have no explanatory criteria attached, I

regard as so apparently probable or improbable that they need no further

e..xplanation. For the basic reconstruction of the te..'1: of Acts o(Paul, I depend

entirely on Schneemelcher's edition, which in turn is based on the collection

ofHennecke founded in 1904. '07

I ask the reader to note that some units of tradition appear in bold and some

do not. Units in bold I regard as historically probable. Units not in bold I

regard to be beyond the burden of proof.

1. Paul converted just outside DaIIlascus (AdJ 0( Palll 1). This

tradition is confirmed with stunning accuracy in "Acts 9.2.

2. Paul receives the command to go to Damascus and later to

Jerusalem VJ.dso/Pallil). This tradition is confmned in Acts 9.

3. Paul goes to Antioch (AdJ o(PallI2). This tradition is confirmed in

Acts 1126.

4. Paul comes to Iconium (AdJ o(Patil3). Iconium is mentioned in

106 Schneeme1cher, 232.
107 Ecigar Hennecke and Wilhelm Schneemelcher, NellteJtamentliche
ApokrypheJI in detltJ,1Jer Uberset'(fiJtg, 5th 00. (fubingen: Mohr, 1937).



relation to Paul in the following places: Acts 13.51; 14; 162 and

Second Timothy 3.11.

5. Paul's fellow travelers are Demas and Hennogenes. On Demas,

see Colossians 4.14, First Timothy 4.10, and Philemon 24.

Hermogenes is mentioned in the New Testament only in Second

Timothy 1.15.

6. Onesiphorus welcomes Paul. Compare ",-ith Second Timothy 1.16

and also Second Timothy 4.19.

7. Physical description of Paul. The following description of Paul 15

found in the Acts ofPaul

And he saw Paul coming, a man small in size, bald
headed. Bandy legged, of noble mien, with eyebrows
meeting, rather hooked nose, full of grace. Sometimes
he seemed like a man, and sometimes he had the face
of an angel. (Acts of Paul 3.3)

This description, according to Grant, goes back to the poet

"..v-chilochus and is motivated by the desire to portray Paul as a

spiritual generaL'08 i\Ialina and Neyrey argue that the portrait "is first

and foremost that of a noble or ideal male. He is essentially masculine

and virile according to the conventions of antiquity."'09 Murphy

O'Connor thinks we have here an ideological presentation of Paul

based on the idea that character traits can be deduced from physical

features.!10 HO\ve hints that the description of Paul's physiognomy

may be historical. In Acts, Paul is identified ,vith Hermes, "the short,

stocky, ",mged messenger of the gods." In his letters, Paul's physical

108 Robert M. Grant, "The Description of Paul in the Acts of Paul and
1becla," Vigiliae Christianae 36, no. 36 (1982): 13.
109 Cited in M.P. Aymer, "Hailstorms and Fireballs: Redaction, World
Creation, and Resistance in the Acts of Paul and Theda," Semeia 79, no. 79
(1997): 51.
110 J. Murphy-O'Connor, Pal/!: A Critical Ufe (Oxford: Clarendon 1996),44
45.
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presence was thought to be weak and his speech of no account. Paul

also refers to a "bodily ailrnent"l1l Wbatever we make of this

description, the fact that it appears only once in our traditions speaks

against it.

8. Paul causes trouble in Iconium: "Tamarisk, this man will overturn

the city of the Iconians and your Thecla too" (Ads ofPall! 3.9). On

Paul the Iconian troublemaker see Second Timothy 3.11 and Acts

14:1-7.

9. Paul as a sorcerer (Ads ofPau!3.16). For Paul as a sorcerer see Acts

14.11. No direct dependence on canonical Acts is necessary since the

description is vague in all accounts.

10. Paul is scourged (A£ts of Pau! 321). On the scouring of Paul see

Second Corinthians 11.24 and Acts 16.22 24. Agdin, no direct

dependence on canonical Acts is necessary since the details of the

story differ.

11. Paul takes offhis cloak. On Paul's "cloak," see Second Timothy 4.13.

12. Thecla takes a (Nazarite?) vow (Ads ofPau!325):

'1 will cut my hair and 1 shall follow you wherever you go.' But
he said, 'Times are evil and you are beautiful. 1 am afraid lest
another temptation come upon you worse than the tirst ...
and Thecla saiel, 'Only give me the seal in Christ, and no
temptation shall touch me.' And Paul said, 'Thecla, be patient;
you shall receive the water.'

The vow that Thecla takes in the Ad!" ofPau! strongly resembles the

Nazarite vow that Paul takes in Acts 21.34, but that is not enough to

establish the historicity of either vow. On the "seal in Christ," see

Second Corinthians 122 and Ephesians 1.13,4.30.

111 Howe, 44.
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13. In Antioch Paul meets a certain Syrian, Alexander. On Alexander, see

First Timothy 1.20 and Second Timothy 4.14.

14. Paul is engaged in service for the poor (Acts af Paul 3.41): "And

Tryphaena sent her much clothing and gold so that she could leave

many things to Paul for the service of the poor." Paul's service for the

poor is a feature of both the canonical Acts and Pauline letters.

The traditions that follow are not found in all of our manuscripts, only in a

single Coptic papyrus of about eighty pages from the fourth or fifth century

discovered in 1894 and now at Heidelberg (abbreviated as PHeid).'12 Its

testimony therefore must be regarded as doubtful.

15. Paul travels in }\Iyma (Acts afPatlI4). Compare Acts 27.5.

16. Paul travels in Sidon (Acts afPatlI5). Compare Acts 27.3.

17. Paul travels in Tyre (Acts afPauI6). Compare Acts 21.3.

18. Paul travels in Ephesus (Acts afPaul7).

19. Paul stays ",~th Priscilla and Aquila (Appendix). This tradition is only

preserved in an unpublished Coptic papyrus (not PHeid).ll3

20. Paul and the angel of the Lord speak in tongues together (Appendix).

Compare with First Corinthians 14.18 and Acts 19.6.

21. Paul gives his testimony and a briefaccount of his conversion:

Men <and> brethren, hearken to what befell me
when I was in Damascus, at the time when I
persecuted the faith in God. The Spirit which fell

112 Carl Schmidt, Ada Pauit; alls der Heidelbetger k.optiJe/;en Papym'1Ja/ldrcorijt Nr.
1 (Hildesheim: Olms, 1965), 3-20.
113 Schneemelcher, 263-265.



<upon me>'14 from the Father, he it is who preached
to me the Gospel of his Son, that I might live in him.
Indeed, there is no life except the life which is in
Christ. I entered into a great church through (?) the
blessed Judas, the brother of the Lord, who from the
beginning gave me the e.xalted love of faith. I
comforted myself in grace through (?) the blessed
prophet, and <applied myself to> the revelation of
Jesus Christ who was begotten before <all> ages.
While they preached lUm, I was rejoicing in the Lord,
nourished by his words. But when I "'''s able, I "'<15

found <worthy> to speak. I spoke with the
brethren-Judas it ,vas who urged me so that I
became beloved of those who heard me.

This account ofPaw's conversion has a few features in common ,,~th

canonical Acts (Damascus Road, Paul the persecutor, etc.) but is

different mostly in that Jude, who is a brother ofJesus, is instrumental

is Paul's conversion. This cannot possibly be historical.

22. The goldsmiths of Ephesus want to condemn Paul (Acts ofPall!

7). This tradition is attested in a single leaf Pap. O,..ythynchus 1602

(pH).115 Compare Acts 19.24.

23. Paul is scourged in Ephesus (ibid.).

24. Paul is in Philippi (Acts ofPall! 8).

25. Paul is in Corinth (Am ofPaIl19).

26. Paw arrives in Rome a free man. This curious tradition contradicts the

testimony of Acts and therefore ca!mot possibly be correct The idea

that the writer of canonical Acts, Luke, fabricated his entire account

of Paul's imprisonment seems to me unbelievable. The Acts of Pall!

fabricates Paul's free arrival in Rome to pave the way for Paul's

further missionary activity.

114 These brackets <> indicate that the te.,-;: is corrupt at these points.
115 Schneemelcher, 216.
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27. Waiting for Paul as he arrives are Luke from Gaul and Titus from

Dalmatia (Acts ofPaul 10). On Titus, see Second Timothy 4.10.

28. A young boy, Patroclus, Caesar's cupbearer, falls out the window

while listening to Paul preaching (Acts ofPaulll). No miracle takes

place although the boy revives. The account has similarities to the

story in Acts of Eutychus (Acts 20).

29. Nero beheads Paul. Before he dies, Paul prays to God in the Hebrew

language (ActJ ofPaul 11.5, Acts 21.40; Acts 22.2; Acts 26.14). The

account of Paul's death may be genuine despite legendary

embellishments (like bleeding milk, rather than blood). Curiously, no

mention is made in this conteA1: (as one might e..xpect) of Paul's

Roman citizenship.

Some P{JJjlille IdeaJ ill the Acts ofPalll

Pauline theology hardly features in the Acts ofPalll Below is a list of a few

clear Pauline themes and ideas.

The Lord's Supper, called the "Breaking of Bread as in Acts (Acts of Pall!

, ").J.:J .

Paul preaches the resurrection and has a negative attitude to se..x ill

marriage (ActJ ofPaIl13.5).

Demas and Hermogenes teach the resurrection has already taken place

(Am 'l(PallI3.14).

The author uses language consonant ",-ith Second Timothy 2:18. God

"sent his Son" whose gospel Paul preaches (A'1S ofPau!3.15).

Turn from idols to a living God (A'1s ofPalll7, A,1J ofPallI15). Compare

Acts 14.15 and First Thessalonians 1.9.

Simon and Cleabius teach there is no resurrection of the flesh, but that of

the spirit only (A'1S ofPau! 8). COlltra Paul.
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Some Preliminary COtldusiollS

The basic plot of Paul in Aits ofPaul is that Paul is seen traveling from city to

city, converting gentiles, and proclaiming the resurrection and the need for a

life of sexual abstinence and other Eneratite practices. The story is organized

according to an itinerary of missionary visits to leading cities (Damascus

Jerusalem-Antioch-Iconium-Antioch-Myra-Sidon-Tyre-Ephesus

-Philippi-Corinth-Italy-Rome). In each city, Paul encounters believers,

sometimes already known to him.

The Acts ofPatf! shows Paul to be a missionary who preaches mostly on the

resurrection and chastity. No mention is made of Paul as a letter writer unless

one includes Three Corinthians (which I have rejected because of its clear

dependence on the Corinthian Corpus). There is no discernible dependence

either on the canonical Pauline Corpus or on canonical Acts. There is clear

dependence upon Second Timothy. In addition, one can possibly trace slim

dependence on Colossians. Only a f~· sayings found in the genuine Pauline

letters occur. Cont1iets of Paul w-ith the Law and w-ith Jews are non-existent,

which suggests a time when the inclusion of the Gentiles was acceptlble.

As to the portrayal of Paul, it is completely unrealistic. In drawing the

personality of the Apostle, every te-xt uses the Hellenistic divine man

characteristics: the personality of Paul has only positive characteristics. AIJ of

Paul's Acts are benevolent acts and there is no realistic portrayal of him based

on historical events as in the canonical Acts."6

3. Acts of Peter

The Acts ofPeter was used by the author of Acts ofPau!, the date of which is

fIxed by the reference to it in Tertullian's de Baptl''ltlO 17.117 Therefore, I can

date Acts ofPeter to around 190 AD. It was probably written in Rome.

Eusebius, the fIrst to mention Acts ofPettr concludes it is heretical (Hist. Eec!.

116 Lutrikhuizen, 14-t.
117 Schneemelcher, 235, 283.
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3.32). The Decretum GelasiaJ/lIm denounces it as apocryphal. As with the other

apocryphal Acts, it is a product of popular piety. The te,,1: of the Ads ifPeter is

best preserved in the so called Ad"s Vemllenses named after the single Latin

manuscript in which the text has come down to us.

The Acts if Peter presupposes the Pauline Canon in its entirety. In the first

Pauline section "Paul's departure from Rome," there are clear allusions to

Romans, Acts, Colossians, Philippians, Corinthians, and First Timothy. These

allusions need not concern us.

Historical Traditions in Ads ifPeter

There are only a handful of relevant historical traditions about Paul in Acts if
Peter. The first tradition I consider is the follo"'-ing:

While Paul 'vas spending some time in Rome and
strengthening many in the faith, it happened that a woman by
name Candida, the wife of Quartus, a prison officer, heard
Paul speak ... Paul then saw a vision, the Lord saying to him,'
Pau~ arise and be a physician to those who are in Spain.' So
when he had related to the brethren what God had enjoined,
without doubting he prepared to leave the city. But when Paul
was about to leave, great lamentation arose among all the
brotherhood because they believed that they would not see
Paul again, so that they even rent their clothes. Besides they
had in view that Paul had often contended with the Jewish
teachers and had confuted them, (saying) 'It is Christ on
whom your fathers laid hands. He abolished their Sabbaths
and fasts and festivals and circumcisions and he abolished
doctrines of men and other traditions ... and while they
continued in treating him ,,~th tears, there came the sound
from heaven and a great ,oice which said, 'Paul the servant of
God is chosen for (this) service for the time of his life; but at
the hands of l\:ero, that godless and ",~cked man, he shall be
perfected before your eyes.' ("'\cts of Peter 1, Paul's Departure
from Rome)

This tradition explains how Paul went to Spain and was later executed by

l\:ero. There is also a reference to Paul's clash ",~th the Je",~sh authorities,

which is absent from the Ads ofPaul The language of hostility is horrowed

from Colossians 2.8,16,22: "It is Christ on whom your fathers laid hands. He
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abolished their Sabbaths and fasts and festivals and circumcisions and he

abolished doctrines ofmen and other traditions,"

A final tradition in Acts ofPeter is worth mentioning:

I was once a blasphemer, but now I am blasphemed; I was
once a persecutor, but now I suffer persecution from others;
once an enemy of Christ, but now I pray to be his friend (Ads
ofPeter2)

This tradition pictures Paul as a persecutor of the early Church and may be

dependent upon First Timothy 1:13, Alternatively, it may come from the

same body of tradition that underlies First Timothy.

4. The Apocalypse ofPaul1l8

This work is much later than other apocryphal sources considered in this

chapter and can be dated to the end of the fourth century.ll9 It is of interest

only fora single tradition corroborating Paul's origin from Tarsus:

In the consulate ofTheodosius Augustus the Younger and of
Cynegius a certain respected man was living in Tarsus in the
house which had once belonged to St. Paul.

Mv interest in this tradition is that it is the onlv mention (aside from canonical
~ . . '

Acts) ofPaul's origin from Tarsus.

Some Preliminary Conclusions

My presentation and analysis of Pauline traditions in Apocryphal sources

above has yielded 16 traditions that can be regarded as historically probable.

Most of these concern Paul's itinerary but there are also some other

interesting results, such as the tradition that Paul spoke in tongues and that he

was engaged in a mission for the poor in Jerusalem. Here is the list

1. Paul is converted outside of Damascus (Ac1s ofPat/~.

118 Not to be confused ,vith the "Apocalypse of Paul" discovered at Nag
Hamrnadi.
119 Schneemelcher, 713.
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2. Paul receives the command to go to Damascus and later to

Jerusalem (Acts rfPall~.

3. Paul travels to Antioch (Ads rfPa1l12) and Iconium (Acts rfPatlI3).

4. Paul causes trouble in !conium (Ads ofPaIl13).

5. Paul contends with the Jewish teachers (Acts rfPeterl.1).

6. Paul is regarded as a sorcerer (Acts rfPaIl13.16, Acts ofPall!7).

7. Paul engaged in service for the poor (Acts rfPaIl13.41).

8. Paul stays in Ephesus (Ads ofPalll7).

9. Paul stays with Priscilla andAquila (AppendLx).

10. Paul speaks in tongues (AppendLx).

11. The goldsmiths of Ephesus want to condemn Paul (A,tJ rf Pall!

7).

12. Paul is scourged (Ad;" ofPa1l1321,Acts rfPalll7).

13. Paul stays in Philippi (A,tJ rfPall!8).

14. Paul stays in Corinth (A,ts rfPaIl19).

15. A young boy falls out a window while Paul is preaching but

survi,es (Act,· rfPmd 11).

16. Paul awaits trial in Rome (Ads rfPeter 1.1).

The most important conclusion I draw from these traditions is that half of

them contorrn to the picture of Paul tound in canonical Acts. The other half

are consistent ",~th the Paul of the letters (5, 7-10), pro,ing that the AprxTJphal
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Ads contain gemtim historical traditions about PauL

In the next chapter, there is a distinct change in temperature. I move from a

Pauline Type that is favorable to Paul to a body of writings where Paul is the

subject of ridicule, abuse, and hatred. If the Paul of the apocryphal Acts is the

morally perfect Greek man, the Paul of the Pseudo-Clementines is a shrewd

deceiver and imposter, the moral equivalent to Simon Magus. This makes the

Pseudo-Clementines invaluable tor our purposes.



Chapter 4

ANTI-PAULINE POLEi\UC

Can anyone be made competent to teach through a vision?
(polemic against Paul H ),..'VH 13-19)

Anti_Paulinism'20 has been a subject of hot debate and close scrutiny at least

since the publication of his famous essay in 1831 by Baur,111 in which he

argued on the basis of his examination of First Corinthians that a rift existed

within the early Church between Gentile Christians represented by Paul, and

Je'.V'ish Christianity represented by the "Christ Party" and the "Cephas Party."

Although Baur's analysis of early Christianity is now widely rejected, there is

still a great deal of interest in anti-Pauline sentiments within and \,,~thout the

New Testament. Baur thought he could determine that the anti-Paulinism of

the Pseudo-Clementines stood in continuity with the anti-Pauline party that

existed in the life ofPaul.'22

Ludernann follows the direction set by Baur although his methods are more

sophisticated.'23 Armed ",~th sharpened skills of Redaction Criticism,

Ludernann traces anti-Paulinism both within and without the New Testament.

The difficulty he fuces is having to e.xplain how that Anti-Paulinism exists in

Hegesippus, Justin, the Elkesaites, canonical James and the Pseudo

Clementines, when Paul himself in never mentioned by name in any of these

works. Liidernann is inclined to spot anti-Paulinism wherever he encounters

early Christian groups that have a strongJewish flavor.

120 Examples ofAnti Paulinism in the early Church, especially those found in
Eusebius (Hist. Ecc!. 3.27.4, 6.38), lrenaeus (Haer. 1.26.2; 3.15.1), Epiphanius
(pan. 30.16.9) and Origin (Cels. 5.65) are too late for consideration in this
work.
121 Baur: 61f£
122 F. S. Jones, "The Pseudo-Clementines: A History of Research Part I!,"
The Second Centtlry H, no. 2 (1982): 85.
123 Gerd Liidemann, Patl~ Apojlle to the Gentiles: Studies in Chronology (London:
Se\!, 1984), Gerd Liidernann, Earfy ChriJlianity According to the Traditions in
Acts: A CommeJltary (London: SCM, 1989), Gerd Liidemann and -"f. Eugene
Boring, OpPOJ-ition to Paul in ]eJ1ish Christianity ('\linneapolis: Fortress, 1989).
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The Pseudo-Oementines

By far the most significant writing for the consideration of anti-Pauline

polemic'2' is the Pseudo-Clementines.'25 The Pset/do-Clementines are "a specific

group of pseudonymous compositions that relate a fictitious tale of Clement's

conversion to Christianity, of his travels with Peter, and of his recovery of the

long-lost and dispersed members of his family. The genre of these \vritings is

the ancient romance of recognitions; the Pseudo-Clementines are the first

known example ofChristian adoption en bloc of this literary Gatt/lng. ,,126

The main constituents of the Pseudo-Clementines are the Homilies and the

Recognitions. The literary relationship between the Recognitions (R) and

Homilies (H) is extremely comple.x. The history of research is well

documented in two standard articles by Stanley]ones. l
2"? The consensus is that

underlying both R and H is a common lost source to us, a GnlJldsch'ift (G).

Waitz \vas the first to attempt a reconstruction of G by the comparing Rand

124 Wbile abundant evidence survives for the Gentile-Christian wing of
ancient Christianity, only fragmentary materials remam for the
Jewish-Christian wing. The Institute for Antiquity and Christianity is in\-olved
now in a project that ",~ll provide critical editions of the relevant texts. The
project is rendering crucial ancient oriental versions of the PS into modern
languages for the first time and is also simultaneously producing a synoptic
edition and translation of the anc;ent texts. I believe that these new editions
will greatly enhance our understanding of Jewish-Christianity and of Paul. F.
S. Jones, (The Institute for _,wtiquity and Christianity, accessed); available
from http://www.cgu.edu/inst/iac/jewishchristianity.html.
125 I have used the translation of Irmscher and Strecker in Schneemelcher.
Betz provides relevant parts of KTI in his commentary on Galatians and adds
useful commentary, Hans Dieter Betz, Galatians: A Commentary on Pat/ts Letter
to the Chfln-hes ill Galatia (philadelphia: Fortress, 1979). The standard critical
editions remain those of Bemhard Rehm, cd., Die PMtdoklelJteiltiiieil II:
Rekognitiollem ill RlfjillS UbersetZ!lng, ed. F. Paschke, 2d ed. (Berlin: Akademie
Yerlag, 1965), Bemhard Rehm, ed., Die PJelldokfemelltillell I: Homilien, ed. J.
Innscher,2d ed. (Berlin: Akademie-Yerlag, 1969).
126 David Koel Freedman, The Allchor Bible Dictiollary, 1st ed. (New York:
Doubleday,1992).
127 F. S. Jones, "The Pseudo-Clementines: A History ofResearch," The Second
Celltury I!, no. 1 (1982): 63-96, Jones, "History II," 1-33.
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H.'" He concluded that G originated in syncretistic and neyertheless Catholic

circles in Rome between 220-230 ",\D. Most scholars have subsequently

denied the connection with Rome.

Following Waitz, Schmidt attempted to locate and date G by a comparison

\V~th the Didascalia and concluded that G and the Didascalia derived from the

same place of origin in the Transjordan (220-230 AD). He described G as a

Catholic influenced by his Jewish environment. More recently, Innscher and

Strecker'29 suggested that H and R go back independently of one another to

G, which in turn is made up of various sources. G probably belongs to

Cole-Syria, where it may have come into e.xistence in the middle of the third

century.lOO The chief sources that underlie the Je\,,~sh-Christians elements in G

can be identified as follows:

Kerygmatta Petmu (KII)

To this originally Greek source were prefLxed the Epistula PeI,i and the

Colttestatio of the Pauline Source. The origin of KIT is most likely Syria for two

reasons. First, the use of a Canon by an author that does not include the

Catholic Epistles and the Apocalypse ofJohn points to Syria as the origin.13l

Second, the author seems to quote of the Pauline Epistles only Galatians and

indirectly First Corinthians. The Syrian Corpus of Paul's letters begins with

just these two letters. Strecker beliewd that KIT represented a Gnosticizing

Je\v~sh Christianity that precluded any relationship to the primitive church.'"

The Gnostic elements are telt particularly in the teaching of syzygies, which I

explain shortly. The date ofwriting is area 200 AD.

AJ IT-Source

This secondary Jew~sh-Chrisrian source, so named because of its affinity with

128 Jones, "History 1," 11.
129 Cited bv Schneemelcher. -186-489.. .
130 Ibid.
131 Jones, "Hisrory 1," 72.
132 Ibid.: 91.
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the 'Avalkdllloi'IaKw!X>u according to Epiphanius (pan. 30.16.6-9), is

discernible in R 1.33-44.2 and 5.4b-71. Strecker133 felt that AJ II represented

the work ofa Jewish Christian in or near Pella after 150 .AD. He sets the date

of'writing circa 200 AD.'34

Pauline Traditions in Anti-Pauline Polemic

The Pm/do-ClemelltilleJ contain four units of Pauline tradition. Each is

extremely valuable for our pillposes because they present Paul through the

eyes ofhis enemies. The first tradition is found in the EpiJtttfa Petri:

1.1. Peter to James, the lord and bishop of the Holy Church:
peace be with you always from the Father ofall through Jesus
Christ ... 2.3 For some from among the Gentiles have
rejected my lawful preaching and have preferred a lawless and
absurd doctrine of the man who is my enemy. 4. And indeed
some have attempted, whilst I am still alive, to distort my
words by interpretations of many sorts, as if I taught the
dissolution of the law and although I was of this opinion, did
not express it openly. But that may God forbid! 5. For to do
such a thing means to act contrary to the law of God which
was made known by Moses and was confmned by our Lord
in its everlasting continuance.

The Epistttfa Petri fmds Peter supposedly "Titing to James, the leader of the

Jerusalem Church and urging caution in allowing both Gentiles and

probationers access to his ,,,Titings Cthe books of my preachings"). He speaks

of a ",le that must be observed in the correct interpretation of Scripture: one

God, one Law, one Hope. Then begins the anti-Pauline polemic, and

although Paul himself is not named, there is little doubt that Paul is "the man

who is my enemy." Several traditions stand out Paul is Peter's enemy, Paul

teaches an absuttl doctrine, and Peter did not teach the dissolution of the

Law-as Paul alleged.

The ne-n traditions I consider deal with Paul's mission to the Gentiles:

133 Georg Strecker, DaJ]"dell(hTistentllm in dell PmldtJklementillell, 2d 00. (Berlin:
Akademie-Verlag, 1981), 35-38.
134 Schneemelcher, 488-489.
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17.3. Following up this disposition it would be possible to
recognize where Simon belongs, who as fIrst and before me
went to the Gentiles, and where I belong, I who came after
him and followed him as the light follows the darkness,
knowledge ignorance and healing sickness. 18.1. Since now, as
has been said, many do not know this conformity of the
syzygies ,vith law, they do not know who this Simon, my
forerunner, is. For were it known, no one would believe him.
But now, as he remains unknmvn, confIdence is wrongly
placed in him. 2. Thus he who does what haters do fmds love;
the enemy is received as a friend; men long for him who is
death as a bringer of salvation; although he is fIre, he is
regarded as light; although he is a cheat he obtains a hearing
as a proclaimer of truth. (The Doctrine of the Pairs of
Opposites or Syzygies H 11)

(Then) there came as the first the one who was among those
that are born ofwoman, and after that there appeared the Oile
who was among the sons of men ... 3. He who foHows of
this order can discern by whom Simon (==Paul), who as the
first came before me to the Gentiles, was sent forth, and to
whom I (=Peter) belong who appeared later then he did and
came in upon him as light upon darkness, as knowledge upon
ignorance as healing upon sickness. (H II 16-17.1)

In the above traditions one fmds what is caIJed "the doctrine of the !)'i);gie/'

applied to Paul and Peter. This doctrine asserted that in the creation of the

world the first member of the pair was always the stronger member (heaven

and earth, male and female) but in the history of human beings, the inferior

members came first: Cane and Abel, Aaron and .t--.loses Paul and Peter etc., ,

Paul who was the ftrst to bring the message to the Gentiles is thereby inferior

to Peter who foHowed him. The apologetic is full of vitriol against Paul who,

it says, is full of hatred, "the Enemy," "Death," "Fire" and a cheat. A historical

gem is preserved, namely that Pall! camed tbe mission to Gentiles befOTI! Peter. This

tradition contradicts the testimony of canonical Acts but should be accepted

as true because had it not been so, the doctrine of the S)'i);gies would neyer

have been applied to assert Peter's primacy over Paul. Liidemann misses this

point when he ",Lites the following:

It is interesting that, despite the polemic against Simon/Paul,
some credit for the Gentile mission is not denied him. It was
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through him, so to speak, that Peter's approach to the
Gentiles was first motivated.m

The third tradition I present is a detailed theological response to Paul's

message of salvation by faith in Jesus Christ

5.1. For even the Hebrews who believe in Moses '" are not
saved unless they abide by what has been said to them. 2. For
their believing in Moses lies not with a decision of their o,,,n
will but with God, who said to Moses: Behold, I come to thee
in a pillar of cloud that the people may hear me speaking to
thee and believe forever! 3. Since then it is granted to the
Hebrews and to them that are called from the Gentiles to
believe the teachers of truth, whilst it is left to the personal
decision of each individual whether he will perform good
deeds, the reward rightly falls on those who do well. 4. For
neither Moses nor Jesus would have needed to come if of
themselves men had been willing to perceive the way of
discretion. And there is no salvation in believing in teachers
and calling them lords. 6.1. Therefore is Jesus concealed from
the Hebrews who have received Moses as their teacher, and
Moses hidden from those who believe in Jesus. 2. For since
through both one and the same teaching becomes known,
God accepts those who believe in one of them. 3. But belief
in a teacher has as its aim the doing ofwhat God has ordered.
4. That that is the case our Lord himself declares, saying: I
confess to thee, Pather of heaven and earth, that thou lust
hidden this from the wise and elder, but hast revealed it to
simpletons and infants. 5. Thus has God himself hidden the
teacher from some since they know beforehand what they
ought to do, and has revealed him to others since they know
not what they have to do. 7.1. Thus the Hebrews are not
condemned because they did not know Jesus ... provided
only they act according to the instructions of ;',loses and do
not inju;e him whom they did not know. 2. And again the
offSpring of the Gentiles are not judged, who ... have not
knovm Moses, provided only they act according to the words
ofJesus and thus do not injure him "nom they did not know.
3. Also it profits nothing if many describe their teachers as
their lords, but do not do what it befits selTants to do. 4.
Therefore our Lord Jesus said to one who again and again
called him Lord, but at the same time did not abide by any of
his comnunds: \'\11Y sayest thou have Lord to me and doest

135 Liidemann, Ear!; Chri]"tianlty AmJrlilng to the Tradition]" III Ad,:" A
C07JlBlentat)', 190.
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not what I say? For it is not speaking that can profit anyone,
but doing. 5. In all circumstances good works are needed; but
if a man has been considered worthy to know both teachers
as heralds of a single doctrine, then that man is counted as
rich in God. (VIII)

I have quoted this extraordinary passage at length because it reflects a

contrary perspective of someone well schooled in Pauline theology. The

writer makes several salient arguments. First, good works must accompany

faith if it is to be effective. Here faith is not faith in the Pauline sense of belief

in Jesus as Lord, but believing that the message of Jesus the teacher is the

truth. Moses and Jesus came to assist our understanding of truth (5.1-3).

Second, faith alone cannot save: "There is no salvation in believing in teachers

and calling them Lords" (5.4). Third, a person comes to believe not through

any personal decision but through God's call (5.2). Good deeds on the other

hand are the decision of the individual. Fourth, the message ofJesus and the

message of I\loses are the same message and therefore it is not important in

which of these two teachers a man believes, provided the result is the same

(6.2). Fifth, the reason some people do not believe in Jesus the teacher is that

God has hidden Jesus from them. God hides the teacher since these people

already do what they have to do. God in turn reveals the teacher to others

because they do not know what they have to do (6.3-5).

The author's conclusion, mature and well reasoned, is that Jews who do not

believe in Jesus cannot and must not be condemned provided they faithfully

keep the Law of Moses (7.1). Like-.vise, Gentiles who do not know Moses are

not condemned----provided they act according to the words of Jesus. The

author concludes that those 'who know both Moses and Jesus and obey them

are rich in God (7.5).

The value of this section for Pauline stucIies is inestimable. Although Paul

himself is not named, his doctrine of justification by faith in Christ is given

full voice via a cogent opponent. The passage allows one to glimpse the

opinion of an opponent of Paul as he or she might have expressed
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themselves.

The final tradition I consider tmds Paul and Peter debating their respective

IIrevelations of Christ";

1. When Simon heard this, he interrupted with the words: ' ...
you have stated that you have learned accurately the teaching
of your master because you have heard and seen him directly
(tvupyElq;) face to face, and that it is not possible for any
other to e:qJerience the like in a dream or in a vision. 2. I sha1l
show you that this is false: He ·who hears something directly is
by no means certain of what is said. For he must check
whether, being a man, he has not been deceived as to what
appears to him. On the other hand, vision creates together
with the appearance the certainty that one sees something
divine. Give me an answer to that.'

16.1. And Peter said, , ... 2. We know ... that many idolaters,
adulterers and other sinners have seen visions and had true
dreams, and also that some have had visions that were
wrought by demons. For I maintain that the eyes of mortals
cannot see the incorporeal being of the Father or of the Son,
because it is in enwrapped in insufferable light. 3. Therefore it
is a token of the mercy of God, and not of jealousy in him,
that he is invisible to men living in the flesh. For he who sees
him must die. 6 ... No one is able to see the incorporeal
power of the Son or even of an angel. But he who has a vision
should recognize that this is the work ofa wicked demon.

17.5 For to a pious, natural and pure mind the truth reveals
itself; it is not acquired through a dream, but is granted to the
good through discernment. 18.1. For in this way was the Son
revealed to me also by the Father, \vherefore I know the
power of revelation; I have myself learned of this from him.
For at the very time when the Lord asked how the people
named him-although I had heard that others had given him
another name-4t rose in my heart to say, and I know not
how I said it, Thou art the Son of the living God. 6. You see
now how expressions of wrath have to be made through
visions and dreams, but discourse with friends takes place
from mouth to mouth, openly and not through riddles,
missions and dreams as ,,~th an enemy.

19.1. And if our Lord appeared to you also and became
known in a vision and met you as angry \vith an enemy, yet he
has spoken only through visions and dreams or through
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e:ctemal revelations. But can anyone be made competent to
teach through a vision? 2. And if your opinion is, "That is
possible", why then did our teacher spend a whole year with
us who were awake? 3. How can we believe you even if he has
appeared you, and how can he have appeared to you if you
desire the opposite of what you have learned? 4. But if you
were visited by him for the space of an hour and were
instructed by him and thereby have become an _A.postle, then
proclaim his words, expound what he has taught, be a friend
to his Apostles and do not contend with me, who am his
confidant; for you have in hostility withstood me, who am a
flnn rock, the foundation stone of the Church.5. If you were
not an enemy, then you would not slander me and revile my
preaching in order that I may not be believed when I proclaim
what I have heard in my o,,,n person from the Lord, as if I
were undoubtedly condemned and you were acknowledged. 6.
And if you call me condemned, then you accuse God, who
revealed Christ to me, and disparage him who called me
blessed on account of the revelation. 7. But if you really desire
to co-operate with the truth, then learn first from us what we
have learned from him and, as a learner of the truth, become
a fellow worker ",-ith us.' (polemic against Paul H XV1I 13-19)

The above section contains a fabricated dialogue between Peter and Paul

(who is called "Simon"). \\hy the writer has named Paul "Simon" is unclear,

although it may be because the author sees Paul as belonging within the same

purview of wickedness as Simon Magus who features ubiquitously in the

Psetldo-Clemelltims. The use of the name Simoll for Paul may be a code for

insiders who had already made the identification of Paul with extreme

wickedness. The dialogue is written in a simple fonn, \\-ith each Apostle

debating their respective revelations. Peter offers his revelation of Christ at

Caesarea Philippi and then Paul his revelation outside Damascus. During the

dialogue, Peter casts doubt on Paul's status as an Apostle and Paul defends

hirnselE I list the parallels with the te'-1: of Galatians below. Clear differences

rule out literary dependence.

KIT: "For in this way was the Son revealed to me also by the Father" (KIT

18.1).

Galatians: "(God) was pleased to reveal his Son to me, in order that I
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might preach him among the Gentiles" (Gal. 1.16).

KIT: "And if our Lord appeared to you also and became known in a

vision and met you as angry with an enemy" (K1119.1).

First Corinthians: "Last of all, as to one untimely born, he appeared also

to me" (1 Cor. 15.8). The words "as angry with an enemy" are striking

and have no parallels in the Pauline Corpus.

KIT: "You have in your hostility ",~thstood me" (K1119A).

Galatians: "But when Cephas came to Antioch I ",~thstood him to his

face, because he stood condemned" (Gal. 2.11).

KIT: ""~d (if) you were acknowledged ..."

Galatians: "they gave to Bamabas and me the right hand of fellowship"

(Gal 2.9).

KIT: "But if you really desire to co-operate with the truth, then learn first

from us what we have learned from him and, as a learner of the truth,

become a fellow worker ",~th us" (KIT 19.7).

Here there is no formal parallel but a hard insinuation that Paul in his

lifetime refused to cooperate and learn from the Apostles and become

a fellow worker with them. This is testImony to the independent

nature of Paul's ministry.

These accounts are theologically and historically signiflcant in that they add

much to our picture of Paul and augment the testimony Paul gives in

Galatians. The anti-Pauline polemicist does not dispute Paul's account but

uses Paul's words against Paul, which suggests that Paul's account in Galatians

of his relationship ,,~th Peter is an accurate representation of the facts. The

narrative depicts a later stage when hostile groups had allied themselves to

Paul or Peter and who were not capable of holding to the fmer nuances of the

original debate. It also testifies to a strong Pauline and anti-Pauline presence

in Syria at the end of the second century.
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Some Preliminary Conclusions

Below is a list of seven units of tradition in the Pseudo-Clementines that I

regard as historically certain. They center on Paul's relationship to Peter and

to the Jerusalem authority.

1. Paul criticized Peter for failing to teach the dissolution of the Law

for fear of the Jews (EpistuIa Petri 2.3).

2. Paul carried the mission to Gentiles before Peter (HII 18.1).

3. Paul had a vision ofJesus where Jesus appeared to him "as angry

\,,~th an enemy" and sanctioned his apostleship (H ~\TII 13-19). TI,e

vision lasted for the space of a single hour. This independent tradition

could be no more than a rhetorical device used as a comparison:

Peter's full year ,,~th Jesus as compared to Paul's one hour.

Significantly, the writer understands Jesus' ministry with his disciples

to have lasted only a year (H A'VII 13-19).

4. Paul withstood Peter and condemned him (H ~'VII 13-19).

5. The Apostles acknowledged Paul (H ~-VII 13-19).

6. Paul preferred to work independently of the Apostles (H XVII

13-19).

7. Paul taught that a person is saved through faith in Christ alone

(\lII).

These seven units of tradition provide clarity on the matter of Paul's complex

relationship to the Jerusalem Church. The picture that emerges is different

from that of the canonical Acts, where the relationship is presented in a way

that suggests that there ,,-as little cont1ict between the groups. On the other

hand, it avoids also the e..xtrerne position held by Baur, of two parties at odds

with each other. Instead, Paul is presented as someone who stood within the
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early Christian movement, as a legitimate and accepted figure, and yet as

someone who acted as a pioneer, particularly in relation to the sensitive

inclusion of the Gentiles. This step in the direction of including Gentiles,

because of faith alone, provoked a degree of opposition from Peter, which led

to a confrontation where both Aposdes presented their respective positions,

and where Paul, who should be considered inferior, at least in terms of status,

condemned Peter. (Unless Peter was the superior in status, the matter of Paul

"condemning him" would not be explicable.)

The most significant conclusion I draw from these historical traditions is that

they corroborate ,,-ith chilling accuracy Paul's account in Galatians, showing

the book to be an intra-<:ommunal schism. The debate with Peter over the

Gentiles lingered in the memory of the Church and later became a paradigm

for the struggle of]e,,-ish and Christian communities living in the second and

later centuries. The attempt to diminish Paul's significance in these writings,

by belittling his "revelation" of Christ, reveals a later stage when the batde is

no longer only Over issues, but ad hominem. Paul seems to have won the

confrontation with Peter; he humiliated him, and paid for this in the long

term. The incident alienated him from Peter and possibly from "the men of

repute.1t

In the next chapter, I turn to the Gnostic Paul who embraced Peter and Paul

in a mesmerizing vision of faith.
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Chapter 5

TIffi GNOSTIC PAUL

By whose leave are you diverting my waters, Valentinus?
(Tect. Praescr. 37)

A wide-ranging investigation of the Gnostic Paul and of the history of

Gnostic interpretation of Paul is beyond the scope of this thesis. I am

therefure deeply indebted to the work of Pagels who has offered the most

comprehensive analysis of Paul as interpreted by the Valentinian Gnostics of

the second century.l36 Although she focuses mostly on the exegesis of Paul's

letters by the Gnostics, she also inadvertently discerns historical traditions

along the way.

Finding Paul among the Gnostics is a task fraught with obstacles for the

following reasons:

First, the Valentinian Gnostics sharply differed among themselves, a fact

which the Heresiologisrs used to their own advantage. In reconstructing a

Gnostic view one can never be certain if it is representative or

misrepresentative ofValentinian Gnostic thought.

Second, the source material is late and incomplete. Many Gnostic sources

cannot be dated with certainty before the third century. The source problem

is exacerbated in that it often involves reconstructing Gnostic opinions

through the prism ofworks viritten byanti-Gnostics.

136 Elaine H. Pagels, The Gllostic Pall!: Gllostic E,"~geJ"is if the Palllille let/err
(philadelphia: Fortress, 1975).
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Third, Nag Ha!1,n1adi codices are sparse in their historical infonnation on Paul.

They are less interested in Paul's life than they are in Paul's secret esoteric

teaching.

Fourth, Gnostic te-xts contain few traditions of Paul that cannot be found

within the New Testament, unlike independent traditions found in apocryphal

Vlrirings and in the Apostolic Fathers.

Fifth, the discoveries at Nag Hammadi have revealed discrepancies between

the views of dIe Gnostics as clainled by the Heresiologists and the view of the

Gnostics in Gnostic works: "there e-xist only five cases of clear agreements.

Of these, three certainly and one possibly are with Irenaeus."m

Finally, although Pagels makes a heroic attempt to rescue the Gnostic exegesis

of Paul from (in her mind) the politically motivated apologists like Tenullian

and Irenaeus, the resultant Paul is unlike the Critical Paul and fails to fulfil! (as

I shall show) one of the criterions employed in this work in the evaluation of

sources, namely, the bracketing ofbelievabiJity.

A note of caution: One must be =ful not to confuse Paul's int1uence on the

Gnostics with their faithful representation ofhinl.

Secret Pauline Traditions

The Naassenes and Valentinians revered Paul as a Gnostic initiate. They

believed that Theudas, who in turn \vas a disciple of Paul, instructed

Valentinus. So \vrites Clement of Ale-xandria, "Likewise they allege that

Valentinus was a hearer of Theudas. And he was the pupil of Paul" (Strom.

7.17). Ptolemy, another disciple ofValentinus, tells of a secret tradition of the

savior received through Paul.138

137 ~L\. Donovan, "Irenaeus in Recent Scholarship," The Secolld Cwtlff] 4,
no. 4 (1984): 226-227.
138 Ptolemy makes frequent use of the Pauline Corpus: "Likewise, the
Aposde Paul makes it clear" (Flor. 5.15), "His disciples made these teachings
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For the Gnostics, this esoteric oral tradition transmitted via Paul was of

greater importance than the Pauline tea. With regard to First Corinthians

2.6-8, Valentinian ~xegetes argued that Paul authorized the secret traditions

passed on orally. The Aposrle knO':'1S that "truth cannot be communicated by

means of",'titten documents."n9 For this reason, no person can properly read

the letters of Paul without having received this secret oral tradition.'''' The

Valentinians claimed that most Christians made the mistake of reading the

Scriptures literally. They themselves, through their initiation into Gnosis, read

Paul's letters on a symbolic or pneumatic level. Only this kind of reading

yields the truth instead of its mere outer image.

Gnostic use of the Pauline Corpus

The Gnostics not only used the text of Paul differently from the

Heresiologists but also disagreed with the Heresiologists as to what

constituted the Pauline text. Most of them rejected the Pastorals, which were

accepted by the Heresiologists.H1 Their Canon included the follO':'1ing letters:

Romans, First and Second Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians,

Colossians, First Thessalonians, and Hebrews, a list that corresponds to the

Chester Beatty Biblical Papyrus n. The Gnostics, like their Orthodox

opponents assumed Paul 'wrote Ephesians, Galatians, and Hebrews.'" The

chief difference lay, not in their selection of t~xts, but in their hermeneutic.

Tertullian for instance, insists that the same Paul who wrote Galatians also

wrote Titus. Since the majority of modem scholars reject the Pastorals as

Pauline, Pagels sees this as a triumph for Gnostic criticism. She craftily

bypasses their egregious inclusion of Hebrews as Pauline.

Finally, although all of Paul's letters are regarded as authoritative by the

Gnostics, they held some of them to be of greater value than others. Their

knO':'1T1, and so did the Aposrle Paul (FIor. 6.6).
139 PageIs, 57.
140 Ibid., 58.
141 Ibid., 4-5, 115.
142 Ibid., 115.
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choice of a Canon within a Canon does not accord well with modern Pauline

criticism. The most highly revered books in the Gnostic Canon are

Ephesians, Colossians, and Hebrews and these are used to itltetpret the other letters

ufPouL

Historical Traditions in Gnostic Sources

Pagels work, as we have noted, does not primarily address historical questions

but Pauline exegesis:

This investigation into the history of herrneneutics does not
attempt to reconstruct a historical account of the Apostle
himself, orofissues he confronted in his own communities.'"

Historical allusions are sparse but not entirely absent. They surface not

surprisingly in Pagel's analysis of Gnostic exegesis of Galatians, a letter that

arguably reveals more of the Apostle's history than does any other.

Interpreting Galatians, the Gnostics contended that Paul and Peter

proclaimed two different Kerygl"lto. Paul, the pneumatic, preached to the

Gentiles one kind of liberty; Peter, the psychic, preached another.11I The

other Apostles, including Peter and LIke (sic) proclaimed another Gospel,

even another God,'" and remained under the influence of Jewish opinions

(!ren. Haer. 3.12.6-7, 3.12.12-15). Peter was sent to the psychics, that is, to the

Jews, and Paul was sent to the Gentiles, to the pneumatics. The Gnostics saw

Peter as the founder of the psychic Church.H6 Paul alone of the Apostles

"knew the truth, since to him the mystery was revealed bv Revelation.''''' As a

result, Paul avoided going to Jerusalem after his conversion, but when he did

go, he did not submit to the authority of the Jerusalem leaders.lIB Here

Gnostic exegesis divetges from that of the Heresiologists. The latter try to

harmonize Acts 15 ,,~th Galatians, and insist that Paul did J~eld to the

143 Ibid., 9.
144 Ibid~ 101.
145 Ibid., 102, 103.
146 Ibid., 54.
147 Ibid~ 102.
148 Ibid., 103.
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authority of the Jerusalem Churchl49

Finally, mention must be made of the Gnostic celebration of t\vo Eucharist

services, one for the psychic Church and another for the pneumatic Church.

The pneumatic Eucharist ",,,s reserved only for initiates.15o This higher

sacrament "-'as kno\Vn as the sacrament ofApo!Jtrosis.151

The Nag Hatnmadi Ltbraryl52

The Nqg Hammadi Library consists of thirteen leather-bound codices written

in Coptic. They are invaluable as a source of Gnostic thought and date to the

fourth century AD. Several of the works in the library contain important

traditions about Paul.

1. The PrtTyer ofthe ApoJ1!e Pall! (1,1) (pr. Pall!)

This prayer dates to the second half of the second century and contains dear

allusions to the following Pauline letters: PhiIippians, Colossians, Corinthians,

and possibly First Timothy. The ,vriter employs the phrase "the king of ages"

found in the New Testament only in First Timothy 1.17. This is significant

because Pagels has argued that the Gnostics did not regard the Pastoral

Letters as Pauline. There is also an alternative version of First Corinthians 2.9:

"Grant what no angel eye has (seen) and no archon ear (has) heard and what

has not entered into the human heart."

2. The GOJpel ofTmth (I,3 and XI!,2) (Gos. Tmth)

According to Menard, this work shows protound Pauline influence.m Its

theme, claims MenarcI, is the reciprocal relationship of God and the elect, a

typically Pauline doctrine. I found no unmistakable Pauline allusion in the

149 Ibid., 104.
150 Ibid., 74.
151 Ibid., 160.
152 James McConkey Robinson and Richard Smith, The Nag Hammadi Lbrary
in English, 3d Rev. 00., Coptic Gnostic Library Project (San Francisco: Harper
and Row, 1988).
153Jacques E. MenarcI, L'Etlmgile de mite (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1972),3--8.
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work.

3. The Tripartite Tradale (1,5) (Tri. Tra,:;

This extremely complex work dates to the middle third century. I found it

unintelligible even in translation. Pauline themes can be found throughout but

they have been so integrated into the author's intricate Gnostic vision that

they are barely discernible. The clearest unambiguous Pauline allusion is

found in Pan III.16 Redemption of the Calling:

For the end \,,;]1 receive a unitary ,,"mtence just as the
beginning is uniury, where there is no male nor female, nor
slave nor free$ nor circumcision and uncircumcision~ neither
angel nor man, but Christ is all in all.'"

4. The Gospe! ifThomas (II,2) (Gos. Thom.)

This Gospel can be dated to the second century although it conuins

traditions that are much earlier. The place of writing is probably Edessa.

Koester thinks an early version of the Gospel was composed as a sayings

Gospel as early as 50 }u), probably in the area Syria/Palestine.'" The original

Gospel was written in Greek and contlins some irnPOrtlnt traditions. The

ftrst asserts the position ofJames in Jerusalem, a testimony conflrrIled by Acts

and by Paul in First Corinthians:

The disciples said to Jesus, "We know that you \"ill depart
from us. \';'110 is to be our leader?" Jesus said to them,
"\';'herever you are, you are to go to James the righteous, for
whose sake heaven and earth came into being." (Gos. Thorn.
12)

The next tradition of interest is the following saying attributed to Jesus:

Jesus said, "I shall give you what no eye has seen and what no
ear has heard and what no hand has touched and what has
never occurred to the human mind." (Gos. Thorn. 11)

This saying, found also in First Corinthians 2:9, is not a Pauline saying but a

154 Robinson and Smith, Nag Hammadi, lOt.
155 Koester, Introdtl,1ion, 2d ed., 156.
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saying ofJesus that Paul inherited from the tradition. Robinson supports this

view.15"The saying is also found in the Prayer of the Apostle Pau~ the

Dialogue of the Savior 57 and in the Apostolic Fathers, First Clement 34.8

and the J'vfartyrdom ofPolycarp 2.3.

The next group of sayings also contains Pauline ideas:

Jesus said to them, "When you make the two one, and when
you make the inside like the outside and the outside like the
inside, and the above like the below, and when you make the
male and the female one and the same, so that the male not
be male nor the female female; and when you fashion eyes in
place of an eye, and a hand in place of a hand, and a foot in
place of a foot, and a likeness in place of a likeness; then you
will enter (the kingdom). (Gos. Thom. 22)

His disciples said to him, "Is circumcision beneficial or not?"
He said to them, "If it were beneficial, their father would
beget them already circumcised from their mother. Rather,
the true circumcision in spirit has become completely
profitable (Gos. Thom. 53)

The above units contain starling allusions to Pauline ideas, such as the

breaking dO"'TI of the distinctions between male and female and spiritual

circumcision, although other Gnostic motifS seem un-Pauline. Unlike the

canonical Pau~ the Gospel of Thomas is anti-Jewish and anti-Pharisaic:

His disciples said to him, '\\no are you that you should say
these things to us?' (Jesus said to them,) 'You do not realize
who I am from what I say to you, but you have become like
the Jews.' (Gas. Thom. 43)

Jesus said, 'Woe to the Pharisees, for they are like a dog
sleeping in the manger of oxen, for neither does he eat nor
does he let the oxen eat' Gas. Thorn 103).

5. The Gospel ofPhilip (II,3) (Go,: PhiL)

This Gospel dates to the second half of the third century and is a beautiful

and varied catechetical work that contains numerous Pauline allusions and

citations. The first is as follows:

156 Ibid~ 47-48.
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Christ came to ransom some, to save others, to redeem
others. He ransomed those who were strangers and made
them his own. And he set his own apart, those whom he gave
as a pledge according to his plan. (Gos. Phil. 53)

This seems to be a citation of First Timothy 2.6,14 and Ephesians 1.14. If

correct, it would be another e.xample of a Gnostic citation of a Pastoral letter

(contra Pagels).

Other Pauline allusions and parallels include:

One single name is not uttered in the world, the name which
the father gave to the Son; it is the name above all names: the
name of the father. (Gos. Phil. 54)

(It is) to those who ... to unclothe themselves who are not
naked. flesh (and blood shall) not inherit the kingdom (of
God)." (Gas. Phil. 56)

It is necessary to rise in this flesh, since everything e.-cists in it.
(Gas. Phi!. 57)

Jesus came to crucifY the world. (Gos. Phi!. 63)

Love builds up. (Gas. Phil. 77)

God's farming likewise has four elements: faith, hope, love,
and knowledge. (Gas. Phil. 79)

Grant!57 also suggests allusions to Ephesians, Thessalonians, Colossians and

Hebrews, although these were not clear to me.

6. The H)postasiJ ofthe ArchonJ (II,+) (HJp. Arrh.)

This work was probably written in the third century in Egypt. In it, Paul is

referred to as the "The Great Apostle." One tmds citations only of the

deuteropauline Epistles (Col. 1.13, Eph. 6.12), which has lead Koester to

regard the deuteropauline elements as secondary.!58

157 Robert M. Grant, "The Mystery of Marriage in the Gospel of Philip,"
Vigiliat ChriJ1ianat 15 (1961): 129-140.
158 Koester, IJlfrod",tioJJ, 2ded., 218.
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7. The Exegesis on the Sotil (Il,6) (Exeg. SotiO

This work waS probably written in the third century in Ale-xandra. Relevant

Pauline citations include Acts 15.20,29; 225; 1 Thess. 43; 1 Cor. 5.9-10; 6.18;

11.1; 2 Cor. 7.1; Eph. 5.23; 6.12.

8. The Dialogtie ofthe Sa'ior (IlI,5) (Dial Sav.)

In its present form Dial. Sav. can be dated to the second century although it

contains a source that is likely to go back to the end of the ftrst century. It

also contains the "eye has not seen" tradition:

The (Lord) said, "(You have) asked me about a saying
which eye has not seen, (nor) have I heard it except from
you." (Dial. Sav. 57)

The final editor of this work, which is believed to have undergone several

stages of composition, sets the dialogue in the context of baptismal initiation,

which has Pauline echoes. Compare the Dialogue of the Savior 120, 2-124, 22

with Ephesians 2.1..0 and Colossians 3.1-4.

9. The Apoca!Jpse ofPatil (V,2) (Apo,: PatiO

The Apocalypse of Paul, ",ritten in the secom] century, depends on Galatians

1.11-17,2.1-2 and Second Corinthians 122-4. One of the traditions veriftes

Paul's journey to Jerusalem:

The little child spoke, saying, "I know who you are, Paul. You
are he who was blessed from his mother's womb. For I ha,-e
(come) to you that you may (go up to Jerusalem) to your
fellow (Apostles. "-\rid) for this reason (you were called..-\rId) ]
am the (Spirit who accompanies) you. (Apoc. Paul 18)

Note in the ne-xt units how Paul's authority is established and how the twelve

Apostles are made to welcome Paul:

Now it is to the twelve Apostles that you shall go, for they are
elect spirits, and they ",ill greet you." He raised his eyes and
saw them greeting him. Then the Holy (Spirit) who was
speaking \vith (him) caught him up on high to the third
heaven., and he passed beyond to the fourth heaven. (Apoc.
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Paul 19)

Then he went up to the sixth heaven. And I saw my fellow
Apostles going with me, and the Holy Spirit was leading me
before them. (Apoc. Paul 22)

And I saw the twelve Apostles. They greeted me, and we went
up to the ninth heaven. (Apoc. Paul 24)

10. The Interpretation ofKn01dedge (XI, 1).

This homily shows how Gnostic \,vriters addressed ecclesiastical concerns like

division and jealousy in a Gnostic congregation. The author is steeped in the

Pauline letters and creatively uses Paul's metaphor of the body of Christ and

its members (Rom. 12, 1 Cor. 12) and Christ as their head of the body (Eph.

4). Other probable tens include Colossians and Philippians.159

11. The Treatise Ott the Resllmctiofl (1,4) (Treat. Res.)

The central teaching of the Treatise on the Resurrection (written in the late

second century) is that "already you (the Elect) have the resurrection" (49,

15-16). Such a teaching is similar to that of Hymenaeus and Phiietus

denounced in Second Timothy 2.18; "that the resurrection is past already."

Two traditions interest me here. The fIrst shows Paul as the Apostle;16o

The savior swallowed up a death-(of this) you are not
reckoned as being ignorant-for he put aside a world which is
perishing. He transformed (himself) into an imperishable
Aeon and raised himself up, having S\vallowed the ,;sible by
the invisible, and gan us the way of our immortality. 111en,
indeed as the Apostle said, "we suffered with him, and we
arose w;th him, and we went to heaven \V;th him. (Treat. Res.
45)

The language is comparable to Second Timothy 2.11; "The saying is sure; If

we have died with him, we ",;n also live with him."

A second tradition of note reads:

159 Robinson and Smith, Nag Ham/1/adi, 472.
160 This itself is not unique, being tound in the Apocryphal writings, in the
Apostolic Fathers and in -'>IaIDon.
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Therefore, do not think in part, 0 Rheginos, nor live in
confonnity with this flesh for the sake of unanimity, but flee
from the divisions and the fetters, and already you have the
resurrection. For ifhe who will die knows about himself that
he will die--even if he spends many years in this life, he is
brought to this-why not consider yourself as risen and
(already) brought to this? (Treat. Res. 49)

Once again, this parallels Second Timothy 2.18: "(They) have swerved from

the truth by c!airning that t-he resurrection has already tlken place. They are

upsetting the fuith of some."

Some Preliminary Conclusions

The traditions cited above (Odd be valuable for the study of Paul, but ho\v

does one know if they are or not? The difficulty is in deciding whether these

citations and allusions to the Pauline Corpus depend on the Pauline Corpus.

\V'hat follows is a list of numbered units of tradition that I have collated and

that I regard as historically probable:

1. A disciple of Paul, Theudas, received oral tradition from Paul

(Clem. Strom. 7.17) I accept this as a reliable historical tradition.

,'\lthough the Gnostics made much of secret traditions transmitted

through notlble figures like Peter, lames and Paul, the tradition that

Paul had a disciple named Theudas may well be true because Clement

who cites the tradition does not refute it, he only denies it.

2. Peter was sent to the Jews, Paul to the Gentiles. This Gnostic

pieture of the early Christian mission is supported by the testimony of

Paul, but contradicts Acts. In this regard, the Gnostics show

themselves to be more critical than their Orthodox opponents. Like

modem critics, the Gnostics refused to interpret Paul's letter to the

Galatians vis-a.-vis the account in the book of Acts. Like modem

critical scholars, the Gnostics interpreted Paul, so it would seem,

e<dusively from the Pauline te.'\.1: and secret esoteric traditions.

3. Paul went to Jerusalem. This is a significant independent tradition
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for a journey ofPaul to Jerusalem.

4. Paul did not submit to the authority of the Jerusalem leaders

(Apoc. Paul 18).

5. James was leader of the Jerusalem Church (Gos. Thorn. 12, 1-2

Apoc.Jas.)

The Gnostics revered Paul as an Aposde; some revered him as the Aposde.

Gnostic use of the Pauline Texts reveals depth and nuance. All the letters that

go under the name of Paul, including the book of Hebrews, are utilized in

Gnostic works with the e..xception ofTitus. First and Second Timothy feature

but modesdy (pr. Paul 53, Treat. Res. 45) and sometimes as a point of

departure (Treat. Res. 48).

Despite the claim to work ",-ith secret oral traditions, Gnostic exegetes make

extensive use of the Pauline text and demonstrate a deeper theological affinity

for the substance of Paul's thinking than the Apocryphal writings. The use of

doubtful letters like Ephesians and Colossians as a norm for e..xegesis

challenges modem critics to reconsider their own rejection of these letters.

Some of the Pauline sayings paralleled in writers like the Gospel of Thomas

and the Gospel of Philip suggest a philosophical background for several key

aspects of Pauline theology. These need not lead to the conclusion that Paul

was a full-size Gnostic, but they suggest that Gnostic motifs permeated

Pauline theology and lay as seeds waiting hard rains.

Some "Pauline" sayings are paralleled in Gnostic contexts. For instance, Paul's

repudiation of the benefits of L-ireumcision (Gos. Tnom. 53) and the

eschatological vision of neither male nor female (Gos. Thorn. 53, Tri. Trac.).

This suggests that Paul's relationship to Gnosticism was not antithetical but

reciprocal. More importandy, it m~alJ tbe pmenee ofJem/ traditionJ in Pa"l'J

letters.
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An unusual fea1llre of Gnostic exegesis is the complete lack of interest in

historical criticism. The Gnostic aim is to interpret the letters of Paul

pneumatically, and therefore the original Pauline context, regarded as the

provenance of psychic, recedes into oblivion. Finally, we may note that the

Gnostics treated the book of Acts and the Gospel ofLuke with great reserve.

In the next chapter, we move into the territory of the Apostolic Fathers. For

I 1 1 1· Orth d .. 1 T th -r h .those S01001ea ID 0 oxy, It IS a weiCome O.fed ot [res air.
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Chapter 6

TIffi APOSTOLIC PAUL

.\nd so we, having been called through his will in Christ Jesus,
are not justified through ourselves or through our own
wisdom or understanding or piety or works which we have
done in holiness of heart, but through faith, by which the
almighty God has justified all who have existed from the
beginning; to whom be the glory for ever and ever. Amen. (1
Clem32.4)

For this section, I am indebted to the edition of the Apostolic Fathers by

LightfoOt.161 I have made use of Lightfoot's text and translation and have

consulted its recent revision by Holmes.162 Where I have cited the text

directly, I have used Holmes' translation since it is more modem than

Lightfoot's, although not as colorful.

The collection of writings known as the Apostolic Fathers has undergone

intense scrutiny in recent times. The criterion that once united these works

was their presumed connection with the Apostles or at least their presumed

antiquity relative to other noncanonical writings of the early Church. :\lodem

views about authorship, dating, and historical setting have robbed the
'.' ~ •. - -.' •.- 163cntenon ot anllqUlty ot some ot Its stgTllhcance:

The move, speatheaded for the most part by scholars like Koester is towards

an integrated understanding of these works in relation to canonical and

noncanonical literature. Koester has perfected a trend in this direction that

was set by his eminent mentor, Bultrnann ",~th the publication of his Theology

of/he NeJt' TeJlamn:l (1951).

161 Joseph Barber Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, 2d ed. (London and Ne\v
York,: Macmillan and co., 1885).
162 "'lichael William Holmes, The Apostolic Fathers: Greek Te>.1,· and English
Translations, Updated ed. (Grand Rapids, !'.rich.: Baker Books, 1999). I have
also consulted "\ndreas ed. Lindemann, Die APOJ1olischen Vater: Griechi,·ch·
deJltsche ParallelaJlsgabe (Tiibingen: ?lfohr, 1992).
163 David Noel Freedman, The ~-\nchorBible Dictionary. electronic ed (J'\e\v
York: Doubledavl..,
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What speaks for the Apostolic Fathers is their pastoral character and that ,"vith

regard to content and style they are closely related to the ,vritings of the New

Testament. For the Orthodox mind they capture the spirit and substance of

New- Testament 'writers better than Gnostic or apocryphal writings. Another

important feature is their eschatological character. The second coming of

Christ is still regarded as imminent, which is strong testimony for their early

dating. This is even the case for 2 Clement, which scholars date toward the

latter part of the second century.

Those who come to the literature of this period with a deep-seated respect for

the authority of ecclesiastical tradition may be disinclined to exercise the

raclical criticism of someone like Koester. Take First Clement as an example.

Accorcling to the testimony of Irenaeus and Eusebius, Clement was the third

successor of Peter at Rome (Ir. Haer. 3.3.3, Eus. Hist.Eccl. 3.15.34). Tertullian

states that Clement received his consecration at the hands of Peter himself, a

traclition confirmed by Epiphanius. To clismiss such a weight of e-xtemal

evidence (four independent attestations) seems an inclication of prejudice.

Also, even if the writers are not directly connected to the Apostles, that does

not serve to disqualify the traditions they preserve since reliable traclitions are

often preserved in unreliable sources.

Paul's relationship to the apostolic traclition that followed him is one of the

most difficult problems of early Christian history. The tendency is to assert

that there e-xists a ,,~de chasm that cannot be bridged, with Paul firmly

ensconced on the one side and the Apostolic Fathers on the other.

Schneemelcher for instance observes that Paul's influence on ecclesiastical

theology before Irenaeus remains slight. He says that while Ignatius reveres

Paul as an Apostle and martyr, his letters betray little or no influence of Paul's

theology. Schneemelcher thinks Ignatius may not have e,en read or known

Paul's letters.'" Lindemann who argues for several Pauline citations and

164 Cited in P3gels, 161.
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allusions has taken a more sane approach.!65

As I read them, four of the Apostolic Fathers show interest in and

dependence on the letters of Paul: Clement of Rome, Ignatius of Antioch,

Polycarp of Smyrna, and the Epistle of Bamabas. Unambiguous mention of

Paul and his letters is absent from the Martyrdom of Polycarp and the

Shepherd of Hermes. The suggestion that the Epistle ofBarnabas was written

by the Barnabas mentioned in Paul's letters can safely be dismissed since the

epistle shows no signs of familiarity with Paul. For the same reasons, the

"Shepherd" of Hermas cannot possibly be the New Testament prophet

referred to by Paul in Romans 16.14. I will not consider either the spurious

i\lartyrdom of Polycarp e.xcept to note the follO'.ving biblical citations: Acts

21.14, i\lart. Pal. 7.1, 1 Cor 2.9, Mart Pol. 2.3, Phi!. 2.4, and i\lart. Pol 12.

Finally, despite Flusser's!66 belief that he can reconstruct the argument of the

anti-Pauline party at the first Jerusalem counci! from the Didache, I have not

taken the Didache as a source for information on Paul as I regard Flusser's

argument as too speculative.

Schweitzer demonsttlted his skill as an interpreter of Paul when he observed

that Ignatius and Polycarp are dominated in a much higher degree by Paul's

thought. They live in his Epistles. Schweitzer belie\-ed, however, that 19natius

and Polyearp take over trom Paul only the general formula of his mysticism

and not its real content "Historical theology has hitherto been helpless in the

face of this enigma. It could not attain to any clearness about the relation of

Ignatius to Paul, because it was still in the dark as regards Paul himself.'"

165 Andreas Lindemann, "Paul in the Writings of the Apostlic Fathers," in
Palll and the L.£gacies of Pall~ 00. W.S. Babcock (Dallas: Southern Methodist
University Press, 1990),29-36.
166 D. Flusser, "Paul's Jewish-Christian Opponents in the Didache," in The
Didache in Modem Reseatrh, ed. J.A. Draper (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1996),210.
167 Albert Schweitzer, The Afptici-fllJ ofPaul the Apostle, 2d ed. (London: Adam
and Charles Black, 1953), 340-341. The same point has been made by
Thomas Torrance, The Doctrine of Gra:e in the Apostolic Fathers (Edinburgh:
Oliverand Boyd, 19~), 50, S2, 63,67,72,80.
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Below is a list of Pauline phrases gathered by Schweitzer, which show the

dependence of Ignatius (m particular) and Polycarp on Paul. In comparison

with the Apocryphal Paul, where citations of the Pauline Corpus are almost

non-existent, these Fathers show direct familiarity \,~th the language of Paul

the letter writer:

Numerous places: "In ChristJesus."

Ign. Eph. 52: "You can do all things in Jesus Christ."

Eph. 5.3: "Continue in Jesus Christ."

Eph. 5.1: "To be found in Jesus Christ."

Magn. 102: "To be salted in him."

1\fagn. 10.2: "You bearJesus Christ in you."

TraIl. 132: "Farewell, in Jesus Christ."

Rom. 1.1: "In bonds in Jesus Christ."

Rom 22: "To sing praise to the father in Jesus Christ."

Phld. 5.1: "Bound in Christ."

Phld 10.1: "The compassion which you feel in Jesus Christ."

Phld 10.2: "Happy in Jesus Christ."

Phld 11.2: "Farewell in Jesus Christ."

PoL Phi!. 1.1: "Made joyful in our Lord Jesus Christ."

PoL Phi1.14.1: "Farewell, in the Lord Jesus Christ."

1. The Episde of Clement to the Corinthians (1 Qem.)

The majority of scholars place 1 Clement towards the end of the first century.

Koester proposes 96-97 AD.'" Herron (10 AD) and \VI1helm-Hooijbergh (69

AD) have proposed dissenting dates."? The place of writing is Rome.

Clement not only cites Paul's letters and uses Pauline phrases, but also sho",;

familiarity with Pauline ideas on justification. Below are two examples:

168 Koester, Introduction, 2d ed., 293.
169 Cited in Holmes, 24.
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All, therefore, were glorified and magnified, not through
themselves or their own works or the righteous actions, which
they did, but through his will. (1 Clem. 32.3)

And so we, having been called through his \v-il1 in Christ Jesus,
are not justified through ourselves or through our mm
wisdom or understanding or piety or works which we have
done in holiness of heart, but through faith, by which the
almighty God has justified all who have existed from the
beginning; to whom be the glory for ever and ever. Amen. (1
Clem32:4)

Pall!ille Citatiolls alldAllusiolls ill Clemwt

The citations adduced here and elsewhere in this chapter are based on my

O"wn reading of the te.xts in question and therefore may not conform to the

results of others. Apart from Pauline citations I also note other books that

hold interest for my study, such as Hebre'W"S and Peter.

Rom. 1.32, 1 Clem. 35.6.

1 Cor. 1:26, 1 Clem. 54.1.

1 Cor. 2.9, 1 Clem.34.8.

1 Cor 15.23,1 Clem. 37.3.

1 Cor. 12, 1 Clem.37.5.

Eph.4.4-7, 1 Clem. 46.6.

Phi!. 2.1, 1 Clem. 54.1 (uncertain).

Phi!. 4.15,1 Clem.47.1.

Tit 3.1,1 Clem.2.7.

Hebre'W"S (General allusions), 1 Clem. 9-10.

Hebrevv"S 1, 1 Clem. 36.

Heb. 11.37, 1 Clem. 17.1.

1 Pet 4.8, 1 Clem.49.5

Historical Paulille Traditions in Clement

Below are cited the most important Pauline traditions in Clement The first is

a \vell-known passage:
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Let us set before our eyes me good Apostles ... Because of
jealousy and strife Paul by his example pointed out me way to
me prize for patient endurance. After mat he had been seven
times in chains, had been driven into e..xile, had been stoned,
and had preached in the East and in the West:, he won the
genuine glory for his faim, having taught righteousness to me
whole world and having reached me farthest limits of me
West. Finally, when he had given his testimony before me
rulers, he thus departed from the world and went to me holy
place, having become an outstanding e..xarnple of patient
endurance. (1 Clem 5.3)

This tradition suggests a visit to Spain, anomer trial and martyrdom.!70 "'ill

unusual feature is mat "in neimer case does he (Clement) try to establish a

special relationship of the events to the Roman Church."l71 The implication is

mat Paul and Peter could not have been martyred there or Clement did not

know where mey were martyred, only that mey were martyred.

The second tradition reads as follows:

Take up me epistle of the blessed Paul the Apostle. Wnat did
he firstvnite to you "in the beginning of the gospel''' Truly he
"'Tote to you in the Spirit about himself and Cephas and
Apollos, because even men you had split into factions. (1
Clem 47.1)

This tradition shows firstly mat Clement knew of me existence of a letter

which Paul had written to the Corinmians and that they had it at their

disposal to read. He is also aware mat me letter contained Paul's warnings

against schism and that Paul made mention in his letter of Apollos and

Cephas. Clement may be citing the letter from memory.

Here follows me third tradition:

Love unites us wim God; "love covers a multitude of sins";
love endures allmings, is patient in allmings. There is noming
coarse, naming arrogant in love. Love knows noming of

170 In this regard, see Otto Friedrich August Meinardus, SI. Pall!s LaJt
Joltmry ill the Footsteps ofthe Saints. ("ew Rochelle, N.Y" Caratzas Bros, 1979).
171 Koester, IJJtrodJ"tion, 2d ed., 29..L
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schisms, leads no rebellions, love does everythmg m harmony.
In love all the elect of God were made perfect; without love
nothing is pleasmg to God. (1 Clem 49)

Here there is strong familiarity ",jth First Corffithians 13. Note also the

citation of First Peter 4.8.

2. The Episdes oflgnatius (Ign.)

The date of these epistles is fL'{ed at an-a 110~117 AD.172 The place ofwriting

is Smyma and Ale.xandria Troas.

Patlline Citations andAlltlsions in Ignatitls

I disagree strongly with Schoedel who writes, "Certam usage by Ignatius of

Paul can be established only for First Corffithians."173 This radical skepticism

is entirely ",jthout toundation. My readffig of Ignatius revealed the followmg

b· P 1· all· 174unam 'l;Uous au me USlons:

172 Ibid., 284.
173 William R. Schoedel, Ignatius, and Helmut Koester, Igllatllls ofAlltloch: A
Commentary on the Letters oflgnati!ls ofAntioch (philadelphia: Fortress, 1985), 9.
174 See m this regard Rudolf Bultrnann, "Ignatius and Pau~" in Existence and
Faith: Shorter Writings of &lIlolfB!lltmmln (London: Collins, 1960), 316~328. In
this brief but weighty article Bultrnann argued that 19natius is the only
Christian writer after Paul and John to have "understood the Christian faith as
an e:<istentiell attitude." To be sure certarn Paulme themes have disappeared,
such as justification by faith (which occurs only twice in Ignatius); the Pau]me
concept of srn; the contrast between "Law" and "Grace" and Paul's history of
salvation perspective. The thought that dominates Ignatius is the longing for
life. Nothing is said of the Paulme notion of t\vo aeons, and little is said of the
Parousia. Ignatius does, nonetheless, grasp with Paul and John, that through
Christ "the faithful have tor the first time partaken of real existence."
Through Christ, men now stand under a new power so that the future
salvation is already present. "Flesh", as m Paul, is seen as a sphere and not
merely as sensuality, a sphere that man can allow to become a power over
him. Ignatius differs from Paul in that he develops the idea so that it becomes
also a sphere brought into community with the spirit "those who are carnal
cannot do spiritual thffigs, nor can those were spiritual do carnal things ...
Moreover, even those things which you do carnally are, in fact, spiritual, for
you do everythmg in Jesus Christ." This concept of the Hesh is intriguing for
Bu!tmann, since for Ignatius the Hesh is the sphere of death. \\bat is
un~Pauline, according to Bultmann, about the theology of 19natius is that
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1 Cor. 120, Ign. Eph. 18.I.

1 Cor. 2.6, Ign. Eph. 19.I.

1 Cor. 4.1, Ign. Trall. 2.3.

1 Cor. 4.4, Ign. Rom. 5.1.

1 Cor. 2.14~16, Ign. Eph. 82.

1 Cor. 6.7, Ign. Eph. 10.3.

1 Cor. 6.9~10, Ign. Eph. 16.I.

1 Cor. 6.9, Ign. Phi!. 3.3.

1 Cor. 927, Ign. TraIl. 12.3.

1 Cor. 15.8, Ign. Rom. 9.2.

Gal. 1.1, Ign. Phil. 72.

Gal. 6.14, Ign. Rom. 72.

Eph. 5.25, 29, Ign. Pal. 5.l.

Phi!. 2.17, Ign. Rom. 2.2.

Col. 1.23, Ign. Eph. 10.2.

HiJtoncal Pat/line Traditions in Ignatit/s

The follO'.ving tradition is an important wimess to Paul's martyrdom:

I know who I am and to whom I am writing. I am a convict,
you have received mercy; I am in danger, you are secure. You
are the higfnvay of those who are being killed for God's sake;
you are fellow initiates of Pau~ who \vas sanctitied, who was
approved, "'+10 is deservedly blesscd-may I be found in his
footsteps when I reach God!-who in every letter remembers
vou in Christ Jesus. (Ign. Eph. 12)

Note the tollowing: Paul's historical connection to the Ephesian Church,

Paul's martyrdom (the image of following in Paul's footsteps), and the fact

that Paul wrote several letters, all of which, Ignatius claims, mention the

Martyrdom is a kind ofguarantee, "a work that gives him security."
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Ephesian Church.175 Compare also this account of J\lartyrdom with that of

First Clement 5. Both Clement and 19natius refer to Paul's martyrdom but are

vague, alluding only to theftct ofmartyrdom, not to the nature or place.

The next traditions speak of the Apostles, Paul and Peter.

J\lay I always share in these chains, in order that I might be
found in the company of the Christians of Ephesus who have
always been in agreement ,,~th the Apostles, by the power of
Jesus Christ. (Ign. Eph. 11.2)

I do not give you orders like Peter and Paul: they were
Apostles. (Ign. Rom. 4.3)

The latter tradition is important in that it establishes a connection of Paul and

Peter to Rome. 19natius writes at a time when the Church viewed these

Apostles as a single authority in ecclesiastical matters. (See 19n. Smym. 8.1,

19n.J\lagn. 13.1, 19n. Trail. 7.1, 19n. Rom. 4.3, 19n. Phld. 9. 1.) This is

remarkable considering the early dating of these letters.176

A Collection ofPall!ine PhraJes and TheuJeJ" in Igllatills

Below is a collection of Pauline phrases and themes in 19natius:

Imitators ofGod-1gn. Eph. 1.1, 19n. Eph. 10.3.

The carnal vs. the spiritual-1gn. Eph. 8.2.

Being found in Christ-1gn. Eph. 11.1.

Christians as the temple of God-1gn. Eph. 15.3, 19n. Phld. 7.2.

Jesus Christ the New J\lan-1gn. Eph. 3.3.

"Heavenly things"-1gn. TraIL 5.1.

The readers are mere "babes in Christ"-1gn. TraB. 5.1.

"I do not want to please men but God"-1gn. Rom. 2.1.

"I want to gain Christ"-1gn. Rom. 5.3.

175 This claim is sheer hyperbole. See Schoedel, 19natius, and Koester, 73.
176 Schoedel sees more here than I do. He sees a reference to the tradition
that Paul and Peter were ma01tdtogether in Rome. Ibid., 176.
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Imitator of the sufferings of God and/or Christ-Ign. Rom. 6.3.

We have the mind of God and/or Christ-Ign. Rom 8.3, Ign.Phld.Preface.

Patient endurance ofJesus Christ-Ign. Phld. 10.3.

Redeemed by the grace ofChrist-Ign. Phld. 11.1.

Jesus our common hope-Ign. Phld. 112.

Endowed ·with every spiritual gift-Ign. Smyrn. Preface, Ign. PaL 2.2.

Crucified with Christ-Ign. Smym. 1.1.

Christ the Perfect 1'v!an-Ign. Smyrn. 4.2.

The "love feast"-Ign. Smym. 82.

God's athlete-Ign. PaL 2.3.

Chastity-Ign. PaL 52.

The annor ofGod-Ign. PaL 62.

3. Polycarp (poL PhiL)

The date for Polycarp is cin:a 110-120 AD. The place ofwriting is Smyrna.

Pal/line Citationf andAIIl/fions in Po!)cap

The following are the most important Pauline CltaUons and allusions in

Polycarp:

Acts 2.24, PaL PhiL 1.2.

Acts lOA, PaL Phil.22.1.

Rom. 14.10,12, PaL PhiL6.2.

1 Cor 6.2, PaL Phil.112.

1 Cor 6.9, PaL Phil.5.3.

1 Cor. 14.25, PaL Phil.4.3.

1 Cor. 15.58, Pal. Phil.lO.l.

2 Cor. 4.14, Pal. Phil.2.2.

2 Cor. 6.7, Pal. PhilA.l.
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2 Cor. 10.1, Po!' Phil.l1.1.

Ga!. 1.11, PaL Phil.2.2.

Gal. 4.26, PaL Phil.3.3.

Gal. 6.7, PaL Phil.5.1.

Eph. 2.5, 8-9, Po!' Phil.1.3.

Eph. 4.26, Po!' Phi1.12.1.

Eph. 5.21, Po!' Phil.1O.2.

Phil1.27, PaL Phil.5.2.

Phil. 2.16, PaL Phil.9.2.

Phil. 3.18, Po!' Phi1.12.3.

1 Thess. 5.22, Po!' PhiLl1.1.

2 Thess. 3.16, Pal. Phil.l1.3.

1 Tim. 3.5, Po!' Phil.112.

1 Tim. 3.8-13, PaL PhiL5.2.

1 Tim. 6.7, Pal. Phi/A.!.

1 Tim. 6.10, PaL Phi/. 4.!.

2 Tim. 2.12, Po!' Phil.5.2.

2 Tiro. 4.10, Po!' Phil.9.2.

2 Tirn. 3.5-6, Po!' PhiL6.3.

Other New Testament books cited by Polycarp include Matthew, Luke, First

Peter, Hebrews, First Clement, and the First Epistle ofJohn. Metzger does

not see Polycarp as citing either Acts or Second CorinthianS.'~

In 1965, Nielsen'" wrote a useful article on Polycarp's use of the Pauline

Corpus. He argued that when Polycarp referred to Holy Scripture, it was not

177 Bruce -"Ianning -"letzger, The Canon rf the New Testament: its Origin.
Detdopment, andSignificance (Oxford: Clarendon, 1993),61.
178 CM. Nielson, "Polycarp, Paul and the Scriptures," AlIglican Theological
Relie,., 47 (1965): 206.
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the Old Testament, but Paul's Letters that he had in mind. Nielsen notes the

absence of Old Testament citations in Polyearp and the frequency with which

Polycarp refers to Paul. He bases his argument on 12.1, where he feels that

Polycarp is not citing the text from Psalm 4.5 but from Ephesians:

For I am convinced that you are all well trained in the sacred
scriptures and that nothing is hidden from you (something
not granted to me). Only as it is said in the Scriptures, "be
angry but do not sin," and "do not let the sun set on your
anger."

Concurring with the Committee of the Oxford Society of Historical Theology

Nielsen says that when Polycarp quotes Paul:

There is some tendency to e.xactness in the short quotations,
but the general tendency is towards freedom. He compresses,
contlates, omits, and alters the order to suit his own purposes.

This is not proof that he regards Paul as anything less than Scripture because

he quotes the Old Testament ,,~th the same level of the inexactness.'"

Nielsen concludes, "By 120 }u) a sacred Christian Scripture was emerging

with the Pauline Corpus as its foundation."!80 If i\'ielsen is correct, then

Marcion was not the tlrst to have regarded the Pauline Canon as Scripture (an

argument made in chapter 2) and Paul was considered an ecclesiastical

authority by the year 120 AD.

Histori,-a/ Padi!Je Traditions in PofFarp

The following are the three units of historical traditions in Polycarp:

For neither I nor anyone like me can keep pace ",-ith the
,,~sdom of the blessed and glorious Paul, who, when he was
among you in the presence of the men at that time, accurately
and reliably taught the word concerning the ttuth..-\nd when
he was absent he wrote you letters; if you study them carefully
you will be able to build yourselves up in the taith that has
been given to you, "which is the mother of us alL" (poL Phi!.
3.2)

179 Ibid.: 207.
180 Ibid.: 215.
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Exercise unlimited endurance ... which you saw in Paul
himself and the rest of the Apostles; be assured that all these
"did not run in vain" but in faith and righteousness, and that
they are now in the place due them with the Lord, with whom
they also suffered together. For they did not "love the present
world," but him who died on our behalf. (pol. Phil. 9.1-2)

Or do you not know that the saints will judge the world," as
Paul teaches? But I have not heard of any such thing among
you, in whose midst the Apostle Paul labored, and who were
his letters of recommendation in the beginning. For he boasts
about you in all the Churches-those alone, that is, which at
that time had come to know the Lord, for we had not yet
come to know him. (pol. Phil. 11.2-3)

Of note here are the following: the high estimation of Paul as an authoritative

teacher and letter writer; Paul's life as a model for endurance; Paul suffered

for his faith; Paullabored among the Philippian Church; the Church to whom

Polycarp is ",-citing has copies of Paul's letters (plural) at their disposal for

study purposes; and Paul taught that "The Saints ",~ll judge the world" (1 Cor.

6.2).

4. The Epistle of Diognetus

The date of the epistle is dml 150-225 ,\D.181 Suggested places of writing

include Rome, Antioch, and Alexandria.

Nielson argues that the writer's attitude to the Old Testament represents a

pre-i\farcionism since it does not display any of the violent anti-.\Iarcionite

polemics of the late second century when rejection of the Old Testunent was

an issue. Since the letter is an unconscious rejection, it is best to date it in the

early patt of the first century: "An Orthodox document which ignores the

Old Testament in all likelihood belongs to a time before i\fareion."'S: If true

this would undercut the older Patrological view that ",~thin the early Church,

the authority of the Old Testament was taken for granted.

181 Joseph Barber Lightfoot, The Apastolic Fatherr, ed. J. R. Harmer, 2d ed
(London: Maanillan and co., 1898),488.
182 C1o.L i'\ielson, "The Epistle to Diognetus: Its Date and Relation to

.\!arcion," Anglican Theological &tieJl' 52, no. 2 (1970): 80.
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PaHlille Ideas ill Diognetlls

The follO'.ving Pauline ideas are found in Diognetus: Faith is the only means

by which it is pennitted to see God (Diogn. 8.6); God overlooked past sins to

make people worthy in the present (Diogn. 9.1); the wages of unrighteousness

is punishment and death (Diogn. 9.1); and finally, God gave up his son as a

ransom for all (Diogn. 92).

Patdine Citatiolls midAlIt,sioll,. ill Dioglletf!J'

The following unambiguous Pauline citations and allusions can be found in

Diognetus: 1 Cor. 8.1, Diogn. 12.5, 1 Peter 3.18, Diogn. 9.2. There is a single

Pauline tradition:

For there is neither life without knowledge, nor sound
knowledge without true life; therefore each tree stands
planted near the other. Discerning the significance of this, the
Apostle blamed the knowledge which is exercised apart from
the truth of the commandment which leads to life and said,
"knowledge puffs up, but love builds up." (Diogn.12.4)

Noteworthy is the designation of Paul simply as the /1postle. The writer

assumes everyone knows he is talking about PauL

Some Preliminary Conclusions

TIlls chapter has taken on a different fonnat from previous chapters. That is

because these works come from a very early stage in the tradition, before the

Pauline Canon had a time to crystallize. The citations of the Fathers and

allusions to the Pauline Corpus are therefore of much greater signitlcance

than those in (for e..xample) Gnostic sources.

Clement in his letter to the Corinthians has at least four clear citations from

First Corinthians. The other letters of Paul to which he alludes are Ephesians,

Philippians, and Titus. Ignatius cites from First Corinthians (ten times),

Galatians (twice) Ephesians (once), Philippians (once), and Colossians (once).

He nowhere alludes to First or Second Timothy, unlike his friend Polycarp

who depends on them. Polycarp cites Acts (m~ce), Romans (once), First
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Corinthians (four times), Second Corinthians (three times), Galabans (three

times), Ephesians (three times), Philippians (three times), First and Second

Thessalonians (twice), and First Timothy and Second Timothy at least seven

times. It is strange that Romans is only ever quoted twice and there is a single

citation from Colossians.

The following Pauline letter is not cited: Philemon. Diognetus has only one

dear citation from First Corinthians although on several occasions the writer

uses language consonant with Pauline theology. He affirms his discipleship

with the Apostles, but his claim must be taken in the broad sense of

conformity in spirit and teaching. This leads to the following important

conclusion: The ApoJtolic Fathm shoo' direct dependence lIpon 0 Pouline Canon ohich

exiJted i:Y the end of the first eentll'] and o'hi,-h incu,ded, in order of lIJage, the jollooing

letters: Cotlnthians, the Paftorals, Philippians, EpheJ/ans, 5eco,d CotlllthiatlJ; Calat/a"s,

Romolls, Thessalo1lio1ls, Colossions. Of1Iote is the earfy lIse ofTitlls i:Y C!emmt.

These are the traditions I deem to be historically probable:

1. Paul was a letter writer (1 Clem., Ign., Pol.).

2. Paul was Martyred (1 Clem., PoL, Ign.).

3. Paul was seven times in chains (Clem.).

4. Paul was driven into exile (Clem.).

:>. Paul was stoned (Clem.).

6. Paul preached in the east and the west (Spain)) (Gem.).

7. Paul reached the fartherest bounds of the west (Gem.).

In the Apostolic Fathers the apostleship of Paul is never ill dispute. It is

assumed as a fact. Reference to the ApoJi!e is another way of simply saying
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PauL This implies that questions surrounding the integrity of Paul's call--if

they easted--had long since been resolved. Paul is placed alongside Peter, as

an equal. In addition, Jewish questions such as those discussed by Paul are no

longer in e-Yistence. Judaism is now viewed as a separate religion.

The most significant conclusion I draw from this section is that contrary to

popular opinion, Paul is not absent from the Apostolic Fathers as is

sometimes alleged. His presence looms large. Clearly, details about his life are

sketchy, but his spirit is keenly felt in this literature, more so than in the

Schools I have discussed in previous chapters. In addition, one may note that

it is those apostolic letters that show the greatest fumiliarity with Paul's letters

that have the greatest claim to authenticity.
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Chapter 7

With this chapter, I move into the Canon. Again, boundaries need to be set. I

do not intend to present a chronology of Paul's life based on Luke-Acts, nor

of outlining points of similarity and clissimiJarity between the Lukan Paul and

the canonical Paul as a means of establishing historical traclitions. Nor do I

wish to harmonize cliscrepancies or choose beNreen them. My task is to

recover historical Pauline traclitions in i\Cts according to the criteria set out in

chapter 1. How they fit into the larger Pauline scheme will be decided later.

Since the stated aim of this thesis is to recover Paul from noncanonical sources,

some justification needs to be made for my incursion into canonical Acts. TIle

reason, as stated in the introduction, has to do ,,~th the fact that Luke reveals

a picture of Paul that shows no contact at all with the Pauline Corpus. For

that reason, I cannot ignore Acts.

Luke tells us many things about Paul, but can he be trusted? Since the epoch

making article by Baur,m scholars are less inclined to trust Luke when he

writes about Paul. Baur disputed Luke's idea of a harmonious Church in the

first century and argued for a fundamental dichotomy between early Jewish

Christianity, represented by the Petrine party and Pauline Christianity,

represented by the Pauline Party. The Book of Acts, Baur argued is the

apologetic attempt of a Paulinist to facilitate and bring about the

rapprochement and the union of the two opposing parties by representing

Paul as Petrine as possible and, on the other hand, Peter as Pauline as

possible.

In his famous book on Paul, Baur insisted that a choice be nude between the

divergent presentations of the Book of Acts and of Paul. Baur formulated his

183 Baur. 61ff.
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thesis thus: For the history of the apostolic age, the Pauline Epistles take

precedence over all the other New Testament writings.!81 On this account,

Baur said that Acts must fill a secondary place.

In a consequential work br Knox, the basic methodological principle of Baur

is given de-M expression. Quoting Knox at length is worthwhile:

The incomparable value of the letters is such (a) that the
merest hint in the letters is to be deemed worth more than the
most explicit statement in Acts; (b) that a statement in Acts
about Paul is to be regarded as incredible if it conflicts directly
witl1 the letters (as many statements do) and is to be seriously
questioned even if a conflict is only suggested; and (c) that
statements about Paul in Acts are to be accepted with
confidence only if such statements are fully and explicitly
confirmed by the letters. There can be no doubt that (Acts):
contains true traditions of facts and episodes in Paul's life, but
these traditions can never have the certitude which data
obtained from the letters possess.18

'

Noteworthy for the present discussion is (c): information about Paul peculiar

to Luke. Luke tells us that Paul is called 50/14 that he is born in Tarsus,

brought to Jerusalem at an early age and educated at the feet of Gamaliel, mat

he is a persecutor of me Church in Judea, mat he speaks Hebrew, mat he is

dramatically converted "on the road to Damascus," mat he ventures out on

three missionary journeys which take him from A.ntioch in Syria to regions as

far West as Macedonia and Greece, that he is finally arrested on me last of

three short visits to Jerusalem, mat as a Roman citizen he appeals to Caesar

after several hearings before local magistrates, and mat he fmally arrives in

Rome for trial and a,,-aits martyrdom. \\'im me Pauline Corpus alone, one

would not know Oll)' of me above information. Some of the information is

highly questionable:

First, if Paul underwent morough rabbinic training and studied under

184 Cited in KUmrnel, The Nel>' Testament: the Histo!)' of the Inmtigation of its
Prob!e1JIS, 135.
185 John Knox and Douglas R A. Hare, Chapterr in a Lift ofPall4 Rev. cd.
(",!acon, Ga.: Mercer University 1987), xvii.
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Gamaliel, why is Paul silent about this in his letters? This information may

have served Paul in embarrassing confrontations with Judaizers. Luke's

inconsistency about Paul's knowledge of Hebrew is humorously brought out

in Acts 26.14. Though Jesus addresses Paul in Hebrew, Luke has him quote a

common Greek proverb! "It is hard for you to kick against the goads" (Eur.

BaCc. 794-795, Pind. Pyth. Odes 2. 94, Aesch. Ag. 1624).

Second, in Galatians 2, Paul makes it clear that he had a major role to play in

the "Jerusalem conference," whereas in Acts 15, Luke puts Bamabas, Peter,

and James on the center stage.

Third, Luke portrays Paul as having gone first to the Jews and only later

(oecause of their rejection of his GaspeD to the Gentiles. Paul's letters,

however, give us the impression that he had the Gentiles in mind from the

start (Rom. 1.5, 14, 15; 11.13; 15.16; Gal. 1.16; 2.7, 9; 1 Tim 2.7).

Fourth, Paul denies having been in Judea before his revelation (Gal. 1.22),

which is hard to reconcile with Luke's picture of him as a persecutor in

Jerusalem-he would hardly then haw been unkno'Wn!186 From the stan, Acts

depicts Paul as an active and aggressive persecutor of The fFqy. We first meet

Paul as a wimess and accomplice in the death of Stephen (Acts 8) and this

characterization is repeated throughout the narrative.

Finally, the Paul of Acts does not write letters, he makes speeches. Between

twenty and twenty five per cent of the words of Acts 13-28 are words put in

the mouth of the Apostle in line with the current practice of historians such

as Thueydides, Lvy and Caesar. Such practice invoked no infraction of

ancient literary ethics.'"

186 Gal. 1.22 contradicts Acts 9.26 30; Acts 8.3,9.1,9.13,9.21,22.4,25.4,
26.9; compare also Gal. 1.13; Phil. 3.6; 1 Cor. 15.9,10; Eph. 3.8; 1 Tim. 1.13
15.
187 John Knox, Chapterr in a Lift ofPau! ~ew York: :\bingdon-Cokesbury
1950),11-12.
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These e.xamples are sufficient to demonstrate that Luke is as much a

theologian as he is a historian. Much of the information Luke gives on Paul

seems to be wrong, either through Luke's ignorance, or because his sources

were incorrect; or because he deliberately (for literary, theological and even

political purposes) doctored the evidence. Luke at times presents an idealistic

picture of Paul's relationship to the early Christian movement and safeguards

Paul's Jewish identity and fidelity to the Law. Luke writes to soften the lines

of delineation between Paul and early Christianity by placing Paul's ministry

alongside that of Peter's and then sets out; apologetically motivated, to bring

the two groups together by making Paul out to be less of a problem than he

probably was. Paul becomes in Luke's hands a devout Jew who works within

the authorimtive conte.xt of the Jerusalem Church. Luke in short; is the first to

atternpta systematic catholicization of Paul. (On Paul's relationship to Second

Temple Judaism, see chapter 8.)

Despite these historical clifficulties, Luke seems to base the narrative of Acts

on sources that contain reliable historical traclitions. Even the narrative in its

final form has an air of believability. Only the most um,~lling skeptic would

regard the plethora of names and places, the detailed narratiyes, the "\Ve"

sections as pure' inventions. So the steady words of Dibelius: "This sort of, .
information is too dull to be legend, too demiled to be fiction."'"

In addition, the general picture of Paul, the genet'J.! Pauline Type found in

Acts is congruent ",~th that found in the letters. In my view therefore, Acts

serves as a good source for the life of Paul mostly because the testimony of

Acts stands independent of the Pauline Corpus. There is no question that Acts

knew 0/or relied on any 0/the !ettm attributed to Paul in the Nell' Yestamellt. Therefore

where Acts and the Pauline letters agree, that is double testimony to the

veracity of a traclition. If Luke were dependent on the Pauline Corpus, or if

there were any suspicion that Luke knew of the Pauline Corpus (like John,

188 Dibelius, 78.
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who is dependent on the Synoptics)!" one would be more inclined to doubt

his testimony. Since he is independent and where he agreerwith Paul's letters, Luke

must be considered an e"cellent supplementary source for Paul's life and

thought.

For this very reason, scholars have tended to evaluate Luke by using the

canonical Paul as the criterion. That has led to mixed results in that they are

forced to choose between Luke and Paul, ,,~th most favoring the latter. J\Iy

method tries to avoid this problem. I deal with Acts on its own terms and try

not to compare the traclitions of Paul in Acts with Paul's letters in order to

determine whether a tradition is true or false. I have tried to evaluate Luke

mostly using Luke as the criterion. In the absence of other criteria, I turn to

Paul.

The Text ofActs

The text of Acts has a complicated history. There are at least two textual

traditions that vie for consideration. First is the \Vestem Tradition of Te"ts.

The Codex Beza (Codex D, a Greek and Latin Codex from the 5th century)

best represents this te"tual tradition. It is also represen ted in the following:

P38 and P-I8, the Old Latin, the Harclean Apparatus, and the Middle

Egyptian. The complicated questions surrounding the \Vestem tradition need

not concern us here. It is enough to note that the \Vestem text cannot ahvays

be ruled out for several reasons.

First, it is the oldest of the textual traditions. Irenaeus, who is the first author

- •• ., 19<> d f th w- 191trom annqwty to CIte ..'""1.t:TI, oes so rum e \'\ estem te-xt.

Second, the Western te"l.1: is tound in key ecclesiastical t"igures, heretical and

Orthodox, inclucling, Tertull:ian, Cyprian, Augustine, J\Iarc:ion, Tatian, and

189 Contra C. H. Dodd, Hist()ncaf Tradition in the FOllrth GOJpe! (Cambridge:
Cambridge Cniversity, 1963).
190 Haenchen regards Justin Martyr as the fIrst to mention "c\cts.

191 E. Haenchen, The Ad,. ifthe Apostle,.: A Commentt11)', trans. R l\!cL Wilson
(Oxford: Basil Blach.",-ell, 1971), 52-59.
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Irenaeus. Even if one prefers the Old Uncia! to the Western te.xt, the latter

represents an independent historical tradition.

Third, at times western editors display a more accurate knowledge of the story

than even the original.

Finally, one may also note that the existence of the \Vestern tradition

demonstrates the freedom with which ancient copyists felt that they could

amend and e.xpand the te.xt That may indicate that copyists did not regard the

"\vork as canonica1.19~

The second te>c-tual tradition for Acts is the Alexandrian Text. This tradition is

principally represented in Codex B (Vaticanus), Sinaitieus, Codex A,

Miniscules 81 and 1175, Clement of I\le.xandria, Origen and Papyri P45 and

P74. It is also the tradition regarded by the majority of experts as the most

consonant ",~th the original work.

The Date ofActs

The frrst unambiguous mention of c-tets is Irenaeus who uses it as a principle

Source in his refutation of Valentinian Gnosties. The ifrmim/s ad qllMI is the

rniddle-end of the second century (180-200 .-\D). This is confirmed by the

mention of Acts in the Muratorian Canon, which can be dated around the

same time. Although Acts is also mentioned in all the other canonical lists of

the New Testament its place is sometimes last or ne-Jr last. This is the cJse in

the Canon approved by the "Apostolic Canons," the Cheltenham Canon

where Acts is placed atter the Pauline Epistles (tourth century), and by the

Catalogue inserted inID Codex Ciaro1l10ntanlls. "-tcts is here placed tourth last

after Revelation. Oddly, Tenullian refers infrequently to Acts, which may

have something to do w~th the fuct that -'larcion rejected it.

The most forceful atgUffient for an early dating is the omission by Luke of

192 C. K. Barrett, A Critical and Eagetical CO/JImeJltary OIl the A"'j· ofthe Apostles
(Edinburgh: T& T Clark, 1994), 29.
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Paul's execution. This non-event forced as considerable a scholar as Hamack

to argue that Acts must have been \vritten before Paul's death.'93 The words

ofDibelius are also hard to resist:

Does not the ending ofActs, which has always been felt to be
problematical when seen in conjunction with these hearings,
become actually mysterious? \Vby does the author suddenly
discontinue his story, after describing these proceedings \,~th

such thoroughness? And why, in the scenes in which Paul is
being examined, does Luke prelude his account of the trial
w~th such detail, if he is not going to describe the trial itself
(and announce the verdict)? '94

Swprisingly, Dibelius fails to answers his own penetrating questions.

I take the te17l/in/ls a quo for the writing of-'lCts then to be the death of Paul at

the hands on,ero: 66 or 67 AD.

Sources for Acts

Recovering the sources that underlie Acts is a difficult task since Luke's

sources are disguised by his literary style. Haenchen writes that Luke subjects

his sources to stylistic revision "which renders their reconstruction impossible

from his te..\1: alone."'95 Haenchen reHects the opinion of Dibelius:

We must consider as hopeless every attempt to divide entirely
into different sources the te..,t of Acts as a whole, aparr from
editorial interpolations.'"

Indeed Dibelius claimed that althoueh Luke and Acts were bv the same hand
~ .,

they were written for two different audiences. \\bereas Luke stuck closely to

his sources for his Gospel, the writing of "\ets permitted him far greater

193 Adolf von Hamack, William Douglas .\!orrison, and John Richard
\'\!ilkinson, L/lke the PhJSidan: The AI/thor of the Third Gospel and the A,ts of the
Apostles, ed. Adolfvon Harnack, i\;ew Testament Studies; 1 ("ew York: G.P.
Putnam's Sons, 1908),25-120.
194 Dibelius, 103-104.
195 Haenchen, 81.
19G Dibclius, 2-3.
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freedom.197 Dibelius detected only a single sounce, an "Itinerary." For the rest

Luke used current stories and accounts that he had discovered.!" For

Dibelius, no sources underlie the ftrst half ofActs.

Despite this skepticism, I think Luke employed sources and that these can be

recovered. I am led in this direction for the following reasons. First, Luke

used written sources for his Gospel: Q and l\fark (Luke 1.1-5). Although

Dibelius is correct to assert that the nature of the two works differs in a way

that renders their composition different, I do not think that Luke who

showed himself faithful in his use of sources in the composition of his Gospel

would suddenly depart from that practice in composing his account of early

Christian history. In my view, the two works differ because in each instance

the nature of the sources is different. Second, critical analysis of Acts reveals

several sources.

Liidemann has proposed the following sources for Acts: Itinerary

supplemented by individual episodes (Acts 15.40-21.36); Account of Paul's

trial in Caesarea Philippi before Festus; \\'ritten Traditions from Hellenist

groups (Acts 6-8, 11, 13-14); Peter Source (Acts 3,5,12; Acts 1-5);

Independent oral traditions; and the "We" passages,'"

More recently, Fitzmyer';N makes the following proposals, which I

provisionally accept, although my own analysis of the text has led me to

disagree w~th Fitzmyer on occasion.

Fitzmyer acknowledges that the activities in Acts center on three different

agents in three geographical areas. On tllis basis, he reconstructs the following

four sounces:

197 Ibid., 103.
198 Ibid., 126-127.
199 Liidemann, Ear!'; Christianity According to the Traditiof!J' in Acts: A
Commer.taT)·, 22.
200 Joseph i'\.. Fitzmyer, The AdJ ql the .£4.pOj7!er; I1 i\Teu/ TrarJla:iOl1 Jl'ith
Introduc1ion and Commentary, 1st ecL ~ew York: Doubleday, 1998), 85-88.
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First the Jerusalem (Caesarea, Palestine) Source (Acts 1.6-2AO; 3.1-4.31;

4.36-5.11; 5.17-42; 8.540; 9.32-11.18; 12.1-23). Second, the Antioch

(Hellenist) Source (Acts 6.1-6; 6.8-3.4; 11.19-30; 15.3-33). Third, the Pauline

Source (Acts 9.1-30; 13.3-14.28; 15.35-28.31). Finally, the "\Ve" Passages

(Acts 16.10-17; 20.5-15; 21.1-18; 27.1-28.16).

Using the above source scheme, I have combed the text of Acts'" for

historical Pauline traditions, the most important of which appe-ar below. In

Appendix B, I give a complete list of the traditions, as well as detailed

justification for my choices. The reader must turn there to see why I regard

certain traditions as authentic and why I have excluded others. I have put the

analysis in Appendix B for fear that it may distract the reader if included at this

point. What follows below then are the more important Pauline traditions

critically e.\."traeted from Acts. I present the traditions according to the three

sources proposed by Fitzmyer (Antiochene, Pauline and "\\'e"). To my

knowledge, no one has yet provided such a detailed analysis of these Pauline

traditions in the context of their respecti,-e sources.

A note of caution is in order. The source scheme that Fitzmyer uses is

re-asonable but also speculative. IIowever, even if it is shO\vTI to be incorrect,

that does not damage my presentation, since the source of a tradition does

not all itf OInI detennine its authenticity.

PaJl!ille Traditionf in the Antiochene SOJln-e

The "-\ntiochene Source says that Paul is first called "Saul" (A.cts 8.58, 8.1),

that he persecutes Judean Christians (Acts 8.3) and that he is complicit in

Stephen's death (Acts 7.58-8.1). After his "conversion" Sau] becomes Paul

and spends a year in "-\ntioch (Acts 11.25).

The "-\ntiochene Source also pwvides details of Paul's ministry. Paul provides

relief for Judean Christians with the help of Bamabas. The same Bamabas

201 I have used Kurt Aland, The Greek i\ew Teftament, 3d ed. ("Jew York:
United Bible Societies, 1983).



leads a visit to Jerusalem with Paul to discuss the mission to the Gentiles

(Acts 15.3-5). At that meeting, Saul and Bamabas are welcomed by the

Apostles and elders (Acts 15.4) where they relate their Gospel among the

Gentiles (Acts 15.12). James, the leader in Jerusalem, reaches a resolution

about the Law and its relation to Gentile converts. Two delegates, Judas and

Silas, are chosen to accompany Saul and Bamabas to Antioch (Acts 15.22-23)

where they are to read a letter containing the resolutions that have been made

(Acts 15.23-29).

Dj the utlits if traditiotl fiJI/lid itl the Atltiochetle SOl/ree, mOJl hate a high degree if

probabiiity makitlg this a lery accurate Source.

PClJ/liJle Traditions in the PCIJ/line Source

The Pauline Source begins ",~th Saul's "conversion" (Acts 9). Saul sees Jesus

(Acts 9.8-9), is baptized by Ananias (Acts 9.18), and preaches unsuccessfully

in the synagogues of Damascus (Acts 9.20-22). The Jews plot to kill him but

he escapes in a basket (Acts 9.23) and goes to Jerusalem, where the disciples

are afraid to receive him (Acts 9.26). It is Bamabas who introduces him to the

Apostles (Acts 9.27-28). While in Jerusalem, he escapes a plot on his life by

the Hellenists VI-cts 9.28).

One of the more important traditions in this source is that Antioch is named

as the base of operations for Paul and Bamabas, who are both identitled as

"Apostles" (Acts 1-L4). This is signitlcant since Luke avoids this word in

relation to Paul. The source also highlights the opposition and persecution

Paul and his colleagues face on their travels (Acts 16.18-24, Acts 17.5-6, Acts

1923-34), and it emphasizes Paul's role as a worker of miracles (e.g., Acts

16.18, Acts 19.11-12).

Paul is portrayed in the Pauline Source as more demutly Jewish than in

LIke's other sources and is identified as a Pharisee (Acts 23.6). Tne Source

contains incidents that embarrass the Paul of the letters, such as the l'azarite

vow that Paul takes at Cenchreae (Acts 18.19) and the Jewish vow Paul takes
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m Jerusalem (Acts 2126). Finally, the source details Paul's arrest and

presentation for trial in Rome (Acts 23-28).

The Pal/lille SOl/Tre is the most detailed SOl/Tre that Luke l/ses fir his ",xollstm,1ioll of
Pau!s missiOll amollg Gmtile,; It is 1I0t as reliable a soum as the AJitiocbelle SOUTre.

There is 110 Paulille theology other thall that Pall! preached, "JesllJ~ hope alld the

resumction. f1

Paulitle Traditiolls ill the "We" Passages

Among the more important traditions recorded in the "\Ve" Source are that

Paul baptizes Lydia (Acts 16.14-15) and that he goes to Jerusalem \"here he

stays 'with an "early disciple" 1\!nason of Cyprus (Acts 21.16). While in

Jerusalem, Paul is welcomed and meets James \\~th elders present (Acts

21.10-12). He is later delivered to the Augustan Cohort Julius and sent to

Rome (Acts 27.1). On the way to Rome, Paul is shipwrecked (Acts 27.13-20)

and escapes to Malta (Acts 27.-14). Finally, Paul comes to Rome and is placed

under house arrest (Acts 28.16).

Aluch of the material ill the "IFe" SOl/Tre is l/lIremark.able, nbich makes it certaill that

Luke is 1I0t its author alld that the possibility of illlrll/ioll is lone People ,10 110/ gelletal!;

illvmt ulIremarkable stories about their beroes. In this regard, I cite the obsen"ation

by Praeder:

It seems that Luke is unconcerned to offer even the simplest
evidence in support of the eye,,-itness ;lUthOrity of the tirst
person plural participants: he refrains from naming and
numbering them and never e>:plains their relationship to Paul
and other third person participants. In the little that he savs
about the tirst person plural participants he is silent about
their status as eye,,-itnesses and the supposed special
significance of their eyewitness e:'1'eriences. Instead, he
portrays them as relatively colorless travelers.""

202 5.:\1. Praeder, "The Problem of the First Person C\:arrative in Acts,"
Nowm TeJlamentum 29, no. 3 (1987): 198.
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Some Preliminary Conclusions

The three Lukan sources above converge at crucial points. They agree that

Paul worked within the purview of the Jerusalem Church, recognized its

authority, and had direct contact with it. Wben in Jerusalem, Paul sought the

Church and its elders and took whatever steps were deemed necessary by the

Church. In the i\ntiochene Source, Paul and Barnabas go to Jerusalem to

resolve questions regarding Gentile converts. They abide by decisions reached

by the Council. In the Pauline Source, Paul visits Jerusalem twice, even

subjecting himself to Nazarite vows. In the "We" Source, Paul stays with

1\Inason of Cyprus in Jerusalem and fmally meets up \v;th James and the other

elders. If Luke's sources are correct, then Baur's impression of a dichotomy in

early Christianity is plainly wrong, which is unfortunate since its damage on

New Testament scholarship has been incalculable.

None of the three sources used by Luke, nor even Lukan Redaction103 revL'a1s

any direct knowledge of Paul's letters. Nor do they even reveal the fact that

Paul \VTOte letters, nor the existence of a Pauline Canon. They reveal Paul's

contact w;th communities to whom Paul wrote letters, but they know nothing

of the letters themselves. In addition, the entire struggle for the correct Canon

of Pau~ which is characteristic of .\farcion, the Fathers, and the Gnostics, is

entirely absent. The only reasonable e.'i:planation for this is that Luke was

writing at a time when Paul's letters had not yet begun to circulate and when

they had not yet achieved any special status. Acts must then come from a very

early stage in the tradition: the stage before groups had to scramble for Paul's

letters to resolve their contlicts.

None of the three sources knows that Paul dies in Rome. Paul's end is only

ret1ected in Lukan Redactions (see AppelJiIi...." H). Tnat forces us to posit an

early date for the writing of our two main SOurces. Since the Pauline Source

and the "\'I'e" Source know of Paul's Roman imprisonment, the !elmi""J a qllo

203 For a list ofLukan Redactions, see Appe!ldix B.
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for them is 61~3 AD. Since they do not know of Paul's execution, the

terminus ad quem is 67 AD. However late we date the work in its fmal torm, we

cannot escape the conclusion that several of its sources are early, making

them strong contenders in the fight for Paul.
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Chapter 8

TIIE MODEIL'\' PAlJL

In this chapter, I examine the shape of modem Pauline studies by means of a

critical dialogue ,,"ith several of its best e-xponents.

A discussion that centers on Paul's relationship to Second Temple Judaism

dominates critical Pauline studies today. Pre-World War II Pauline

scholarship saw Paul's theology as an answer to the supposedly corrupt and

legalistic religious system of Judaism. Paul's theology was viewed, in this

scheme of things, as a sincere attempt to correct legalistic abuses endemic to

Judaism at the time. This solution, offered by the "History of Religions

School" was not new. A great deal of Christian literature after Paul adopted it.

But when taken to its e-xtreme, it often resulted in the unwarranted

demonization of the Jewish people and anti-Semitism.

One can e,-plain the position by a simplistic guilt by detault mentality. Since

Pauline Theology was full of invectives against Judaism and the Law, scholars

believed that either Paul was right and by implication Judaism guilty, or

Judaism right and Paul guilty. In other words, if Paul's polemics against

Judaism were unjustified, Judaism must be true and Pauline Christianity talse.

Post-\Vorld W'ar II scholarship in contrast made signitlcant strides in its

attempt to correct these abuses and reinterpreted Judaism independently of

Pauline vituperation. The discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls and examination

of the Old Testament Pseudepigrapha led to a fresh reappraisal of Second

Temple Judaism and Paul's place ,,"ithin it.

Consequently, during the last forty years there has been a dramatic shift (some

call it a revolution)"" in the direction of Pauline studies, led by such scholars

as W. D. Davies, H. J. Schoeps, K. Stendahl, L. Gaston, J. G. Gager, E. P.

20-1 :'\farv Ann Gem, "Paul and the Salvation of Israel: A Persectire on. .
Romans 9-11," C.a:holit Biblital21/arter!y 50 (1988): -156.
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Sanders,]. C. Beker,J.D.G. Dunn, A. F. Segal and D. Boyarin20S
_ to name but

a few. Despite their differences, they all share a common goal. Thry J1ish to

mJJOt~ Patt!from the clutches ifhis theological intnpreterr (IJotab!; AJtguJ1iIJe tlIJd Llltber)

tlJJd relocate him J1ithiIJ the COIJtext if a nl!J1' inteJjJretation ifSecond Temple Iudaism.

Their motivation is principally to sever the connection between Paul and anti

Semitism. Since Paul is considered a principal player in the matter, it is

thought that a fresh examination \vill yield positive results, which could lead

to a new interpretation ofJudeo-Chrisrian history, ",~th brighter implications

for future Jewish-Christian relations. It would be unwise to deny the political

factors that have motivated the "New Look at Paul."

Krister Stemlahl

Stendahl206 believes that the West has read Paul incorrectly by hailing him as a

hero of the introspective conscience. When Paul speaks of justification by

faith, Stendahl insists that Paul does not have in mind Luther's concern,

"How can I fmd a gracious God?" but, "How can the Gentiles become full

members of the people of God?" Justification for Paul, as far as Stendahl is

concerned, is not a Ieuish problem. Stendahl holds that asking the wrong

questions has led to the wrong answers and emphases, especially regarding the

205 Daniel Boyarin, A Radical IeJ1~ Paul and the Politics if Identity (Berkeley:
University of California 1997). This is a masterpiece in Pauline studies.
Boyarin is a Talmudic scholar whose non-Christian approach to a well-\vorn
cliscipline is refreshing and necessary. He locates the heart of Pauline theology
in a platonic dualism of spirit and flesh, where tlesh, though necessary and
not evil, is regarded as less significant and inferior to spirit. The most
challenging sections of the book are those that de-al with Paul's attitude to
sexuality and a penetrating critique of scholars like Kasemann and Hamerton
Ke1Jy. I was shocked to disco\'er that Kasemann, one of the great Paulinists of
our time, used to speak pejoratively about "the Jew in every one of us", the
"Jew" here representing perverse self-righteousness (209-219). The twentieth
century has witnessed some outstancling contributions by Jewish scholars to
Paulin~ research. In particular: Richard L. Rubenstein, Ay Brother Paul G\ew
York,: Harper & Row, 1972), Hans Joachim Schoeps, Paul: the Tbeology ifthe
.ApoJ·tle in the ught ifJeJi.ijh &/igioJiS Hijt0l) (philadelphia: \\'estminstcr 1961).
205 Krister StendahL PtlJl! Among Ie»,- and Gentiles, and Other ESjq)J
(philadelphia: Fortress, 1976), 7ff.
206 Stendahl, 7ff.
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doctrine of justification, which holds a disproportionate place of emphasis in

Pauline interpretation. In order for his thesis to work, Stendahl minimises

those passages which seem to indicate that Paul is ,-vrestling with "a damning

conscience," for example, Romans 7, while he gives central place to passages

like Romans 9_11.207

E.P. Sanders

Stendhal's concerns are given comprehensive treatment in the beautiful work,

Paltl and Palestinian ]ltdaism by Sanders. In it and in a follow up book of essays,

Paul, the Law, and the ]enish People (1983), Sanders attacks the view of Rabbinic

Judaism as a legalistic religion based on works righteousness.'" He feels that

this false picture has come about because of the unfortunate and enormous

respective int1uences of scholars like \Veber, Schurer, and Bousset on New

Testament scholarship rather than from a critical examination ofJewish texts.

Sanders (unlike StendahD characterises Paul's thinking as un:Jewish. (Ibis

separates him from most, if not all of the New Looks that followed him.) He

accepts that such a thing as normativ-e Judaism existed in the time of PauL in

the sense of a substratum of essential belief, cOlenantai nomism, but Paul does

not conform to it. "Ibis does not mean that Paul rejected Judaism because he

believed it to be a religion based on works righteousness, but because of his

207 Ibid., 7.
208 Dunn, another representativ-e scholar of the New Look, likewise belie,-es
that Paul is not rejecting "legalism" or "works-righteousness." Paul objects
not to Judaism per se but to one Type of Judaism based on another Type.
Dunn's position is a modification of Sanders'. He likewise reduces the conHict
by denying the grounds upon which the conHict is based. A cont1ict
presupposes a common basis on which to fight and a common point of
departure. Dunn has given a COmmon basis as "covenantal nomism" (a phrase
he dislikes but uses indiscriminately and inconsistently), but fails to e.\:plain
what the point of departure is meant to be. James D. G. Dunn,]mlJ~Pall~ and
the Lmc Studies in Mark and Galatians (Louisyille, Ky.: Westminster/John MOX

1990), 2-l2-259. Dunn's struggle stems his bid to de-Lutheranize Paul as
Albert Schweitzer had done at the turn of the century. Schweitzer almost met
",-ith success, but no sooner had he initiated a nE\V direction when Bultrruum
ingeniously foiled him and established Luther's grip on Paul. So says E. P.
Sanders, Pa:t! and Paleitinian ]udaifm: A Companson of Patterns of &/igion, 1st
American ed. (philadelphia: Fortress, 1977), 131.
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exclusive soteriology. Since for Paul salvation is only by Christ, the following

of any other path is "'TOng. Below are now familiar quotes:

Doing the Law, in short is "'Tong only because it is not taith.

What is wrong with the Law is that it is not Christ.

In short, this is what Paul finds "'Tong in Judaism: it is not
Christianity.

On the assumption that a religion should be understood on
the basis of its own self-presentations we must say that
Judaism of before 70 kept grace and works in the right
perspective, did not trivialize commandments of God, and
was not especially marked by hypocrisy. The surviving Jewish
literature is as free of these characteristics as any I have e,-er
read.209

Sanders' influence on Pauline studies has been enormous, and without

engaging in a lengthy dialogue T would like to r:Iise a few objections to his

central thesis:

First, is it not strange that Paul, whose theology is described as un-Jewish by

Sanders, should fmd himself so preoccupied with Jewish matters)

Second, Sanders does not fully allow for the possibility (he only recognises it

in a footnote on page 4) that the Judaism which Paul attacked could ha,-e

e.xisted, even if it cannot be independently recO\'ered from the sources,

Third, eYen if the literature of the Second Temple period is not particularly

marked by legalism, this is not pe!' Je proof that the religion is not legalistic.

There is often a discrepancy between the ideal of a religion e.xpressed in its

literature and its "demonic distortion under the tragic ambiguities of human

. 1l2Hi
eXiStence.

Fourth, Sanders has not fully e.'plored the reaSons for the traditional

209 Sanders, Paul and Palestinian ]udaism: A CompariJon ofPattemJ ofRe/igion, 550.
551,447.
210 To use the language of Paul TilIich, Sj'Jtemat;c Theology, 3 yols, Chicago,
1951-64.
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interpretation of Paul. Few ancient Christian writers view Judaism in any

other way. The modem way e..xemplified by Sanders and company hardly

features. Does the continued e..xistence of the Christian religion depend on a

supersessionist mentality?

Fifth, Sanders minimises Paul's angry remarks about the Law and relegates the

central theme of "righteousness by faith" to an inferior position in the overall

cast ofPaul's thought.

Sixth, what Sanders has not done is to take into account a substantial body of

writings which testifY to another picture of Palestinian Judaism before 70 AD.

Consideration must be made of early Christian literature for a proper

perspective.

AlanSegal

.Alan Segal Ca believing Jew and a twentieth century humanist")Z1l offers a

perspective consonant ,vith Sanders', but he has another emphasis and

different hermeneutic tool. For Segal, Paul's commiol/ serves as a decisive

model for understanding the Apostle's life and thought. Against the trend to

downplay the significance of Paul's conversion, Segal believes that Paul's

personal e..'Cperience after conversion is ,vhat most affected both his

theoretical thinking about the new basis tor Christian community and the

value of Torah in it: "Paul has revalued his life on the basis of his

. 112:':
conversl0n.

Employing comparative sociological and psychological data, SegaI defmes

Paui's conversion as a '"VTenching, decisive change and transformation that

leads to a change in community. The most important key to unlocking Paul,

thinks Segal, is this community, constituted by an arcane group of Gentiles

known as "God-fearers," Gentiles who are attracted to Judaism, but do not

211 Alan F. SegaI, Pad the COllmt: the ApoJwlate alldAposlaJ)' ofSa"l the Pharisee
(New Haven: Yale Cniversity 1990).281.
212 Ibid.• 126.
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go the whole way and convert

God-fearer is the tenn used to refer to those Gentiles ",'ith
varying degrees of commitment to Judaism, all ofwhom have
been attracted to the synagogue but who were unwilling as yet
to become full proselytes.:l3

Segal takes this community as prescriptive for Paul's change in attitude

towards Torah, ceremonial laws and ritual purity. What Paul has in mind is

the establishment of a new community constituted by Jews and Gentiles but

where the lines of ritual demarcation are no longer strictly dra"n between the

two groups, a community akin to the one Paul entered after conversion. This

means that the performance of special laws ofJudaism (like circumcision) no

longer feature either for Jews or for Gentiles:

Paul offered something that no other Jewish proselytiser had
been able to offer - the promises of Judaism but with the
peculiar responsibilities of the special laws entirely optionaL'"

The crux ofhis argument is expressed as follows:

The vexing issue of the ritual status of the Gentiles-not their
salvation or even philosophical issues of universalism or
particularism or the value of work's righteousness-directly
occasions Paul's meditations on Law.Zl5

For Segal, w'ithin certain groups of Judaism it \vas accepted that Gentiles

could be saved w'ithout haYing to connrt. He quotes as an example the

Pharisees who believed that Gentiles could be sayed by keeping the ":-':oachic

commandments." Salvation is not the issue. A new society is. The way in

which Paul achieves ritual acceptability is through baptism which places

Gentiles on the same level of ritual purity so as to engage in intimate social

activities. Jews and Gentiles are free to eat together and marry each other.:"

\,{'hat is the result of Paul's social reformation w'ithin Judaism? Christianity's

213 Ibid., 93.
214 Ibid., 272.
215 Ibid., 125,202.
216 Ibid., 194.
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e.xc1usion and confirmation of its heretical status. Paul is a Jew but an apostate

one: "What Paul did not ,,~sh and what he fought against is \vhat eventually

happened: The Church became a new, third entity."'" This is why Paul never

uses the name "Christian" of his community. Paul was not converted from

one religion to another, but from one variety ofJudaism to another:

History after Paul judged Christianity to be different from
Judaism. That fact seems undeniable today, but it is hardly so
in the fIrst century.2"

Segal's approach is provocative but he arrives at many correct conclusions in

spite of flaws in his argument. He is not inclined towards a detailed exegesis

of the Pauline te.m, and makes unsupported generalisations such as, "nor did

he (paul) feel he had sinned in any way in his pre,·ious life." 219

Furthermore, proof for the existence of the Noachic commandments is late

and cannot be found in iirst century Jewish sources. 1he e.xistence of a

category of Gentile·Je"." kno\"n as "God·fearers" is vague and unsupported.

More important is the criticism of Saldarini who feels that the boundaries and

identities ofJudaism and Christianity are not fully resolved by Segal."" On the

one hand Paul is a Jew who converts from one Jewish sect to another sect

within Judaism. From another point of view Christianity is a new religion,

"analytically complete in its o"n terms.""': Paul converts to Gentile

Christianity.z::z

The following remark further obfuscates the matter: "Paul was a Jew who did

not have to convert to become a Christian."z::.J \\hat does Segal mean' That

217 Ibid., 263, 284.
218 Ibid., xiv.
219 Ibid., 268.
220 ~\. J. Saldarini, "Review ofAlan Segal's Paul the Convert - The Apostolate
and Apostasy of Saul the Pharisee," Catholic BiblicalQuarter!; 54 (1992): 598,
590.
221 Segal, 182.
??7 Ibid., 206.
223 Ibid., 147, 214.
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Paul could have converted to Jewish Christianity and did not have to convert

to its Gentile version?

Theoretically, he could have just slid over as an adherent by
claimingJudaism was fulfilled by the Messiah's arrival.224

This Gentile version remains in some sense a kind of Judaism because it is

constituted by "God-fearers." Yet Segal contradicts himself because he

suggests that ]e,-,~sh Christianity was Judaism, not Christianity, whereas

Gentile Christianity was truly Christianity. How then could Paul have become

a Christian, failing conversion? Furthermore, Paul's letters give no indication

that his conversion consisted in the transference from one community

(Jewish) to another community (Gentile).

Sega! sbares Sanders lieJJ'lbm PaJJ!s altitude to ]JJdaisnJ JJ'af not predicmed on an)"

diJiali;fadiOIl Jt-ith jlldaiJ'/11 bifon: hiJ col/H:njoll. Paul did not convert because

Judaism was a religion of works righteousness or because it rejected the

Messiah:

(people) completely misunderstand the program of Paul the
Apostle, wrongly concluding that Paul's difficulty with
Judaism was intellectual and theological-for mstance,
interpreting Paul as opposing Judaism because it practised
self-salvation and \olition.225

Segal thinks then that Paul's dissatisfaction depended on his connrslon

experience and his post conversion experience in the community. Yet can we

believe that Paul failed to realize the reason for his con\ersion? Did he

happen to take a Kierkegaardian plunge, only to discover subsequently and

under group pressure, that he had made the right decision? If Paul was

content in Pharisaism, why did he leave it behind? Sureh-, Paul's is not sententia

e.,,' et~"tu. Segal concedes the point, "One thing is clear from his L'l11guage: Paul

224 Ibid., 147.
225 Ibid~ 283, 169, 180,255,281.
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is no longer a Pharisee."""

John G. Gager

The final voice of the New Look that I ,,"xamine is that of Gager, Professor of

Religion at Princeton University. Gager's work Reittttntitig Pall! c-ame to me

highly recommended by Crossan1r and it has been enthusiastically received in

several quarters. I find the work well written but filled with high minded

generalizations and one sentence dismissals. Gager's atgument is that the

dominant view of Paul across nearly two thousand years is both bad, in that it

has proved harmful, and "'TOng, in that it can no longer be defended

historically.228 Gager summarily dismisses every inte1pretation of Paul held

within the history of the Church,"" dismissing the likes of Augustine and

Luther. (Gager is heavily influenced by Stendahl's work which was critical of

both.) _Ancient critics are dismissed, as are modem critics with the exception

of Jewish interpreters whom Gager believes "are far more sensitive than

Christians to the Jewish elements in Paul's thinking."""

For Gager, Paul was not opposed to Judaism because he was a Christian (a

view held by Sanders) since Paul ne/'ff becallle a Christian and since thm Pm: NO

Christians in those times (Gager quoting Pinchas Lapide).'"

According to Gager, Paul only knew two cau:gories of human beings, Jews

and Gentiles. To import the category of ChriJ"lian is to violate Paul's thought

world and impose an alien concept Also when Paul speaks negatiwly about

the law, Gager thinks, he is not talking about the law as it ,Iliales to Israe4 but

only as it ,"fates to Gentiles. "" Ironically, Gager adopts the position held by

226 Ibid., 17.
227 Crossan made the recommendation in an email to me.
228 John G. Gager, Rein/'enting Paul (Oxford: Oxford Cniversity 2000), viii.
229 Like Schoeps: "the whole history of the interpretation of Paul '" 1S a
single chain ofmisunderstandings." Schoeps, 175.
230 Gager, &imtNting Pau!, iv.
231 Ibid" 24.
232 Ibid., +4.
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J'vlarcion, and says, as a way of e.xplaining Paul's dual standards (one for Jews

and another for Gentiles), that Paul proposed lJ1'0 plats of salYation, one for

Jews (that does not include Jesus as the J'vlessiah) and a different one for

Gentiles (that does).'" Paul's enemies, according to Gager were not

necessarily Jewish, but critics ",~thin the movement. His overall conclusion is

that Paul does not repudiate the Law of Moses or reject Israel as the people of

God: "The law remains in effect for all who are circumcised."'"

It is difficult to assess a work such as this which makes so many sweeping

generalisations, particularly when the sacred beliefs of Christianity are treated

with such disregard. Should one accept that Jesus was not the founder of

Christianity, that Paul was not a Christian, that no Christian has ever

understood Paul correctly, that only Jews understand Paul, that Paul never

opposed the Law for Jews, that Paul saw t:\vo ways of salvation (one without

Christ and one ",~th Christ) and that the first person to have understood Paul

correctly was the Lutheran scholar Stendahl, whose litde work of some 113

pages captured what no other mind in Christian history has been able to

capture? Is Gager gaga?

Some Preliminary Conclusions

I am not convinced by the eftarts of these scholars to reinvent Paul although

I applaud their anempt to deal "ith the tragic problem of anti-Semitism.

Their vision depends on two simple beliefs, both of which are difficult to

sustain in the light ofa critical reading of the ;-":ew Testament: Pall! U'l1f a det'(J!(t

Jeu· uith strong ties to J!ldaism, and PaH!s paint of depaTtllre fiDm Jlldaism v'af /lot a

radical o!!e.

J'vluch is assumed and what seems to stand in the face of the evidence is

brushed aside and hidden beneath the foliage in the hope that few will have

the audacity to look there. The words ofStephen ;-":eill made some thirty years

233 Ibid~ 59.
23-1 Ibid., 1-16.
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ago about Jesus are equally applicable to Paul:

The danger for the liberal lies always ill his tendency to
domesticate Jesus Christ, to make him out to be less
dangerous than he really is, to rob him of his mystery, and to
offer solutions of the gospel problems which are no real
solutions.2.35

I summarize the logic of the "New Look at Paul" as follows: Second Temple

Judaism was not a legalistic religion. Therefore, Paul's protest against the law

could not have been based on Paul's rejection of the legitimacy of Jewish

cultic practice. Therefore, Paul was the devout Jew he claimed to be.

Therefore, Pauline Christianity was really a torm ofJudaism. Therefore, Paul

shares no guilt in the history of anti-Semitism.

The motivation of Sanders and ensemble is laudable since they wish to

protect Judaism from Christian anti-Semitism, but there are better ways to

achieve this than to paint Paul as they do, in dull watercolors. Overall, what

goes in the name of the New Look is, in my view, mostly a step backwards. It

is Paul gained through strained exegesis and largely through the exigencies of

the current theological climate. Since Judaism in the time of Paul is no longer

considered corrupt and since the majority of Christian scholars would not

readily concede that Paul is corrupt (or his protest against Judaism is invalid),

the result has been to imply that neither is corrupt. Conseguently, the Pauline

paradox has not been resolwd and Paul's point of depatture from Judaism

obscured.

These scholars have not giwn sufficient cognizance to the interior logic of

Pauline Theology, to Paul's angry remaIks against the Law and Circumcision,

and to the fact that one so ostensibly devout and committed to Jewish matters

could have espoused a Christology that is un-Jewish, the belief in a divine

Crucified-Sa\-ior. Indeed, these works rarely address Paul's Christology. The

boundaries and identities of Judaism and Christianity are not fully resoh'ed

235 Stephen Neill and Tom \"'right, The Jnterpntation of the Ne'" Testament,
1861-1986, 2d ed. (New York: O"TOrd University 1988),46.
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and 1he question of Christian ongms clouded. Furthermore, instead of

unraveling 1he problem of anti-Semitism, 1he new vie\v has tended to ignore

Paul's involvement by failing to admit that a problem e.."ists, for if Paul's

prestige as a devout Jew is safeguarded, he cannot be accused of anti

Semitism. The blame falls on fhose who later followed and championed Paul.

For fhose who are swept off fheir feet by fhe "New Look," fhe voices of fhe

Refonnation seem to have been r"ised in vain. What Paul calls the "new

creation" (2 Cor. 5.17) is domesticated beyond recognition, and not least

because Paul's point of departure is obscured. Modem questions are

substituted for Paul's, as fhough God had devised fhe Gospel in order to

provide answers to questions defmed by human beings. Yet apart from Paul's

radical Gospel of grace, one does not know what fhe question is. So the cat

chases his tai~ and calls this all o.mise jn exegetical theology.
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Chap/er 9

I now set about presenting all of the units of tradition isolated in the previous

chapters, cataloguing them around themes in the life of Paul. Although the

reader will not find argumentation in this chapter, (I draw my conclusions in

chapter 10) this is truly the culmination of my research. Below the reader will

fmd a list of historically probable Pauline traditions that have been established

from sources not written by Paul. I have grouped the traditions according to

their number of independent attestations and sorted them by their probability

(considering other criteria as well besides the number of independent

attestations). I have not ordered the traditions chronologically or sequentially.

Therefore, for example, the tradition of Paul's death (82) is followed by the

tradition that he goes to Spain (83). That is because tradition 82 has more

attestations than tradition 83. Traditions with a greater degree of historical

probability gravitate to the top of a list, as do earlier traditions. Despite this

ordering, I regard all the traditions listed below as historically probable.

Paul's Life before His Conversion

1. Saul persecutes Christians before his conversIon (Antiochene Source,

Pauline Source, and ,\cts of Peter).

2. Saul hails from Tarsus (Antiochme Source, Pauline Source, and

Apocalypse ofPauQ.

3. Paul plays a role in Stephen's death (Antiochene Source).

4. Paul is a Pharisee (pauline Source).

Paul's Conversion

:J. Saul recclYcs a di~inc commission (.\cts of Paul~ Gnostic, and Paulinc

Source).
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6. Saul is converted outside the road to Damascus (Acts of Pau~ Pauline

Source).

7. Paul has a vision of Jesus where Jesus appears to him "angry as with an

enemy" (pauline Source, Pseudo-Clementines).

8. Ananias baptizes Saul (pauline Source).

9. Paul preaches in the synagogues 0 f Damascus (pauline Source).

Paul's relationship with the Jerusalem Chureh

10. Paul comes to Jerusalem aftcr his conversion Vultiochcnc Source, Paulinc

Source, Acts ofPau~ Gnostic, Pseudo-Clementines).

11. The Apostles in Jerusalem receive and acknowledge Paul (pseudo

Clementines, Gnostic, ..:--\ntiochene Suurce, "\'\/e", Pauline Source).

12. James is leader in Jerusalem (Antiochene Source, Pauline Source, and

Gnostic).

13. Bamabas introduces Paul to the Apostles (Antiochene Source, Pauline

Source).

H. Paul condemns Peter over his position on the Law (Gnostic, Pseudo

Clementines).

15. Paul works independently of the Jerusalem Church (Gnostic, Pseudo

Clementines).

16.•\ second visit to Jerusalem leads to Paul's arrest (pauline Source, "We").

17. Paul did not submit to the authority of the Jerusalem leaders (Gnostic).

18. Paul is instructed in Jesus Tradition (Gospel of Thomas, 'The Gospel

according to the Hebw.vs).
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19. Paul and Bamabas present their Gospel to the Apostles (Antiochene

Source).

20. A resolution is reached by James (Antiochene Source).

21. Paul delivers to the Churches the resolution of the conference (pauline

Source).

22. Paul takes a Nazarite vow at Cenchrae (pauline Source).

23. Paul stays with Mnason ('\'('e").

Paul's Itinerary

24. Paul makes at least two .isits to Jerusalem (pseudo-Clementines, Gnostic,

Antiochene Source, "\Ve", Pauline Source).

25. Paul is in h1tioch (_Antiochene Source, Acts ofPau~ and Pauline Source).

26. Paul is in Philippi (Acts of Paul, Pauline Source, "\\'e").

27. Paul is in Damascus (Acts ofPau~ Pauline Source).

28. Paul spends a long rime in Corinth (Acts of Paul, Pauune Source,).

29. Paul is in Iconium (Acts of Paul, Pauline Source).

30. Paul spends a long rime in Ephesus (""cts of Paul, Pauline Source).

31. Paul is in ~!acedonia (pauline Source, "We").

32. Paul is in Tarsus (pauJine Source).

33. Paul is in Beroea (pauline Source).

34. Paul preaches in .\thens (pauline Source).



35. Paul spends a year in Antioch (Antiochene Source).

36. Paul is in Psidian Antioch (pauline Source).

Fellow Travelers and Colleagues

37. Paul makes numerous travels w~th Bamabas ("'\ntiochene Source, Pauli.t1e

Source).

38. Paul stays with Priscilla and Aquila (pauline Source, ";\cts of Paul).

39. Demas and Herrnogenes are fellow Travelers (Acts ofPaul).

40. John deserts (pauline Source).

41. Paul and Bamabas split overJohn Mark (pauline Source).

42. Paul meets Timothy in Lystta (pauline Source).

43. Paul circumcises Timothy (pauline Source).

44. Paul instructs Theudas (Gnostic).

Paul's Missions

45. Paul is based in .'\ntioch with Bamabas (pauline Source, ,\ntiochene

Source, and Acts of Paul).

46. Peter is sent to Je,vs, Paul to Gentiles (Gnostic, Pauline Source, Pseudo

Clementines

47. Paul is engaged in a service for poor in Jerusalem ("'\ntiochene Source,

Acts ofPaul.).

48. Paul spends a long time in Corinth (pauline Source, Acts of Paul).

49. Paul spends a long time in Ephesus (pauline Source, .\cts of Paul).
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50. Paul exorcizes a slave girl at Philippi ("We", Pauline Source).

51. Paul preaches in the halls ofTy:r:mnus for two years (pauline Source).

52. A young boy falls out of the 'l.vindow ,,~th Paul preaching (Acts of Paul,

Pauline Source).

53. Paul carried the Mission to the Gentiles before Peter (pseudo

Clementines).

54. Greeks regard Paul and Bamabas to be gods (pauline Source).

55. Paul causeS trouble in !conium (Acts ofPaul).

56. Lydia is converted and baptized ('\\'e").

57. Paul preaches in the east and the west (Clement).

58. Paul reaches the furtherest bounds of the west (Clement).

Opposition, Suffering and Persecution

59. Paul is arrested and jailed several times (Clement, Pauline SDurce, Acts of

Paul, "\\'e").

60. Citizens of Damascus try to kill Paul. He escapes in a basket (c\cts of

Paul, Pauline Source).

61. Paul is scourged (Acts of Paul, Pauline Source).

62. Paul is stoned (Clement, Pauline Source).

63. Paul is regarded was a sorcerer (.\cts ofPaul, Pauline Source).

64. Paul contends ,,~th JC'I.'I.~sh leaders (pauline Source, ~\cts of Peter).

65. Goldsmiths in Ephesus want to kill Paul (Acts of Paul, Pauline Source).
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66. Paul escapes a plot by the Hellenists (pauline Source).

67. Paul causes several riots (pauline Source).

68. Paul is imprisoned at Philippi (pauline Source).

69. Paul causes trouble in !conium (Acts of Paul).

70. Paul is arrested in Corinth (pauline Source).

71. ~A crowd attacks Jason's house in Thessalonica (pauline Source).

72. Paul is arrested and beaten in Jerusalem (pauline Source).

73. Paul is delivered to the Augustan Cohort Julius and sails for Rome

(pauline Source).

74. Paul is shipwrecked ('\'('en).

75. All escape to c-lalta (pauline Source).

Curriculum Vitae

76. Paul is an Apostle (pauJi.'1e Source, Gnostic, Pseudo-Clementines.,

Ignatius, Clement, Diognetus, Polycarp, and Acts of Paul).

77. Paul wrote letters to churches he tf]undcd (Clemenr Ignatius, PoJrcarp,

Gnostics,3 Corinthians).

78. Paul ",-as called nSau!" before his conversion (Antiochene Source, Pauline

Source).

79. Paul was a tentrna.1;:er (pauline Source).

80. Paul speaks in tongues (/\cts 0 f Paul).
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Arrest and Death

81. Paul is arrested and awaits trial in Rome (Acts of Peter, Pauline Source,

"We", Acts of Paul),

82, Paul is martyred (Clement, Ignatius, Polycarp, Acts of Paul, Acts of

Peter).

83, Paul goes to Spain (Acts of Peter, Clement),

84. Nero beheads Paul (Acts of Paul, Acts of Peter).

85, Paul is brought before FelL" the Governor at Caesarea (pauline Source),

86, Paul is guarded in Herod's Praetorium (pauline Source),

87, Paul remains in prison for two years (pauline Source),

88, Porcius Festus succeeds FelL" (pauline Source).

89. Paul appears before Festus and appeals to Caesar (pauline Source).

90, Festus thinks Paul is mad (pauline Source),

As the reader can see above, the non-Pauline sources utilized in this study

have y~elded a great deal of vital information about Pau~ which cOffi,borates

the testimony of the Critical Paul, but which also stretches, challenges 'md

tests it.

In the final chapter, I weigh the _\ncient Paul against the '\lodern Paul. I show

that modern scholars are right about Pau~ but also wrong, notably in the

herrneneutic they employ in relation to Paul.
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Chapter 10

THE FUTURE PAUL

Over the past nine chapters, I have journeyed through the Paul of the early

Church. Wbat began as a somewhat modest journey has proven fruitful. The

sources have yielded 90 traditions that are historically probable. \'\bereas

these traditions are not all beyond doubt, most contain a historical nucleus. A

picture has begun to emerge about the J\postle Paul that supplements and

challenges the picture known in the letters. A picture has also emerged of the

struggles of the early Church and of the quest for authority and identity.

I now intend to highlight several key areas of Pauline studies that are

challenged by these results. I began by asking whether the modern Paul c,m

survive an external critique. This now remains to be seen.

The Allciellt Paul cha&mgeJ the paradigm ofmodem Clitkal stlldies that illt"p",,,· Palll aJ

a dewllt]eu.jadhful to Torab.

Striking in the traditions contained in chapter 9 is the absence of reference to

Paul's devout Jewish past. With the exception of tradition 4, which alkges

Paul Vias a Pharisee Ca claim made by Paul himself in Philippians) no School

asserts Paul's Jewish roots or allegiance. (I am not making ,m argument here,

but merely an observation. I prefer not to make arguments from silence.) The

reason for this may be that by the time these works were written, the Je,vish

debate was over. Conversely, it may be that the early Church perceived Paul

as the champion of a new religion. :\larcion, whom I have shown to be pro

Jewish, rejected the Old Testamentftr ChriJtians because he believed that that

was Paul's position. :\!arcion claimed Paul as his Patron, which is strange if

Paul's attitude towards Judaism was as favorable as modem critics suggest.

The anti-Pauline polemic of the Pseudo-Clementines is also unintelligible if

Paul held the positions that Gager, for instance, suggests he did. In the

Pseudo-Clementines, Paul is depicted as an enemy of the Law and :\Ioses.
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Again, ifPaul's position was the opposite, why all the fuss?

No ancient writer then, with the exception ofLuke, interprets Paul within the

context of Second Temple Judaism. The only traditions that allude to Paul's

devotion to Judaism (4, 9, 22, and 43) come from Acts. I don't think that this

fuct alone should cause one to doubt that Paul was a devout Jew at one time,

and that he even remained a devout Jew throughout his life, but the traditions

certainly pose a question for modem scholars \vho treat Paul as if he was

thoroughly committed to the Torah.

"'rissing too in the traditions cited above is reference to Paul's parents (a Jew

is one born of a Jewish mother)236 to his upbringing, to Gamalie~ to his

education in Jerusalem, to his Roman Citizenship, and to his early life. Again,

I am merely making observations.

Noteworthy is the overwhelming testimony to Paul as a pmemfor before his

conversion. Stendahl and others deny that Paul persecuted the early Church.

Yet four independent attestations are hard to ignore.'" In addition, the

tradition that Paul had a hand in Stephen's death comes from the :\ntiochene

Source, which is the most reliable ofLuke's sources.

Another dilemma in contemporary Pauline studi~"S is whether Paul was

(ome/ted or (alkd. Stendahl downplays the signifiL"aflce of Paul' cunversion, and

focuses on what he calls "the greater reality of his apostolic calling."2" Pau~

he says, experiences not a conversion but a call, serves the same God with a

new and special calling, sees himself called in the manner of the prophets, and

feels that the mystery of God's inclusion of the Gentiles into the people of

236 Talmud .\rishna Kiddushin 3.12.
237 On this problem and different solutions see G. Bomkamm, Paul
(London: Hodderand Stoughton, 1971), IS. Bomkamm rejects the picture of
Paul in Luke as a persecutor in Jerusalem. See also Haenchen, 297.
238 Stendah~ 7.
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Israel has been revealed to him."'" Since Paul did not convert from one

religion to another, he is at ease with his former life in Juclaism.:.w The

traditions above seem to corroborate Stendhal's argument The language of

conversion does not feature, which is remarkable because by the time these

writings were made, Christianity was a religion quite distinct from Juclaism.

The Ancient Palll cha!letiges the lim' that Pau!s mission It'aS separatefrom the allthority of
Ihe jenmlkm Chllrrh

The traditions in chapter 9 provide dues to what is pemaps me supreme

problem of early Christianity: Paul's relationship to me Jerusalem leadership.

One finds a profound agreement in the traditions with Paul's testimony in

Galatians, but also depanure. Fiye independent traditions counteract Paul's

claim that he did not go to Jerusalem after his conversion. The purpose of

Paul's visit is clear. He went to Jerusalem to ha'"e his call and Gospel

legitimized-the ,"ery thing he denies in his letter to the Galatians (11-13).

The picture created by canonical i\cts of the pertectly harmonious

relationship between Paul and Jerusalem is shown to be only half the truth. At

the same time, the simplistic division of Baur to the etrect that t:"drly

Christianity was partitioned into two parties is shO\\TI to be false. ]be

Jerusalem leaders acknowledge Paul, although because of a disagreement with

Peter (when?) over the maner of the Law, Paul rn.'ly have later worked

independently of it. The scope of division seems confined to Peter and does

not include James. ~Iost important is that the controversy is oyer the

relationship of the Gentiles to the La","; it is not a Christological controwrsy.

The traditions make a startling admission about Paul's apostolic career,

namely, that he took the mission to the Gentiles befoT'! Peter. Since Peter was a

239 SeeIs. -l9.1.6,Jer. 1.5, Ezek 128,2.1-3, Acts 9.15, Rom. 1125, Gal. 1.12;
Rom. 1625, Gal. 1.6, Jouette .\1. Bassler and others, Pa,,!ine Theolo,fY
(.\linneapolis: Fortress, 1991), H5, Johan Christiaan Beker, Paul the Apostle:
The TnJlJJ;ph ofGodin IJ/e and ThO/lEht (philadelphia: Fortress, 198-l), passim.
2-l0 See Phi!. 3.6; 1 Cor. -lA; 2 Cor. 5.10-11; Acts 23.1; 2-l.16; Rom. 9.1; 2 Cor.
1.12
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principle player in the early Christian movement, by placing Paul before Peter,

the ancient sources in effect saddle Paul with the responsibility of the Gentile

mission. Even if Paul did not initiate it, he was its principle architect,

advocate, and representative.

The book of Acts implies a different scheme, that Paul went first to Jews and

then, because of their rejection, to the Gentiles. It also envisages a Hellenistic

Christianity that antedates Paul. There are good reasons for thinking that this

scheme is incorrect. There is no evidence for a pre-Pauline Hellenistic

Christianity. Hengel has argued powerfully tor the view that Paul was

converted within at most three to five years of the emergence of

Christianity.241 That seems in keeping w~th what our sources reveal. Shortly

after conversion, his prominent credentials as a Pharisee propelled Paul to a

senior rank \V~thin the movement (I am using the language of hierarchy to

make a point). Under the direction of James and Peter, Paul along with

Bamabas (who may have introduced Paul to Christianity) was given the

authority to take the message to Gentiles in the torrn of an organized mission.

Christian mission IT4~y well have been unorganized before Paul.

There is no reason to think that Paul worked on his own authority but as time

evolved, it became dear that Paul's vision of the mission exceeded the bounds

of what was considered proper by fOllle Jews within the mo,-ernent, which led

to cont1ict. The debate was not about the inclusion of the Gentiles (no one

had ever excluded them) but about the scope and condition of their inclusion.

Paul's genius, lies in the judgment I believe he proposed, that Gentiles did not

have to adhere to the Law to be included in the rnO\-ement. At a meeting in

Jerusalem, Paul argued that the Law be regarded as redundant for Gentilef.

James ratified this resolution and instructed Paul and Barnabas to convey it to

the Churches on their travels. Their missionary journeys may have been

sanctioned for this very purpose_ James could not have foreseen the

2-11 >.fartin Hengel, BefIleen ]efIIJ and Pall!: St"die,- in the Ear/iej1 Hi,-tory if
Chn:.-tiar.ity, 1st Fortress Press ed_ ([philadelphia]: Fortress, 1983).
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implications of his action, which only become apparent afterwards, that if the

Law is no longer necessary for Gentiles, it cannot be necessary for Jews

either. When this later became a problem, some blamed Paul. In my view,

Paul did not see Christianity as a new relig;on, bllt uhen it becOllle dear that that is

)phatithad become, Pall! resigJled himselfto it.

All of our sources show that Paul traveled widely but when the accounts are

stripped bare of redaetions, they reveal little more than that Paul traveled to

various places and preached the Gospel in them. It may be that in some cases

Paul's travels have been reconstructed from letters he is known to haye

The sources reveal also the complex nature of Paul's personal relationships.

They reveal a patlef71 ifalieliatiuJI. John -'lark deserted, as did Damabas. Demas

and Hennogenes are enemies of PauL Peter too stands cOlidenmed The sources

also reyeal that Paul was extremely unpopular outside of the movement

(traclitions 59-73) and that he caused much trouble. There are several arrests,

trials, attempted l)nchings, scoucg;ng, sroning, riots, etc. In almost all these

instances, the opposition is from Greeks 'IO! feu)'. The two reasons alleged for

Paul's unpopularity (apart from the Christian claim that Paul was being

persecuted tor his 6ith) are that Paul was a Sorcerer (he perfonned magic and

miracles, etc-see traditions 50, 5-i and 80) and that he contended with the

Jews on the subject of the Law. :\lodem critics know the second charge well

enough, but g;,e the first scant attention. In future, scholars must pay more

attention to Paul the miracle worker.'"

The Ancient PalllcballengeJ thoJ'e lJho annt Pcl1tlu'd.f dtJir./efl'Jied ill the hiJlorlca!jeJIIJ"

One of the outstancling fmds of this study has been in the relationship of Paul

to the historical Jesus (tradition 18). Scholars ha\'e regdrded the absence uf

unambiguous reference to the teaching of Jesus in Paul's letters as an

242 ~\shton's work is a courageous start, although his comparison of Paul
\vith a Shaman seerns to me to be misguided.
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enigma."3 If Paul stood in continuity with the early Christian Church one

would expect him to have made e..xtensive use of the sayings of Jesus. From

the Gnostic te..m, especially the Gospel of Thomas and from the Gospel

according to the Hebrews cited by Jerome, I have shown that Paul knows at

least three sayings of the historical Jesus that one cannot find in the canonical

Gospels. Paul cites the saying in the Gospel of Thomas, "\\nat eye has not

seen or ear has not heard." This saying did not originate with Paul, but has its

origin in Jesus. In addition, one tmds the saying ofJesus, "\\nen you make

the male and the female one and the same." Finally, there is the saying on

circumcision, "Rather, the true circumcision in spirit has become completely

profitable" (Gos. Thom. 53).

The startling conclusion is that there exists in Paul's writings sayings of Jesus

that have derived from a Jesus trdJition, albeit a Jesus tr"dition not identical

with that contained in the Synoptic Gospels, leaving open the possibility that

other sayings ofJesus exist in the Pauline text which are not clearly identitied

as such by Paul. If Koester is correct that an early version of the Gospel of

Thomas e..xisted circa 50 AD, it is probable that Paul had contact with this

Gospel or at least with the tradition that led to its formation. The proYenance

(Syria/Palestine) is consonant with what we know of Paul' activities. One

should also keep in mind that Paul belongs to the earliest stage in the

Christian mOYement, before it had a chance to form a body of sayings and

stories ofJesus.

The AncieJ!t Paul cha!ler;ges the modem ~Ti:ical ro/e~tion iftbe Pastoral L.ettelJ, Epbl!Jialls,

and CO/tJD-iaJ1J" as /lfJl/-Pallum:

Of the .anous Schools that championed Paul, all of them, with one

243 See John W. Fraser, "Paul's Knowledge of Jesus: II Corinth~ms Y.16
Once \fore," "ell' Testament Sttldie,-17 (1970-1971). I do not agree with those
who believe Paul left behind the historical figure of Jesus. As I see it, this
figure had not yet been formed. Here I disagree with van den Heever and
Schemer, 92, 121.
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e.xception, know of Paul the letter ,vriter. Only canonical Acts makes no

mention directly or indirectly (through citations and allusions to the Pauline

Corpus) of Paul the letter writer. I argued earlier that this could only be

e"l'lained if one assumes that Luke is writing at a time when the Pauline

Corpus had not yet been collated or when these letters were not yet

considered authoritative. In addition, even though the Apostolic Fathers

know that Paul wrote letters and make some use of those letters, they do not

hold up Paul's letter writing as a matter of great importance (with the possible

exception of Polycarp). Aside from Three Corinthians, Paul as a letter writer

is not known in the Apocryphal writings.

The inescapable conclusion is that at some point, someone (Mareion?)

collected Paul's letters and that that collection later changed the way in which

these groups related to and perceived Paul. In this regard, "Iarcion is once

again the pristine modem critic. For modems, Paul's greatness lies in his

letters (not even the Gnostics who used Paul's letters extensively belie,-ed

this). For the ancients ("fa!Cion aside), Paul's greatness lay in his apostleship,

call, mission and death.

\,bat of the limits of the Pauline canon) Are modern scholars correct in

asserting that only seven of the letters attributeu to Paul in tl,e 0:Lw

Testament were written by PauP .\Iareion's canon, as I ha,-e shO\m, did not

contain the Pastora]s. Pagels asserts that the Gnostics rejected the Pastorals

too but I have demonstrated their use in early Gnostic soure"s_ 'Ihe, ~

Apostolic Fathers make frequent mention of the Pastorals and they represent

a view of Paul that is close to the spirit of Paul's letters. Polycarp makes

extensive use of Timothy, but even Clement, the earliest of the writers, has an

unmistakable allusion to Titus. In terms of the order of usage, the Pastorals

are second only to Corinthians in the Apostolic Fathers. The letters that

preoccupy modem critics, Thessalonians, Galatians, and Romans gra,-itate to

the bottom of the list. There are only two citations from Romans! The

Apoeryphal.-\cts also use the Pastorals, and I ha,-e shown that they contain at
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least 16 reliable historical Pauline traditions. These facts take1t together lead me

to conclude that the modem critica! assessme1tt ofthe Pastoraz,· 1teedr to be reassmed I

have no doubt that many will balk at this suggestion (I balk at it myself) and if

it seems ludicrous, I would remind the reader that just over a hundred years

ago, van Manen argued2
+! \vith the same degree of confidence that marks the

modern position, that Paul could not have written Romans, Galatians, First

Corinthians and Second Corinthians!

If a case can be made for the Pastorals, an e\'en greater case exists for

Ephesians and Colossians since all ancient Schools who saw Paul as their

champion, regarded CoJossians and especially Ephesians as Pauline, including

the great critic himself, J\larcion. The shape of Pauline theology changes when

these letters are included in the canon of the Critical Paul. Paul's struggle with

the Law is balanced by other emphases, notably Christology and Ecclesiology.

The Amietlt Pall! challenges the C1J??Jm01l!Y held beliefthat PaNts ??Iinist,)' tIIded at Ra??le

There can be no doubt that someotle executed Paul for his faith, although the

triple testimony to Paul's martyrdom in clle '\postolic Facllers lacks details of

the event "he thus departed from the world" (Clement), he was "killed for

God's sake" (lgn.) and he "suffered with the Lord." The Fathers only allude

to the fact of Paul's .\Iartyrdom, but know nothing of when, where, or how it

happened. This is very strange if "ero executed Paul. Canonical A.cts knows

nothing of it either. Only the ApoClTPhal ,kts offer details and one should

treat their \"~tness w~th skepticism. Koester proposes that Paul was probably

rnanvred in Philipp~ a tradition confirmed in the Pastorals and in Three
•• ~ j<:

Conn11uans as well.- .

The testimony that Paul went to Spain therefore deserves greater attention

since t\vo (quite different) independent witnesses support it.

244 \\'. C. van .\lanen, Mania1ts Brief t'tltl Pall!lIs aan de Calatierr, Theologisch
tijdschrift, vo!. 21 (Leiden: 1887), 528-533.
2-6 Koester, IntrodJ"tion, 2d ed., 302-303.



The Ancient Paul challenge" the modem hermeneutical kry to Palll

A corollary to the point established previously, that many ancient Schools

were disinterested in Paul the letter writer is the observation that the theology

of Paul is absent from the presentations of Paul in these "'Titings and cannot

possible be reconstructed. Certain notable Pauline themes surface: the

resurrection of the body, "God sent his Son", "turn from idols to a living

God," "the wages of sin is death," but aside from Ignatius, most of the

sources show no knowledge of or interest in Paul's theology. :\!arcion stands

alone in this regard.

Luke, who could ,veil lay claim to being the greatest Pauline devotee before

:\!arcion is completely disinterested in Pauline theology. Is this because he had

no access to it? :\lore likely, Luke was disinterested in Paul's theology as a key

to interpreting Paul. I tlnd traces of Pauline theology-salvation by Gmce, the

resurrection of the dead--but nothing more significant.

The same can be said of Paul in the Apocryphal writings where the Itgendary

concerns of the writers displace Paul's theology. :\lany of the Gn()stic \vritilJ;,'S

provide a mirror for Pauline theology but they were written at a much later

stage and even then, the Gnostics were no fundamentalists. Paul's letters are

interpreted alongside other esoteric traditions.

Pamdoxically, the two Schools that show familiarity with the spirit of Paul's

theology do so without showing reliance upon a Pauline Corpus, namely, the

Apostolic Fathers and the Pseudo-Clementines, which leads to the following

astonishing conclusion: had the Pauline Corpus not sun'ived, one would not

know anything about Pauline theology.

\\bat does this have to say about the modem approach? I would like to dmw

an audacious conclusion: Paufi/tc f}xoluf!)' iJ· !J(;/ 11~(eHu!)' as all ifllc'fpfdirt: kry ft'
PmiL :"ot only is it possible but fruitful to interpret Paul outside the conte.."t

of his own theology and his OV.'Tl thoughts. 1he Schools of Paul, with one
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exception, embraced Paul and appealed to his authority, but they were not

slaves of Paul. The only one that fills that description is :Marcion and his

Pauline model collapsed aJ "ill Ollrs ifscholars persist ,,~th a strictly theological

approach to the Pauline text The Church Fathers realized in their \\~sdom

that as important as Paul is, he could not be the Church's only authority,

which is what happens when an unequal emphasis falls on his thinking. To

balance this danger, the early Church, beginning with Luke and the Pastorals,

and then Ignatius, and then Tertullian and Irenaeus, thoroughly catholici'(!d

Paul.

One of the more perceptive works on Paul in recent times is by Ashton"<6

who proposes an analogical comparison between the career of Paul and the

career of a Shaman. At tlrst, the work seems bizarre, but as Ashton unfolds

his argument, it becomes compelling. He treats Paul's life in three sections,

each corresponding to one of the three periods of the typical career of a

Shaman. The most important contribution of the book is not the comparison

dra"n between Paul and the Shaman, but the freshness of Ashton's

interpretive approach. Instead of going about his business by scrutinizing

Paul's letters, he proposes an alternative key, Paul's religion. He writes the

follO\\wg:

If our primary concern is with Paul's religion, we should torus
our attention not upon his published thoughts hut upon the
much less accessible experiences that underlie them."4'

So authoritative has it (the theological interpretation of PauQ
become that most of us accept it unquestioningly as the key,
and indeed the only possible key, to understanding. \\'e look
at Paul's life through his o"n eyes and rcad it on his O\m
terms. My intention ... is to tlnd an alternative key by probing
beneath the standard reading in search for a religious
e""planation of Paul's life and letters.:"

2~6 John Ashton, The REligion ofPa"l the Apostle (:\ew Haven; London: Yale
University 2(00).
2~7 Ibid.
2~8 Ibid.
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Ashton is correct in asserting that today a theological approach dominates

Pauline studies. Perhaps theological is the wrong word. Atomic is better. To be

fair, the theological approach, as e-Yemplified by the Fathers like Ignatius and

Tertullian, does not resemble the modern approach of Pauline scholars in

either its methods or conclusions. The Atomic approach to biblical te-m was

characteristic of the Arians and it is characteristic today of many scholars,

liberal, and conJerwtitt alike. I owe the description "atomic" to Hanson,249 who

describes the Arian hermeneutic as the tendency to interpret the Bible as if

each verse or each set of ,erses was capable of giving direct information of

Christian doctrine apart from its context, not only its immediate context, but

apart from its broader theological context. Hanson writes, "The ,ery

re,erence ,,~th which they honored the Bible as a sacred book, stood in rheir

way of understanding it."250 In contrast to the Arians, the Pro-~icenes

realized that in their struggle to formulate dogma, they could not pOSSIbly

conIine their arguments to the words of Scripture, because the debate was

about the meaning of the Bible. Any attempt to answer the problem in purely

scriptural terms inevitably leaves still unanswered the question, "What does

the Bible mean?" Hanson concludes by blaming the failure of the Arians on

the fact that they were unable to get beyond the e-,clusi,e attention that they

paid to the words ofScripture.

Pauline scholars should take note. E,clusive devotion to the Pauline letters

creates a distorted vision of Paul and of Christian theology."" The early

Church in all its various forms accepted Paul's letters as Scripture, but they

249 R. P. C. Hanson, The Search for the Christian Doctrine of God: the A/fan
Co/!tmmJ] 3/8-381 (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1988).
250 IbId., 849.
251 The most significant works on Paul in the past hundred years are those
that have provided an altemarr.-e hermeneutical key. For instance,
Schweitzer's "'[ptirim! of Paul the Apostle sought to interpret Paul, not along
mystical lines (as the title of the great work suggests), but through the prism
ofJemsh apocalyptic. :'\lore reccntly, the work of the Sanders, which was an
earthquake in Pauline studies, saw Sanders comparing Paul's religion with that
of Palestinian Judaism. The strength of Sanders' book is that he spent more
time anaIyzing Palestinian Judaism than he did Paul's letters and theology.
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also realized that truth is not only about words, but also about the person, and

never only in one person.
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Appendix A

COJ\fPLE1E LIST OF PAULINE CITATIONS FROM THE
APOSTOLIC FATIIERS

Below is my list of Pauline citations from the Apostolic Fathers. Some

citations, not from the Pauline Corpus, are included for their interest to

Pauline studies.

Acts 224, PaL Phi!. 1.2.

Acts 10.42, Pal. Phi!. 2.1, 2 Clem. 1.

Acts 21.14, Mart. Pal. 7.1.

Rom. 1.32, 1 Clem.35.6.

Rom. 14.10,12, Pal. Phil. 6.2.

1 Cor. 120, Ign. Eph. 18.1.

1 Cor. 1.26, 1 Clem. 5·U.

1 Cor. 2.6, Ign. Eph. 19.1.

1 Cor. 2.9, 1 Clem. 34.8, .'-[art. PaL 2.3.

1 Cor. 2.14-16, Ign. Eph. 8.2.

1 Cor. -1.1, Ign. TraiL 2.3.

1 Cor. -1.4, Ign. Rom. 5.1.

1 Cor 6.2, Pal. Phil. 11.2.

1 Cor. 6.7, Ign. Eph. 10.3.

1 Cor. 6.9, Ign. Phil. 3.3, 2 Clem. 11.7, 1-1.5, Pal. PhiL 5.3, Ign. Eph. 16.1.

1 Cor. 8.1, Diogn. 12.5.

1 Cor. 9.27, Ign. TraIL 12.3.

1 Cor. 12, 1 Clem. 37.5.

1 Cor. 1-1.25, Pal. Phil. -1.3.

1 Cor. 15.8, Ign. Rom. 9.2.

1 Cor 15.23, 1 Clem.37.3.

1 Cor. 15.58, Pal. Phil. 10.1.

2 Cor. -1.1-1, Pol. Phi!. 2.2.

2 Cor. 6.7, Pol. PhiL -1.1.

2 Cor. 10.1, Pol. Phi!. 11.1.

Gal. 1.1, Pol. Phil. 12.2.

Gal. -1.26, Pol. Phil. 3.3.
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Gal. 6.7, Pal. Phil. 5.1.

Eph. 2.5, 8-9, Po!' Phill.3.

Eph. 4.4-7, Clem. 46.6.

Eph. 4.18,2 Clem. 19.2

Eph. 4.26, Po!' Phil 12.l.

Eph. 5.21, Po!' Phil. 10.2.

Eph. 5.25,29, Ign. Pal. 5.1.

Phil. 1.27, Pal. Phil. 5.2.

Phil. 2.1, 1 Clem. 54.1-uncertain.

Phil. 2.4, tvfart. Pal. 12.

Phil. 2.16, Pol. Phil. 9.2.

Phil 2.17, Ign. Rom. 2.2.

Phil. 3.18, Pal. Phil. 12.3.

Phil. 4.15,1 Clem.47.l.

Col. 1.23, Ign. Eph. 10.l.

1 Thess. 522, Pal. Phil. 11.1.

2 Thess. 3.16, Po!' Phil. 11.3.

1 Till. 1.17, 2 Clem. 20.5.

1 Tim. 3.5, Po!' Phil. 11.2.

1 Till. 3.8-13, Pal. Phil. 52.

1 Till. 6.7, Pal. Phil. 4.l.

1 Till 6.10, Po!' Phil. 4.1.

2 Till. 2.12, Po!' Phi!. 5.2.

2 Till. 4.10, Po!' Phil. 92.

2 Till. 3.5-6, Po!' Phil. 6.3.

Tit. 3.1, 1 Clem. 2.7.

Hebrews (General allusions), 1 Clem.9-10.

Heb. 1, 1 Clem. 36.

Heb. 1137, 1 Clem. 17.l.

1 Pet. 3.18, Diogn. 92.

1 Pet. 4.8, 2 Clem. 16.4, 1 Clem 49.5.
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Appendix B

DETAIlED ANALYSIS OF THE HISTORICAL PAULINE
TRADITIONS IN CANONICAL ACTS

In this Appendix, the reader \,,'ill find detailed justification for and analysis of
the Pauline traditions presented in chapter 7. Each Lukan Source is treated
separately, and each tradition appears in its natural Lukan sequence as a unit. I
have critically evaluated the historical probability of each unit according to the
criteria of chapter one. Those traditions that appear below in bold print I
hold to be historically probable. Traditions not in bold I regard as historically
improbable. Units that have no e":planatory criteria attached are so apparendy
probable or improbable that they need no explanation.

Here again are some of the main criteria I have used in selecting traditions:

Bracketing IlfBe!iembility.
Criterion ifEmbmraJsment.
S . ""t' r.!l .n.eq!llllll' ( .J.j JOJliJ)J',J J.
Features ifLegelld.
CompariJon uith the Genlline Letters ifPallL
Non liqJlet.
Ideological Critidsm.

There are several traditions below that could be true but there is no way of
knowing for certain. In such cases, I have chosen not to regam the traditio~ as
authentic, according to the criterion of 11011 liquet.

List IlfPallline Traditions in the AlItiochene SOllrce

1. Paul was first called Sanl (/I,cts 8.58, 8.1). This I accept because it is
attested in at least l\VO independent traditions, the Pauline Source and
the Apocalypse of Paul.

2. The young Saul is compJicit in Stephen's death (/I.cts 7.58-8.1).
This I accept because it is hamly something Luke would have
invented ofPaul (criterion of embarrassment).

3. Saul persecuted Jndean Christians (Acts 8.3). This I accept
because it is attested in two independent traditions, the "\ntiochene
Source and the Pauline Source, and it is hardly something Luke would
have invented about PauL

4. Barnabas goes to Tarsus to find Saw and brings him to Antioch. This
I reject It seems unbelievable to me that Bamabas would ha,e gone



all the way to Tarsus to fetch Paul. Paul's letters also make no
mention of this.

5. Sau1 spends a year in Antioch (Acts 1125). This I accept because it
is attested in two independent traditions: the Antiochene Source and
the Pauline Source.

6. Relief for Judean Christians at the hand of Barnabas and Saul
(Acts 11.27-30). This I accept because it is also attested in Paul's
letters (1 Cor. 16.15, 2 Cor. 8.4, 9.1-13, Rom 15.31).

7. Sau1 and Bamabas go to Jerusalem for a meeting to discuss the
mission to Gentiles (Acts 15.3-5). This I accept because it is
confirmed in Galatians 2.

8. Sau1 and Bamabas are welcomed by the Church, Apostles, and
elders (Acts 15.4). This I accept because it is attested in two
independent traditions, the Antiochene Source and the "\Ve" Source.
It also follows (Sequitu~.

9. Sau1 and Bamabas relate their message among the Gentiles
(Acts 15.12). Sequitur.

10. Resolution reached by James (Acts 15.18-20, 1528-29). Sequitur.

11. The delegates Judas and Silas are chosen to accompany Sau1
and Barnabas to Antioch (Acts 15.22-23). Sequitur.

12. Saul, Bamabas, and delegates return to Antioch and read a
letter containing the resolutions (Acts 15.23-29). This I accept
because it is attested in two independent traditions, the j\ntiochene
Source and Pauline Source. Sequitur.

Ust ofPauline Traditions in the Pal/line Source (pauline Source)

1. Sau] seeks out the High Priest for letters to Damascus srnagogues
(Acts 9.1). I reject this since the jurisdiction of the Sanhedrin did not
extend to Damascus.'"

2. Near Damascus, Sanl has a religions conversion (Acts 9.3-8). I
accept this tradition as it is confirmed in the Apocryphal Acts. \,'ith
Dibelius, I reject three separate sources for the three accounts of

252 Liidemann, Early ChriJtianity AmmJing to the Traditions In Ads: A
Commenttl!J; 106.
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Paul's conversion in Acts.s3

3. Saul sees Jesus and is blinded for three days (Acts 9.8-9). The
second part of this unit is legend.

4. Saul hails from Tarsus (Acts 9.1). Few have questioned that Paul
came from Tarsus (",-ith the exception of Koesters ') and yet Paul
does not refer in his letters to Tarsus as his place of birth. The only
allusion is Galatians 1.21 where Paul speaks of his travels and not of
his upbringing. Even here, the reference is to Cilicia of which Tarsus
was capital and not to Tarsus proper. Overall, there are a handful of
references in Acts: Acts 9.11, 9.30, 11.25, 21.39, 22.3, of which three
associate Tarsus directly with Paul's birthplace. Acts 9.30 and 11.25
refer, like Galatians 121, to travels and not to a place of origin,
although these passages do imply that Paul was engaged in missionary
activities at home. However, the mention ofTarsus in the Apocalypse
of Paul places the burden of proof on those who deny Tarsus as
Paul's place of birth.

Strabo says that Tarsus surpassed Athens and Alexandria as a center
of culture and learning (Strabo 14.5.13; also Dio Chrysostom, Or.
33.34). It was a city with important ]e\vish connections. According to
Ramsay, Antiochus Epiphanes prm·ided the occasion tor introducing
many Dew colonists into Tarsus, nuny of Wh001 '.vere ]e\vs. 111ey
were given citizenship rights as a body and were enrolled in a civic
"tribe" of their 0\,n.

S5 If true, it would make Paul a citizen of Tarsus
and not merely a descendant. Tarsus also played an important role in
Roman politics from the end of the Republic to the beginning of the
Augustine Principate. In 67 BC, Pompey made Tarsus capital of
Cilicia during his e'..pulsion of pirates from the '\[editerranean. Cicero
resided as Proconsul in the city between 51-50 and was noted for his
lenient rule. In 47 nc, Julius Caesar met with represwtatives of the
province and the city assumed the title Iuliopolis. Si:, years later '\!ark
Anthony rewarded the city for siding with him against Cassius in the
cid war and it was c-xempted from paying ta.xes. It was then that the
famous meeting of Anthony and Cleopatra took place when she came
to Tarsus sailing up the Cydnus adorned as Aphrodite. Finally,
mention may be made of Roman Citizenship being bestowed by
Augustus on a large number of the citizens in Tarsus because of their
positive attitude to Rome in the peri<:'d before the Principate.

:J. Saul persecuted Judean Christians (Acts 9.13). This mav well be

253 Dibelius, 117.
254 Koester, Introduction, 2d ed., 106-107.
255 \VI1liam '\litehell Ramsay, Sf. PaIl! the Trale!e,. and the Roman CitiZeII, 7th ed.
(London: 1903), 32.
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true despite Paul's plea that he was unkno"'n to the Churches in Judea
(Gal. 1.22).

6. Saul is baptized by Ananias (Acts 9.18). The _Ananias tradition has
three core features. First, the ~xistence of a disciple named Ananias
who lived in Damascus. Second, Paul stayed with him and recovered
from his Damascus ~xperience. Third, he baptized Paul. All three are
certain because why would anyone have wanted to link Paul to an
obscure figure nam~d Ananias~6

7. Saul preaches in the synagogues of Damascus (Acts 9.20-22).
Sequitur.

8. The Jews plot to kill Saul but he escapes via a basket (Acts 9.23).
This incident, related by Paul in Second Corinthians 11.33 is too
bizarre to have been invented.

9. Saul goes to Jerusalem but the disciples are afraid to receive
him (Acts 9.26). I accept this because of its believability--contm
Ludemann who regards Acts 9.26-30 as Lukan redaction.257

10. Bamabas introduces Saul to the Aposdes (Acts 9.27-28). Ibis is
attested in three sources, the Antiochene Source, the Pauline Source,
and Galatians 2.1.

11. Saul escapes a plot by the Hellenists (Acts 9.28). Wby would Luke
invent a contrm-ersy with the Hellenists?

12. Saul goes to Tarsus (.-\cts 9.30).

13. Saul is associated with the Church at Antioch and Bamabas
(Acts 13.1). This is attested in two sources: the Antiochcne Source
and Pauline Source. Compare Galati"ll1s 2.1,11. The list of prophets
and teachers at Antioch (Acts 13.1·2) must be historical.258 Again, why
would someone haye invented it)

I-t. "'!ission 1: Saul and Bamabas go to Cyprus (Acts 13). Nonliquet.

15. Saul and Bamabas assisted by John (Acts 13.5). Sequitur.

16. Saul blinds Elymas the magician (Acts 13.6-12). I reject this as it

256 Ludemann, Early CbriJ1ianity Aavrding to the TmditionJ tr. ActJ-: A
C01JlliIefltCl1); 106-113.
257 Ibid., 111.
258 Koesrer, Introduction, 2d ed, 323.
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contains features oflegend.

17. Sergius Pawus is converted (Acts 13.6-12). One cannot rule out the
possibility that Sergius was converted but more likely, Luke constructs
the conversion to show that prominent people embrace Christianity.
Non liquet.

18. At Perga, John deserts for Jerusalem (Acts 13.14). This is a major
embarrassment tor Paul.

19. Paul and Bamabas go to Psidian Antioch (Acts 13.15). The
journeys to Antioch and Iconium and Lystra are found in Second
Timothy 3.11 and in the Acts of Paul.

20. Paul and company enter a Synagogue, Paul preaches, people convert,
others resist, they are forced to flee (Acts 13.16b-51). I reject this unit.
That Paul encountered opposition on his missions is certain. That it
occurred in every city and followed the same pattern seems
improbable. TIle formula, "Enter synagogue, Paul preaches,
conversions, resistance, forced to flee" belongs to the ignoble pattern
ofanti-Semitism in Acts.

21. Paul and Bamabas decide to take the message from now on to
Gentiles (Acts 13.46-8). This contradicts Acts 18.6.

22. Paul and Bamabas go to Iconium (Acts 13.51). Sequitur.

23. Paul and Bamabas perfonn signs and wonders (Acts 14.3). That
Paul worked miracles is contirmed in the j\pocryphal /I.cts and in
Paul's letters.

24. Paul and Bamabas are called "Apostles" (Acts 14.4). Luke only
here refers to Paul as an Apostle. The tradition must come from
Luke's source.'-" I agree ,vith de Boer that although essentially denied
the honored title "Apostle," Paul is very much an Apostle like ttgure
in ..£\.cts. :!60

25. Resistance from Jews and Gentiles, forced to flee (Acts 14.6).

26. Paul and Barnabas flee to Lystra (Acts 14.6). Non Iiqllet.

27. Paul heals a cripple (Acts 14.8-10). This is legend.

259 Ibid.
260 M.C. de Boer, "Images of Paul in the Post-Pauline Period," Catholic
BiblicalQllarter!J42, no. 42 (1980): 366.
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28. The Greeks regard Paul and Bamabas to be gods (Acts 14.11-13).
This is undoubtedly true. It is both believable and embarrassing. The
early Church with its strong monotheistic belief would hardly have
invented a tradition where its leaders are identified with gods.

29. Paul tells the Greeks to turn from idols to a Living God (Acts
14.15). This is a well-known Pauline exhortation (1 Thess. 1.9).

30. Paul is stoned (Acts 14.19). This is confirmed in Second Corinthians
11.25.

31. Paul and Bamabas appoint elders in Derbe, Lystra, and
Iconimn (Acts 14.23). Sequitur.

32. Paul and Bamabas return to Antioch (Acts 14.24-28). Sequitm:

33. Paul and Bamabas spend time in Antioch (Acts 14.28). SequituT.

34. Paul and Bamabas split over John Mark (Acts 15.36-39). This is
both believable and embarrassing.

35. Paul circumcises Timothy (Acts 16.3). This is unbelievable and
therefore true.

36. Paul delivers to the churches the resolutions of the Conference
(Acts 16.4). This appears to be the motivation for Paul's second
.\!ission. He and Bamabas were instructed by James to convey the
decisions of the Jerusalem council to the Churches.

37. Prevented from going IQ Asia and Bythinia (Acts 16.6-7). ",Oll liq/ld.

38. Vision at Troas of a man pleading for Paul to come to Macedonia
(Acts 16.8). I agree ,,,~th Dibelius that Luke suppressed tradition in
these verses to pave the way tor Paul's entry into Greece.'"

39. At Philippi, Paul e..xorcises a slave girl VlCts 16.18).

40. Paul and Silas are beaten and imprisoned (Acts 16.18-24). This is
confirmed in First Thessalonians 2.2,2.

41. An earthquake delivers them from boncls (Acts 16.26). This is legend.

42. The Philippian jailer is converted and baptized (Acts 16.25-33). This is
not believable. ",Oll liquet.

261 Dibelius, 176, 197.
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43. Paul reveals his Roman citizenship (Acts 16.37, Acts 22.25-29). Non
sequitur. Why would Paul reveal his citizenship after being beaten?

44. Paul and Silas are released by magistrates (Acts 16.39). Sequitur.

45. Paul and Silas come to Thessalonica (Acts 17.1-2). Sequitur. This is
confirmed in FirstThessalonians 2.9 and Philippians 14.16.

46. A crowd attacks Jason's house (Acts 17.5-6). On Jason, see
Romans 16.21.

47. Paul and Silas flee to Beroea (Acts 17.10-12). Sequitur.

48. SiJas and Timothy remain at Bemea (Acts 17.14-15). This contradicts
First Thessalorllans 3.2.

49. Paul goes to Athens and is provoked by idols (Acts 17.16).
Dibelius accepts Paul's visit to Athens as part of the Itinerary. It must
have been historical since the mission to Athens was a failure.

50. Paul argues in synagogue and market place (Acts 17.17).

51. Paul preaches Jesus and the Resurrection (Acts 17.18).

52. Paul preaches at the Areopagus (Acts 17.22).

53. Dionysius and Darnaris join Paul (Acts 17.32-34). Non Iiquet.

54. Paul goes to Corinth (Acts 18.1).

en. Paul meets AquiIa and Priscilla (Acts 18.2).

56. Claudius expels Jews from Rome (Acts 18.2). This is contlrmed by
Seutonius, Claud. 25.4, "Iudeos impuLsore Chresto adsidue tumultmntes Rnma
expulit." Although not a Pauline tradition, this serves to ",-itness to this
source's historical reliability. The event took place drca41-54 "ID.

57. Paul is a tent maker (Acts 18.3).

58. Paul is joined in Corinth by SiJas and Timothy (Acts 18.5). Non Iiquet.

59. Paul decides to take the message twm now on to Gentiles (Acts 18.6,
13.46-48). Paul's letters suggest that he had the Gentiles in mind fmm
the start of his ministry.

60. Crispus the ruler of the synagogue is converted and baptized (Acts
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18.8).

61. Paul remains a year and six months in Corinth (Acts 18.11).

62. Paul brought before Tnlmnal during the proconsulship of Gallio
(Acts 18.12). Gallio's proconsulship (circa 51 AD) is confu:med in
inscriptions.

63. Paul takes a Nazarite vow at Cenchreae (Acts 18.19). This is a
major embarrassment to the Paul of the letters.

64. Paul encounters disciples ofJohn at Ephesus (Acts 19.1-7).

65. Paul works gifts and prophecies (Acts 19.6).

66. Paul spends three months preaching in the synagogue (Acts 19.8).
Non !iquet.

67. Paul preaches in the hall of Tyrannus for two years (Acts 19.9).

68. Paul works miracles (Acts 19.11-12).

69. The seven sons ofSceva are overpowered by demons (Acts 19.13-17).
Dibelius regards this as originally a non-Christian story."62

70. Book on magic are publicly burned (Acts 19.19). Non !iquet.

71. Demetrius the Silversmith provokes a riot (Acts 19.23-3-l).

72. Paul leaves Ephesus for Macedonia (Acts 20.1). Sequitur.

73. At Troas Eutychus falls out the window while Paul is preaching
(Acts 20.9-12). The non-devotional style points to its historicity':"

7-l. Paul goes to Jerusalem and relates his ministry to the elders
(Acts 21.19).

75. Opposition to Paul ensues (Acts 2121).

76. Paul takes a vow 'l.vith four other men (Acts 21.26). This is a major
embarrassment to the Paul of the letters.

77. Jews from Asia cause a riot. Paul is dragged from the temple and

262 Ibid., 19.
263 Ibid.
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beaten (Acts 21.32). Sequitur.

78. Paul is arrested (Acts 21.34).

79. Paul spe-aks Hebrew (Acts 21.40). From his letters one can tell that
Paul's first language is Greek. They betray no knowledge of either
Hebrew or Aramaic. The style of his arguments is that of the Greek
Diatribe and he only quotes from Greek versions of the Jewish Sacred
Scriptures, mostly the Lxx, even where they differ from the Hebrew
text(s).264

80. Paul is not the Egyptian who stirred up revolt (Acts 21.38). This
revolt is confirmed byJosephus Ant 20.8.6.

81. Paul as a Roman citizen avoids scourging (Acts 2225-29). Paul is
silent about his Roman citizenship. Can Roman citizens be flogged
three times? Not according to Cicero.265 Paul's appe-al to Caesar is not
proof Paul was a Roman Citizen since any free subject had the right
of appeal.

82. Paul is struck on the mouth by the High Priest Ananias (Acts 23.2).
The \Vestem Text omits "Ananias."

83. Paul is a Pharisee and a son of Pharisees (Acts 23.6). I accept this
tradition but it is not without its problems.z66 See chapter 10.

84. Paul preaches hope and resurrection (Acts 23.6).

85. A plot by 40 Jews to kill Paul is averted by Paul's nepbew (Acts
23.12-16). I reject this according to the criterion of Ideological Criticism.
111is reveals Luke at his most anti-Semitic. Sadly, canonical Acts
flagrantly characterizes the Je"" as Christ killers and persecutors of
Christians, "This man vou crucified and killed bv the hands of those, .
outside the Law" (Acts 2.36, 4.10). Even when Paul is faced with
opposition by Greeks or Roman, the Jews have instigated it. They
"hatch plots," "plan to murder," "are filled ",~th je-alousy and

264 The thesis of W. C. van Unnik: "It can safely be said, that Aramaic was
Paul's e-adiest and principle tongue" is unacceptable. Unnik is quoted and
discussed sympathetically by Martin Hengel, The Pre-ChriJ1iaJl Pau! (London:
SC.\I, 1991), 22-23.
265 Hans Conzelmann, Aas of the Apostles: A Commentary on the Aas of the
Apostles (philadelphia: Fortress, 1987), 189.
266 So also van den Heever: "Although both Paul and Josephus say that they
were once Pharisees, they never again refer to Pharisaism as part of their
identities." van den Heever and Scheffler, 63.
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blaspheming," "stir up the Gentiles and poison their minds," etc.
Luke only likes Jews when they become Christians. The Romans on
the other hand are sympathetically portrayed. The Roman procurator
Sergius Paulus is converted (Acts 13.7); the proconsul Gallio
dismisses a complaint against Paul (Acts 18); the Asiarchs (whose task
it was to promote the cult of the Emperor) are friendly to Paul (Acts
19.31); the town clerk of Ephesus defends Christians against the
charge of profanation (Acts 19.35); the tribune ofJerusalem, Claudius
Lysias (Acts 23); and finally, as a prisoner in Rome, the RJJmanuJ Citis
Paulus is allowed to carry out his work unhindered.267

86. Paul is taken to Felix the Governor at Caesarea (Acts 23.24). The
governorship is confirmed by Tacitus circa 52-60 AD (Tac. Hist 5.9).

87. Paul is guarded in Herod's Praetorium (Acts 23.35). Sequitur.

88. Ananias comes to Caesarea to lay his case against Paul (Acts 24.1).
Non liquet.

89. Paul remains in prison for two years (Acts 24.27). Bracketing of
believability.

90. Porcius Festus succeeds FeIix (Acts 24.27). This is confirmed by
Josephus JW 2.14.11.

91. Paul appears before Festus and appeals to Caesar (Acts 25.1-11).
Sequitur.

92. Paul presents his case to King Agrippa and Bernice (Acts 25.13,
14a-23). Agrippa and Bemice are referred to by Josephus, ]\V 2.9.6
but I am not convinced they would have heard Paul's case. Non liquet.

93. Festus thinks Paul is mad, Agrippa thinks Paul is innocent (Acts
25.13-32). The first is possible, the second unlikely. Non liquet.

94. On route to Rome, Paul is bitten by snake but unharmed (Acts
28.3-{,). This is legend.

95. Paul rebukes the Jews (Acts 28.28). This is a Lukan redaction. (See
below.)

96. Paul arrives in Rome and lives there for two years at his own
expense (Acts 28.30). The second part of the tradition is possible but
beyond proof. I therefore rejected it.

267 Haenchen, 103. See also KnoO<, Chapterr ill aLift rfPtliil, 15.
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Ust ifPauline Traditions in the "We" Passages

L Paul resolves to go to Macedonia (Acts 16.10).

2. Various travels. Arrives at Philippi.

3. Lydia is converted and baptized (Acts 16.14-15). That this is
historical "is supported not only by the name (Lydia) but by the

ifi 'th h' d l' I "'68spec c remaIK at s e IS a ea er m pUlp e. -

4. They encounter a slave girl (Acts 16.16-17). Sequitur.

5. Paul is warned through the Spirit not to go to Jerusalem (Acts 21.4).

6. Paul stays ,,~th Philip the evangelist at Caesarea (Acts 21.8). This is
Luke's attempt to link Paul's ministry to that of other key figures in
Acts.

7. Paul stays with an "early disciple" Mnason of Cyprus in
Jerusalem (Acts 21.16). I cannot see why anyone would have wanted
to invent this.

8. Paul is welcomed and meets James with elders present (Acts
21.10-12). This is attested in three independent traditions, the
Antiochene Source, the Pauline Source, and "We" Source.

9. Paul falls into a tr.mce. This could be historical. Non Uquet.

10. Paul delivered to the Augustan CohortJulius and sails for Rome
(Acts 27.1).

11. Paul is shipwrecked (Acts 27.13-20). This is confirmed in Paul's
letters. The narrative cannot be trusted in its entirety.

12. All escape to Malta (Acts 27.44). Sequitur. Wamecke has argued that
the Island in question is Kefalinia, near Ithaca, known in antiquity as
".\felaena."269 I hail from this Island!

13. At Malta, Paul heals the chief's father and others (Acts 28.7-9). This is
legend.

268 Liidemann, EarlY Christianity According to the Traditions in A,1s: A
Commentary, 183.
269 Heinz Wamecke and Thomas Schimnacher, War Pau!lIs l1irklich aN!
l"Halta?, Kirchen- und Missionsgeschichte (Hanssler. Theologie fur die
Gemeinde,1992).
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14. Paul comes to Rome and is placed under house arrest (Acts
28.16).

List ofPauline Tradition,. thatQualify as Llmn Reda,'!ions

Lukan redaction reveals much of Luke's concerns as a theologian. Of the

Pauline material in Acts, I regard the following as the more important Lukan

redactions.

1. The Church in Judea and Galilee and Samaria had peace (Acts 9.31).

2. Paul's speech at Psiclian Antioch (Acts 13.42).

3. Bamabas and Paul rebut the Lycaonians (Acts 14.17).

4. Luke's Summary of the circumcision question that IS debated m

Antioch (Acts 15.1-2).

5. Peter's speech at the conference (Acts 15.7-11).

6. James' speech at the conference (Acts 15.13-21).

7. Town clerks' speech at Ephesus (Acts 19.35-40).

8. Paul's tarewell speech to the Ephesians (Acts 20.18b-35). This is

important for its clear allusions to Paul's death, "I do not account my

life of any ,alue," "If I may accomplish my course," "they ",~ll see my

face no more," and "after my departure."

9. Jerusalem elders charge Paul to take the vow ",~th four others (Acts

2120b-25).

10. Paul speaks to the people in Jerusalem following his arrest (Acts

22.13-22).

11. Luke portrays Paul in this speech as de,outly Je\V~h. Paul speaks

Hebrew to the crowd, claims to ha,e been brought up at the feet of
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Gamaliel, and educated in the manner ofJudaism.

12. Tertullus acruses Paul before FelL" and Paul responds (Acts 24.2b-21,

24.9-21). Festus lays Paul's case before the King (Acts 24.14b-21a,

2424-27).

13. Paul's defense before Agrippa (Acts 26.1-23).

14. Paul's speech to local Jewish leaders at Rome (Acts 26.17-29).

15. Lukan conclusion (Acts 28.30).
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